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ETUDE

FORESIGHT THAT BRINGS
GENEROUS REWARDS
It is Hard to think of Golden Rod when the Roses are
in bloom. Yet, September is surely coming.
Are you planning to wait until the first September schoolbell rings before you order the Music you know you will need to
open the season ?
Or will you take the infinitely wiser plan of ordering now at
your leisure a stock of “On Selection” Music from the Theo.
Presser Co. made up of just the Music you want and the novelties
we want you to see?

Edited by James Francis Cooke
Subscription Price, $1.50 per year in United States,
Alaska, Cuba, Porto Rico, Mexico, Hawaii, Philippines,
Panama, Guam, Tutuila, and the City of Shanghai. In
Canada, $1.75 per year. In England and Colonies, 9 Shill¬
ings) in France, 11 Francs; in Germany, 9 Marks. All
other countries, $2.22 per year.

KS may be seen at the New York City Sales Cent
36 W. 40th St., and Chandler-Ebel Music Co., 222 Livingston St., Brooklyn.
1 for Bulletins of Appreciation and Records of Results. The RUSSELL BOOKS
implete Study Process, Philosophy of Practice and Exercise Material froi
the plane of virtuos

WHY NOW?
!

NEW YORK SCHO
Central Park West, cor. 95th St., Ne'
We are now in our beautiful new
buildings, overlooking Central’ Park,

Special Summer Courses of six and ten weeks, for
All Branches of Music and the Arts taught , fn

America’s Most Eminent Teachers
[ OPEN THE ENTIRE YEAR I

TERMS’ including T1

First: Because you know now just as well as you will
September first what you will need to start your season.
Second: Because now you have abundant time to study
your needs without hurry or fluster and we have ample time to
attend to them.
Third: Becaus.e you will get your new music far enough
ahead to become properly familiar with it. Get the details of
ordering out of the way and earn “peace of mind” for the rest
of the summer as a reward for a little foresight.

After the season has opened and specific needs are known a
more comprehensive supplementary'selection may be ordered and
filled with our usual care.

ADVANTAGES TO THOSE ORDERING EARLY

THE FLETCHER MUSIC MET

In addition to the all-comprehensive stock of domestic
and imported musical supplies, the highly efficient “Mail Order”
system, the thorough understanding of all musical educational
needs, the Theodore Presser Company offers for early orders at
this season the following advantages:

The Normal Summer School will be opened in San Francisco by Mrs,
Copp, in June. An Eastern Normal Class will be opened by tl
Fletcher, August 1st, in Brookline (Mrs. Fletcher-Copp’s home),
accommodate the teachers unable to join the San Francisco
Copp will give the final month’s training to this class herself.
DO NOT BE CONTENT WITH THE IMITATIONS OF THIS SYSTEM. INVESTIGATE TH
FULL INFORMATION WILL BE FORWARDED, ADDRESS
MRS. EVELYN FLETCHER-COPP., 31 York Terrace, BR00KL1N)

The entire amount purchased “On Sale” to be charged
to your next season’s account with the customary privilege
to return unused material.
Delivery Guaranteed at the date you set.
Transportation so arranged that all delivery charges
are reduced to a minimum.

I
school of
vocal music
Fits for Singing ind Teaching. 7th Season. Ideal
Summer Home. Boating on the Charles River.
isc8 open 1st of October.
vate Pupils in Su :r in Singing and Speak• Voice, with the , urnpu.
■s.) MAY SLEEPERRUGGLES (Wellesley Coll.
J REMITTANp/ktSshouldbeVado
orders, bank check or draft, or register,
stamps are always received for ca ...
dangerous, and we are not responsible for its sale arrival.
DISCONTINUANCE.—Write us a definite noti
wish THE ETUDE stopped. Most of our subscribe]
wish to miss an issue, so THE ETUDE will be c<

L,ieaerneim

on which your subsc:
receipt for your subsc:
MANUSCRIPTS.ETUDE. Write on one s

will be printed the dat

be addressed to THE
>f the sheet only. Cc
possible6 carets taken "th, publish)
>t responsible for man«*. F'lviwgiayus ciuier wmie in xneir possession or in transit.
Unavailable manuscripts will be returned.
^ ADVERTISING RATES will be sent on application. Adverpreceding date d‘“sue to insure Tnsertion in the followinghrae. m0“th
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Publishers,
1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Entered at Philadelphia P. O. as Second-class i
Copyright, 1915, by Theodore Pres r Co.

STARTING NEW ACCOUNTS
Let us show why our exceptionally successful Mail Order
Music Supply System with large discounts, liberal terms,
invariably courteous treatment, and notable promptness
has brought a host of loyal and delighted customers. We
stand ready to give the benefit of years of experience to all.
One order, no matter how small, is our opportunity to make
a permanent friend for the Theo. Presser Co. Let us send our
initial assortment of catalogues to any one ever so slightly
interested.
The earlier your order arrives the better, to-day is just
twenty-four hours better than to-morrow.

THEO. PRESSER CO.
Music Publishers and General Mail Order Supply House
for Sheet Music and Music Books
1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

DIRECTORY OF SUMMER SCHOOLS I

DIRECTORY OF SUMMER SCHOOLS
^

WHAT ONE OF THE GREATEST AUTHORITIES SAYS OF

5UWi|r|ir

OF NEW YORK
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For Professional Students and Teachers in the “Russell Methods” of
Music Study for Pianists, Singers and Teachers
THREE WEEKS’ COURSE, Daily sessions 9 A. M. to 3 P. M., College of Music,
Newark, July Sth to 24th.
THREE WEEKS’ COURSE (aame schedule), Dominican Academy, Caldwell High,
lands, N. J, Aug. 16th to Sept. 3d.
SPECIAL COURSES, in Manhattan (Carnegie Hall), beginning June 15th.
RUSSELL METHOD Teachers are in demand throughout the country. Over forty net
’
.
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Academ
ins 1914
(New Sr-.I. ni!-j m
Normals).
and Private In
Pianoforte; Manual Culture; Forn
PIANO:
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OF MUSIC s
BOSTON, MASS.

The Largest and Best Equipped School of Music
srica. It affords pupils the environment
lete organization, its imposing Conservator

ce; Phonetic and Expression^ Diet::
SINGING: Control c Body; Breat
’epertory; Class Teaching, etc., etc.
Special Lecturea on Voice Repair and Restoration: Sources of
’reservation of Vocal Resources. The Embellishments of Music;

ch of Music, applied and theoretic
The free privileges of lectures, con

OKS may be.....
andler-Ebel Music Co., 222 Livingston St., Brooklyn.
Send for Bulletins of Appreciation and Records of Results. The RUSSELL BOOKS re
lost complete Study Process, Philosophy of Practice and Exercise Material from the fo
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A Complete Orchestra offers advj
and public appearances with orchestr;
Dramatic Department. Practica
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NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS

'Hwfevuciife ■ Jfcd/** TI»a£v $du*&,

Central Park West, cor. 95th St., New York City

( A-tUi Ah.

duU. ILvuUmu, 4^
e Faculty Includes:

Fall Term begins September 13th
For Catalogue Address Secretary—

Special Summer Courses of six and ten weeks, for Amateurs, Teachers and Professionals, from May 1st to September 15th
All Branches of Music and the Arts taught , from the beginning to the highest artistic finish by a faculty composed of

America’s Most Eminent Teachers
TERMS, including
OPEN THE ENTIRE YEAR

Dormitories in School Buildings and Proper Chaperonage
Tuition, Board, Practicing, etc., on application
SEND FOR BOOKLET

| PUPILS MAY ENTER ANY PAY]

PORTLAND, OREGON

IN T
The Normal Summer School will be opened in San Francisco by Mrs. FletcherCopp, in June. An Eastern Normal Class will be opened by the Misses
Fletcher, August 1st, in Brookline (Mrs. Fletcher-Copp’s home), in order to
accommodate the teachers unable to join the San Francisco class. Mrs.
Copp will give the final month’s training to this class herself.
DO NOT BE CONTENT WITH THE IMITATIONS OF THIS SYSTEM. INVESTIGATE THOROUGHLY.
FULL INFORMATION WILL BE FORWARDED, ADDRESS
MRS. EVELYN FLETCHER-COPP., 31 York Terrace, BROOKLINE, MASS.

42 WEST 76
M

CALVIN B. CADY, Principal
Lecturor in Music, Teachers College,

The Virgil
The Bergma;
The Bergma
instrumen
The Bergma;

Music:Educa-*• educators and musician
all teachers of music an.

MASTERFUL ADVANTAGES AFFORDED

VIRGIL PIANO CONSE
Summer Normal Course begins June 22d, 1915
FOR INFORMATION WRITE

MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director
ANNOUNCE THE OPENING DATE
FALL SCHOOLS IN AUGUST ETUDE

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
560 WEST END AVENUE (Corner 87th Street)
ALL BRANCHES TAUGHT BY EMINENT PROFESSORS
Boarding Accommodations for Students in Building
VICTOR KUZDO
WRITE FOR CATALOG
H
BESSIE CLAY

42 West 76th Street, NEW YORK

!.'a
STUDY HARMONY
and COMPOSITION
by MAIL with Dr. Wooler.
fcsMon*1 NimJi CJr,° fa<>nd SSSJmI
A Him pic. concise and "practical
,
.
•
ALFRED WOOLER. Mu.. Doc
. SUW-U.-K. Si., BulUU. N. Y.

BURROWES COURSE OFST^f

n application
KATHARINE BURROWES
„
D--r.RNl
502 CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK r.rv
Dept. D. 246 HIGHLAND
HIGHLAND AVE., HIGHLAND PARK. DETROIT. MICH.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertiser'^

DUNNING SYSTEM

IMPROVED MUSIC STUDY FOR BEGINNERS
NORMAL CLASSES FOR TEACHERS
e ISth, Portland, Oregon
, ; .list 4th, Chicago
^S?see dunning (.September
I8th, New York
Address, II West 36th St., New York, Ni Y.
RECTOR

BEVITT { SfifiWSan

CHONTRELLE

Diego
Address, 3914 3rd St., San Diego,

August fird|^AehTvHle7c.
Address, 100 Carnegie Hall, New York, N. Y.

THE NEW VIRGIL
PRACTICE CLAVIER

GRANBERRY PIANO SCHOOL

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Teachers’ Training Courses
FAELTEN SYSTEM. Booklet

Far superior in its latest construction to any
other instrument for teaching and practice.

^ T

^ V irgil

FAUST SCHOOL

J

American Institute Applied Music

TUNING

Piano, Player-Piano, Pipe Organ & Reed Organ Courses
Musicians! Make those Teachers! Increase
wasted hours become a your income, become a

Enrollment Saturday, June 26th
For prospectus address Secretary

The
of
\
(METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC)
»| 212 West 59th Street
New York City
J Complete courses in Voice, Organ, Piano, Stringed Instruments, Public
/
School Music. Theoretical and Historical branches
30th Season—September 28, 1915. Send for circulars and catalogue
JOHN B. CALVERT, D.D., Pres.
KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean

MRS. BABCOCK
QFFERS Teaching Positions, Col¬
leges, Conservatories, Schools.
Also Church and Concert Engagements
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

SUMMER SESSION begins Monday, June 28th

A.

California

ARMSTRONG {

I
school of
vocal music
Fits for Singing and Teaching. 7th Season. Ideal
Summer Home. Boating on the Charles River.
Swimming Pool. Classes open 1st of October.
Private Pupils in Summer in Singing and Speak¬
ing Voice, with the Principal.
(Mrs.) MAY SLEEPER RUGGLES (Wellesley College)
Auburndale, Mast. (10 miles from Boston)

Lieaerneim

EXPLJ

h 1913, will hold a

Famous for Instruction in Technic, Pedalling, Interpre¬
tation, Theory and Harmony Playing.
Special Courses for Teachers.

IDEAL SUMMER FOR THE AMBITIOUS MUSIC TEACHER

THE FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD

TH1
PIANO

JUNE 28—AUG. 6

For teachers and advanced students

A Real Home for Music Students. New
York’s modern, up-to-date Music School.

VON ENDE SCHOOL Ol

SUMMER NORMAL

SUMMER SESSION

RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director

We are now in our beautiful new
buildings, overlooking Central’ Park.

TRANSLATION
Boston,
Dear Mr. von Ende:
I am naturally very willing to comply with yot
know that I have always been pleased with the
strive for in the teaching plan of your institir
over, that you possess the patience, conscience
seriousness to reach these high aims. That I
Ende School of Music one of the very best mu
in America, I cannot prove in a better manne
my name at your disposal for your list of patroi
With the highest esteem,
DR. K.

Music teaches most exquisitely the art of development
—Disraeli.
Music-Education

ANNOUNCEMENTS ON APPLICATION
CALVIN B. CADY, Teachers College
Columbia University
NEW YORK, N. Y.

in experience in reheai
RALPH L. FLANDERS, General Manager.

"il wWw ,

ifclluv ■ ivn4, -wotIv tsneL.

new England]

- |New Bigland
Conservatory

Louis Arthur Russell’s Summer Normals

ende school of music

VON
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OliverC. Faust .Principal,27 Gainiboro St. ,Boston,Mass.

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART IS!
AN ENDOWED SCHOOL OF MUSIC
The opportunities of the Institute are intended only for students of natural ability
wnh an earnest purpose to do serious work, and no others will be accepted. For catalogue
and full information address SECRETARY, 120 Claremont Avenue, New York.

THE FALL SESSION OF YOUR SCHOOL SHOULD BE ANNOUNCED IN AUGUST ETUDE
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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etude
WESTERN

DIRECTORY OF SUMMER SCHOOLS

SOUTHERN
Philadelphia

DIRECTORY OF SUMMER SCHOOL^

Also
Two-Year Course

THOMAS NORMAL TRAINING SCHOOL

Home Economics

Industrial Arts

Combs Rroad Street

LOUIS.A. THOMAS
Secretary

n

incorporated

.

3029 West Grand Blvd., Detroit, Michigan

Manual Training

Drawing

Physical Training

We wish to interest Superintendents and others employing specialists in the qualifications of our
own graduates. We have personal and positive knowledge cf the character and abilities of each.

"the selection of the right music

SCHOOL IS THE ALL IMPORTANT STEP

AMERICAN

CONSERVATORY
Three Decades of Success
Can Accommodate 2500 Day and Dormi¬
tory Students.
Chartered by State of Pennsylvania wjth
power to confer degrees.
Teaches All Branches of Music: Normal
Training Course for Teachers, Public School
Music Supervision, Piano Tuning, Player
Piano Regulating, etc.
Daily Supervised Practice.
Four Pupils’ Recitals a week.
Complete Pupils’ Symphony Orchestra.

D or mit cries for Y oung W omen
Safe, comfortable and homelike.

University Advantages
Reciprocal relations with the University of Pennsylvania
enable pupils to take special courses in English, I rench,
German, etc., without extra charge.

y MU5IC

Teachers of World Wide Fame
GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Piano.
HENRY SCHRADIECK, Violin.
HUGH A. CLAR&E. Mus. Doc., Theory
and seventy artist teachers-graduates of the
CONSERVATORY—tramed in thescient.fic
psychological, musical methods which have
brought the Conservatory permanent suc-

Special Systems

Music under a faculty of artist teachers.
“A GATHERING PLACE FOR
ADVANCED STUDENTS”
“Ann Arbor—An ideal city for summer study”
Send for announcement
CHARLES A. SINK, Secretary
1200 Maynard Street

Frederic W. Root
NORMAL WORK

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
I

School of Music Collegiate Institute |

Normal Consehvatok?

/•
Dayton, Va.
Offers a broad variety of musical courses,
including Pianoforte, Violin, and other
stringed instruments. Band and Orches¬
tra, with weekly concerts, Pipe Organ,
Piano Tuning, Voice Culture, Elocu¬
tion and Physical Culture, Arts and
/-<_ill<&onn
49.7ft rvor v^ar.

Tuition $10 to $30 according to study
d
arrangements the Rev. Father Leo Manzetti will
conduct a course in the Interpretation of Gregorian Chant.
Circulars mailed
.
Arrangements for classes now being made
FREDERICK R. HUBER. Manager

VON UNSCHULD UNIVERSITY
OF MUSIC

1320-22 F Street, N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C.
A Musical Institution ot the highest standing tor
SS^'SgffiSgL»JffiS^I,StSS55^ SS2SLSE
rea

MR. & MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Classes for Piano Teachers
for the Study ot Teaching Material will he held m
LINCOLN, NEB., July 15-28, 1915
CHICAGO, ILL., Aug. 5-18, 1915
Write for booklet containingt°^n®h^^)lfi^selie
"montreat, NORTH CAROLINA

On Alternate Days, July 2—21
Thirty hours of work under a
teacher of unusually wide ex¬
perience.

Learn Piano Tuning at the Original School
A paying profession, not overcrowded and an ideal
profession for the musician or teacher. Diplomas
recognized throughout the United States. Write
POLK’S PIANO TRADE SCHOOL, Valparaiso, Ind.

PIANO, VIOLIN, THEORY, FOR PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS
TERMS VERY REASONABLE
F^informaticn haHN MUSIC SCHOOL, 3919 Junius Street, DALLAS, TEX.

A Summer Normal Course

NORMAL COLLEGE OF >fMUSIC
Music

For Singers, Teachers of
Voice Culture and Students
will be held in

AND

College (under same management) is devoted exclusivel/to
ing of Teachers in Piano, Voice, Public
School Music, Theory and Composition.
STATE CHARTER. STRONG FACULTY. THIRTY-FIRST YEAR
Diplomas, Certificates and Degrees conferred by State Authority. Superior boarding facilities.
Send for Catalog
L. H. SCOTT, PreS.
MALLERS BUILDING, CHICAGO

Kimball Hall - Chicago

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
Faculty of Artist-Recitalists. All departments
complete. School Orchestra and Chorus. Public
School Music. Oratory. Languages.
SUMMER SESSION BEGINS JUNE 14th, 1915
Atlanta Conservatory of Music
Peachtree and Broad Streets,
Atlanta, Georgia

BRENAU
COLLEGE-CONSERVAT0RV

Southern University of Music
353 Peachtree Street, ATLANTA, GEORGIA
GERARD-THIERS, KURT MUELLER,Directors
SUMMER SCHOOL
Specialty: Public School Music
Fall Term opens September 1

FALL SESSION,

SEPT.

Centralizing
School of
Music

14th.

BRENAU, Box 97, Gainesville. C»-

COURTRIGHT SYSTEM OF MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN
SPECIAL SUMMER SESSIONS

10 Days—(3 hours each)
BEGINNING AUG. 2d, 1915.
Conducted by
OF CHICAGO

ing. Much can be accomplished in^short time
under our corps of eminent teachers. Among the
teachers available for summer work will be:
Hugo Kortschak, Violin,
James Whittaker, Piano,
Cedric Wilmot Lemont, Piano,
Roy David Brown, Piano,
Florence Parrish Ray, Piano,
Sandor S. Radanovits, Voice.

June 28th to July 31st

Chicago College of Music

(Inc.)
ESTHER HARRIS, President.
Students may enter at any time.
For free catalog address
CHICAGO COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Dept. 23, 304 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Write for circulars.
iiA0dwe8cmLUc.1‘t.
Carpenter
119 W 56th Street, I A.715Ray
Kimball
HaI1
Los Angeles, Cal. | CHICAGO,
ILL.
Technic and Art of Singing byFrederic W. Root will
be used by Mr. Carpenter during the entire course.

FOREST PARK VffiST
Stockhoff, Piano. Nordstrom Carter,Voice.^4th year.
Senior and Junior Colleges, Prep, and College of Music.
Summer School in Music Opens June 1st.
Annual Session, Sept. 16. Bible, Gym. Expression:

SUMMER SCHOOL

‘SlS;Ss“iSUNIVERSin

Teaching System and how to blend Keyboard
Harmony^with Melody Buildjng. Prepai

STUDY THE

Effa Ellis Perfield

Gertrude Radle-Paradis

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Standard college course, and in addi¬
tion. special courses in music, oratory,
art and domestic science. Location,
foot-hills Blue Ridge mountains. Mild
but invigorating climate; varied and
interesting student life. Beautiful illus¬
trated catalogue on request.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

MR. A. RAY CARPENTER
A Summer Course at the
FINE ARTS BUILDING, CHICAGO

ANNOUNCEMENTS of FALL SCHOOLS
in AUGUST ETUDE

SUMMER COURSES IN THE ART OF TEACHING

platform.011' June 21 to July^ lTlSlS ^
C. S, MARSH, istO Un'ivergityHalt Evan'gt'on, lllir

WESTERN CONSERVATORY

Walter Spry Music School
Send for Circular

GAINESVILLE, GA.

MUSICIANS DOUBLE INCOME

.School o^Oratoryj—A Professional Etohool for Study in

Students May Enter at Any Time

Illustrated Year Book

July 1st to Aug. 12th
Staff of eminent European and
American Masters including:
i? "Rnvle
Max Landow
Elizabeth'CoulBon
oSstive^Stmte'53
Minna Dem“
Mabel Thomas
"eSkHolthaus ^ ^JUC. Van Hulsteyn

Assisted by eminent faculty of 50 artists.
Offers to prospective students courses of
study based upon the best modern educa¬
tional principles. Diplomas and degrees
conferred. Many free advantages.

Fall Semester begins October 4

Outlining all phases of our work. This book has been the deciding
point in many musical careers. Mailed upon request. It is well
worth the investigation of any ambitious student.

of Shenandoah

SUMMER SESSION

Mrs. W. S. Bracken, President

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Singers and Voice Teachers

BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director
Recognized as the leading endowed
musical conservatory of the country

SUMMER SCHOOL

COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF
MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART

ALBERT A. STANLEY, A.M., Director

insuring constant supervision _ of details,
eliminating waste time, emphasizing ithe in¬
dividual talents of the pupil and at the same
time reducing cost result in a high standard
of scientific management applied to prac¬
tical musical education.

1335 SOUTH BROAD STREET,

PEABODY

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

MARY WOOD CHASE, DIRECTOR—Author of “Natural Law, in Piano Technic.”
Summer School—Fourth Season, at Epworth, Ludington, Michigan.
Special five weeks’ course for teachers, including Keyboard Harmony, Harmonic
Technic and Child Training. Delightful location for combining summer study and
recreation. For full particulars address
E. H. LOGAN
630 FINE ARTS BUILDING
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
OF MUSIC

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director

^CONSERVATORY

THE MARY WOOD CHASE SCHOOL OF MUSICAL ARTS

Piano, Voice, Violin, Dramatic Art, Har¬
mony, Public School Music, Theory and
Business Training. Fall term opens Sep¬
tember 1. For catalog address:
Sec., Box 8, 20 E. Jackson Blvd.

SCHOOLS—TEACHERS—CONSERVATORIES
Announce Your Fall Sessions
in the August ETUDE
ASK FOR PARTICULARS OF SPECIAL RATE

r

VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY SSSC

The University School of Music offers courses in Piano,Voice,Violin, Organ, Theory and Public School Music.
Students may attend the Music School and also take the regular work at the University
^
THE EXPENSES ARE THE LOWEST
Tuition, 335.50 per quarter of twelve weeks. Board with Furnished Room, 326 to S28 per quarter
Catalogue will be mailed free. Address Henry B. Brown, President, or Oliver P. Kinsey, Vice-President
42ND YEAR-STUDENTS ACCEPTED AT ANY TIME.

EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD, The Originator
LEARN HOW TO TEACH
Thep
invaluable
Send One Doll
py of Constructive drills
to be used by r_r_
ils for home work designed
to be used for promotional credits
Mr. Oscar Deis, Pianist and Teacher
Director of Piano Department.
EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD MUSIC SCHOOL, (Inc.
Certificates authorized by State of Illinois
- -credited by Board of Edua
" ‘
Suile950-955 McClurg Bldg., 218 S. Wabash, Chicago, III
\
1
V
I

THE COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC
CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director
Announces SUMMER SESSION-ALL DEPARTMENTS—SPECIAL ADVANTAGES
Beginning Monday, June 21st

PIANO—VOICE—VIOLIN—THEORY—PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
For Catalog and Special Announcement address J. B. HALL, 509 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO EXPOSITION and NORTH CAROLINA
Write for further particulars
MRS. LILLIAN COURTRIGHT CARD
116 EDNA AVE., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing

advertisers.

OPENING OF FALL SESSIONS SHOULD BE ANNOUNCED IN AUGUST ETUDE
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CENTRAL

DIRECTORY OF SUMMER SCHOOLS

Dana’S Musical Institute
WARREN, OHIO
THE DAILY LESSON SCHOOL
T70RTY-SEVENTH year. All instruments
U and voice taught. Lessons daily and
private. Fine dormitories for pupils. Build¬
ings for practice (new). Pure water, beauti¬
ful city and healthy. Not a death in fortyseven years. Superior faculty. Every state
and country in North America patronizes the
school. Fine recital hall with an orchestral
concert and soloists every Wednesday night.
Incorporated and confers through state
authority the degrees of Associate, Fellow,
Master and Doctor.

ENSEMBLE CLASSES DAILY
Chorus 10 A. M. Military Band 1 P. M.
Orchestra 5 P. M. in Dana Hall)

PUPILS MAY ENTER AT ANY TIME
Send for

64-page

catalogue, blue book, and historical sketch to WM. H. DANA,

R. A.

M„ President

Fall Term begins Monday, September 13th, 1915
As “A Tree is Known by its Fruit

”
So is a school known by its products, and a certificate or a diploma from The College
of Music of Cincinnati is a recognized password m the professional world. The best
facilities offered for public appearances. A wholesome artistic atmosphere makes lile
and Btudy in this school fascinating. A special booklet.
“In the Footsteps of Our Students”
contains the names of a few of the professional people who were educated in and at¬
tribute their success to the training they received in

The College of Music

Elocution—MUSIC—Languages
Also Special Summer Couree in
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
Location and surroundings ideal for Summer study
For Catalogue and Circular Address
MISS BERTHA BAUR, Directress, Highland Avenue and Oak St., Cincinnati, 0-

of Cincinnati

An Ideal School of Music and Dramatic Art
Under the patronage of a Board of Trustees, composed of fifteen of Cincinnati’s leading
business men and philanthropic patrons of art. Conducted for the development of
latent talent—not commercial. Entire income devoted to the maintenance of a faculty
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IMPORTANT RECENT PUBLICATIONS
BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
MUSICAL IDEAS FOR
BEGINNERS
ON THE PIANOFORTE
By MARION RALSTON
Price, $1.00
A valuable elementary work. The result
of many years of practical experience In
teaching and handling young students. Not
strictly an Instruction book. It may be
taken up to good advantage In connection
with any elementary method. The material
is of decidedly attractive character, the
intention of the writer being to develop
technique and musicianship hand in hand
from the very beginning.

WHAT THEY DO IN
W0NDERT0WN
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
By RUTH ALDEN
Price, 50 cents
This is a descriptive work which portrays,
musically, an Imaginary Journey through
Wondertown. The story Is told In prose
and verse, Interspersed with musical Illus¬
trations In the form of little Plano Solos.
There Is sufficient musical material for
about one month's study on the part of a
First or Second Grade student. This little
work will prove a very welcome musical
novelty.

SOUVENIRS OF THE MASTERS
Introducing Famous Melodies
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
By GEO. L SPAULDING
Price, 50 cents
A volume of 27 pieces, each containing
one of the imperishable melodies of the
great classic and modern masters, preceded
by original Introductory material by Geo.
L. Spaulding and ad libitum text by Jes¬
sica Moore. A really unique idea. The
cover page of the book contains half-tone
portraits of all the composers represented.

LITTLE FOLK’S SONG BOOK

MERRY RHYMES FOR
CHILDHOOD TIMES
VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL
By L. A. BUGBEE-DAVIS
Price, 50 cents
A new work for elementary students. It
contains seven pieces, practically all o£
them In the first grade, which may be
used as recreations in connection with nn.v
pianoforte Instructor ; or they may be used
as first pieces to follow any Instruction
book. They will also prove available for
kindergarten work. They are all very tune¬
ful and well adnpted for small hands.
Each piece has appropriate verses, which
may be sung, all in characteristic vein.

THE FIRST PROGRESS
By THEODORA DUTTON
Price, 50 cents
This is a very desirable book of first
grade pieces. The writer is able and ex¬
perienced, one who has had much success
with music for young folks. Tbe pieces
are all in characteristic vein and in spite
of their easy grade they are effectively
written throughout. They cannot fall to
prove interesting to young students. The
study of pieces of this type tends to de¬
velop genuine musicianship.

A. B. C. OF PIANO MUSIC

RHYMING TUNES FOR LITTLE
PLAYERS

By MRS. H. B. HUDSON
Price, 50 cents
The author of this little book In her
opening paragraph says : “A teaching ex¬
perience of sixteen thousand lessons has
demonstrated the need of a more simple
form of piano exercises for children. This
book Is Intended to precede any piano
method; familiarizing the pupil with the
piano keys before taking up notation Is
the principle on which the work Is based.
The book is illustrated in a manner to
impress the child.

By HANNAH SMITH
Price, 75 cents
This new work should prove one of the
best efforts of an unusually successful com¬
poser of pieces for the very young.
The work is largely melodic, the times
being divided up between the hands with
very little harmony. It may be taken up
in conjunction with any system of instruc¬
tion, and the various numbers may be used
as the very first pieces.
Each piece has appropriate verses which
are suitable to be sung.

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES
ELECTIC COURSE OF GRADED
STUDIES
IN PIANO PLAYING
By J. M. BLOSE
Price, $1.00
A practical course for pupils Who have
some knowledge of the rudiments. To be
taken up after tbe instruction book is
finished.
The book contains sixty pages, and one
hundred and eight exercises. Those exer¬
cises at the beginning of the work are
extremely simple.

FOR THE VIOLINIST
PRACTICAL METHOD FOR
THE YOUNG VIOLINIST
By K. H. AIQ0UNI
Price, $1.00
The most elementary method yet offered.
It is possible to take up this work with the
youngest students. It is logically arranged
and progresses by easy stages. The hook is
illustrated by various cuts showing the
position of the player, etc., and diagrams
of the fingering for each string. In the
beginning of the book there is some Intro¬
ductory text and a complete and easily
understood exposition of tbe rudiments of
music. This book might be used for selfinstrnetion.

FOR THE ORGANIST AND CHOIR MASTER
WORSHIP IN SONG

By WM. H. NEIDLINGER
Price, 75 cents ANTHEMS FROM WELL-KNOWN
SONGS BY FAMOUS COMPOSERS
A unique book of Children’s Songs by one
of America’s foremost composers. In addi¬
Single Copy 25 cents, Prepaid
tion to his musical attainments Mr. Neld$1.80 Per Dozen, Not Postpaid
llnger Is also an authority on child psy'hologj. ^ ”- he knows just what Is
In this attractive anthem collection a
> of Children’s Songs and number of sacred songs which have be¬
just bow t<„ _ it. All the songs in this come very popular have been assembled
charmingly original. All charac¬ and arranged for mixed voices in anthem
teristic or descriptive. The tunes are simple form. In addition to these, several wellyet delightful, and set to very pretty rhymes. known part songs have also been similarly
arranged.

REED ORGAN PLAYER

ANTHEM OFFERING
A COLLECTION FOR GENERAL USE
Single Copy, 25c Prepaid, $1.80 Per Doz. Not Prepaid
The seventh volume In pur phenomenally
successful series of anthem collections.
Anthem Offering contains seventeen numbers,
in all styles, suited to various occasions, all
by successful writers. Some of the com¬
posers represented are Berwald, Camp,
Rockwell, Roberts, Meyer, Blount, Bird,
Stults, Stair and others.

A ROSE DREAM

OPERETTA FOR YOUNG FOLKS
Price, 50 cents
This volume is a splendid collection of By MRS. R. R. FORMAN
Price, 50 cent*
classic and modern pieces, appropriate for
all occasions in the church or home. Many
This
la hound to he popular; it
of the pieces have been especially written
ents to make it a successor transcribed. It is all genuine reed organ good sparklii
music, an interesting plot
music, not simply a collection of pianoforte
..ge. The dialogues tend to
pieces of limited compass. This is one of
the plot. The whole operetta will
the best books of its kind ever offered.
lore than thirty minutes to perform.

......... r ::

PIANO COLLECTION MUSICAL LITERATURE
TWENTIETH CENTURY
EDUCATION OF THE MUSIC
DANCE ALBUM
TEACHER

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Price, 50 cent*
A collection of dance music suitable to
play for the popular dances of the present
day. All of the pieces are of the most at¬
tractive character, and are only of moder¬
ate difficulty. They are extremely varied
as to melody and rhythm, including such
dances as the One-Step, Hesitation, Tango,
Maxixe, etc. An entirely new and original
collection.

MUSICAL IMPRESSIONS FOR
THE PIANOFORTE

By THOMAS TAPPER

Price, $1.50

A most important work for all teachers
who aspire to conduct their profession on
lines most widely approved In modern music
study. Mr. Tapper shows what knowledge
and proficiency the teacher must have and
then makes clear how this may best he ob¬
tained. The book is finely bound in cloth
and comprises 224 pages.

SIX FOREST SKETCHES

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
By HUBBARD W. HARRIS
Price, 75 cent* By F. FLAXINGTON HARKER Price, 50 cent.
The eleven original pieces contained in
Yes, six, all entertaining, as well as in¬
If known structive, characteristic pieces by a wellknown American composer. The music is
They are in various styles,
of moderate of a fine character, far removed from the
length and very characteri„i,<.
commonplace, the kind of a volume tbe
They lie chiefly in the third grade, in a best teachers are glad to add to their,rep¬
” ■’—*-- little beyond. Adaptable ertoire. In point of difficulty the pieces
are in the second grade, verging on the
third grade.

VOCAL COLLECTION-MUSICAL GAME
FOUR SONGS

By CARYL FLORIO
Price $1.00
A splendid set of songs for studio use,
to be taken up in conjunction with any
vocal exercises or studies of elementary or
intermediate grade. These songs are unique
OP. 1079
in the fact that all lie within the compass
By A. SARTORIO
Price, $1.25 of a fifth, E to B on the staff. Each song
Too much stress cannot be laid on the has both Italian and English words. All
importance of .these studies. They are really are carefully phrased, with interpretative
in some respects studies in rhythm, and one marking*.
of the chief elements in music is correct
The titles of the songs are:
time. Without that you have Jargon.
“Ave Maria,”
A pupil who will take a course In this set
“Fair Is the Sky, Ah Whyr
of studies will play in better time than
“Song of the Fortune Teller.”
before. In these particular studies synco¬
pation is the one thing. It is simply aston¬
The author is a well known teacher and
ishing how pupils lag in the ready concep¬ composer who knows just what Is needed
tion of this one subject. Our candid advise in practical vocal work.
is for teachers generally to put pupils
through these special lines of study.

STUDIES IN SYNCOPATION

THE COURT OF MUSIC
A DELIGHTFUL NOVELTY IN
PLAYING CARDS
Price, 50 cent*
Especially adapted for Musical Card
Parties, Sociables, Clubs, etc.
, AH of the regular card games—Euchre,
Hearts—may be played
with this pack, the difference being that,
instead of hearts, diamonds, clubs and
spades, the denominations are sharps, flats,
notes and rests with the following face
™r 3 '
KINGS
Wagner, Beethovim^Mozart, Mendelssohn.
Patti, Melba, Calve, Lind

FOUR HAND COLLECTIONS

GENERAL STUDY BOOK

PRACTICAL TIME SCHOOL FOR

By MATHILDE BILBROW
Price, 50 cent*
THE PIANOFORTE
A very useful book of studies and recrea¬
FOUR HANDS. OP. 824
tions, well adapted to accompany or to
supplement any instruction book or method. By C. CZERNY
Price, 60 cent*
The pieces are for both two and four
Although lesser known that some of the
hands. In the four hand numbers the other works of Czerny, his Op. 824 is one
teacher is supposed to play the Secondo of the most useful and practical. It is
part. The pieces for two hands and "
designed to inculcate rhythm and playing in
strict time from the very beginning. There
Primo parts of the duets are all In
are forty-four studies in all, and these
treble clef throughout, this being a ger
first grade book. Many of the little pieces studies begin in Grade I and proceed by
have appropriate words, adding much to gradual and easy studies through Grades
their interest. It is one of the best books I and II, Just approaching Grade III. They
may be taken up in conjunction with anv
of its kind, certain to prove attractive
instruction book or with the first grade of
well as instructive to young students.

VERY FIRST DUET BOOK
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Price, 50 cents
A collection of easy four-band pieces, suit¬
able for students in the First and Second
TIlese are not “Teacher and Pupil
Duets, .but they are dnets which may be
played by two students of very nearly equal
attainments. The duets are all of melodious
character and written or arranged by stand¬
ard and contemporary writers. Each piece
is a gem, complete in Itself. The book Is
carefully graded throughout and arranged
progressive order. It is the best book of
r issued.

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE FOR ALL MUSIC AND MUSIC BOOKS
n.
.
_
A"y °! °" 8tock or Publication* sent on inspection for teaching purposes.
D,.counts and terms the best obtainable.
Catalogues and guides for every classification

music sent upon request.
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Before “Going Away’
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VOL. XXXIII

JULY, 1915

L The Great Change in Methods of Learning

The Golden Age of Service
The golden age of service is here and now. In the yesterday
of years, service and business were about as far apart as war and
peace. Eusiness was sharp, sometimes cruel, rarely generous. The
dollars were laid on the counter and the goods passed over. Some¬
times the trade was square and clean—that is, value was given for
value received. Often the trade was little above a swindle. When
the deal was over the dealer and the customer parted, and that was
all there was to it.

POND’S
Vanishing cream

MASTER FACULTY INCLUDES
Sigismond Stojowski, Anton Witek,
Albert Ross Parsons, Hans van den
Burg, Adrienne Remenyi, Vita
Witek, and Herwegh von Ende.

®hpmm1EniU*§rhnnl nfUtetr
HERWEGH von ENDE, DIRECTOR

44 WEST 85th ST., NEW YORK
Students may enter at any time.
Fall term begins September 13th.
Catalogue sent upon application.

ARTHUR HARTMANN
The famous violinist and

ZABEL BROTHERS
MUSIC PRINTERS 35 ENGRAVERS
Send for Itemized Price List and Samples

COLUMBIA AVE. AND RANDOLPH

ST.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE BUSINESS IV1A.IMUA.I_.
FOR MUSIC TEACHERS

fulfills the dreams of the old-time com¬
posers. With it artists create combina¬
tions of “color” so new and exquisite
that it is natural to find pianists cf the
finest appreciation ennobling their art
through Baldwin art.
It is this realiza¬
tion of the highest ideals that makes the
Baldwin
The Dominant Instrument of
the Concert-World
and in private music-rooms of taste.
Where culture influences choice—where
the subtle changes in piano-ranking are
matters of artistic knowledge, the Bald¬
win is indisputably premier.

in this
Philadelphia, Pa.

Then someone discovered that people in business were no dif¬
ferent from people in the home, in the church or in the fields. The
bigness of humanity itself came into business, and business awoke to
the great truth that it had a higher and greater mission in the world
than merely earning dollars in as sly and crafty manner as possible.
The spirit of service was born, and now we find, with the expansion
of corporate life, entirely new considerations of the subject. Great
corporations vie with each other to do more and more for their
employes and for their patrons—not with the idea that there may
be an immediate return in dollars, although it is clear to all that the
more an institution can do for humanity at large the richer will be
its own existence and the larger will be its scope.
Therefore we find not only corporation schools, but what is
more surprising, conventions of men and women engaged in corpora¬
tion school work—the movement is that widespread. The Interna¬
tional Harvester Company has a regularly organized Educational
Department which publishes all manner of practical books which tend
to raise the physical, social and financial standards of the farmers
throughout the country. You may even secure a book from them
telling how to make fly-traps—What have flies to do with plows and
harrows? Nothing at all, except that their venom-covered feet may
bring death to those who buy plows and harrows. Good advertising?
No! Just good humanity.
The Ford Company has a regularly
organized sociological department with trained workers. At last the
man is coming to be regarded as something more important than the
machine, and the Ford “man-making” department is one of the rea¬
sons for the success of the Ford institution and the Ford automobile.
Why all this in a musical paper? Simply because our music
teachers must learn from reading the signs of the times. The teacher
who does not realize that service to the public as a whole is as vital
a part of his work as giving music lessons, is likely to fail in these
days. In other words, the teacher should constantly be on the out¬
look for opportunities to help in the music of the community. The
more active the teacher is, the more he gives out, the greater will be
his return. If he measures his obligation to humanity by his lesson
fee he will never grow any bigger than that fee, and the fee itself is
hardly likely to increase.

Write for catalogs

Dr. E. A. Winship, editor of the popular weekly for public
school teachers, The Journal of Education, is a much traveled man.
He is constantly visiting all parts of the country lecturing and
observing. No man could be in closer touch with general educational
conditions in America than Dr. Winship.
He has been noting a
great change in the methods of disseminating knowledge in our
country—a change that all thinking teachers must perceive if their
vision reaches far enough. This greatly needed mutation from the
old to the new must have its bearing upon musical education quite
as much as education in any other form.
Consequently we take
pleasure in printing part of an editorial from the Journal of Educa¬
tion which music teachers may read with profit and pleasure.
The
italics at the end are ours.
\
“The entire plan and scope of education is changing as rapidly
as is aerial navigation, or means of communicating thought.
There
will be little left of the traditional in education in a short time, in
a very short time. The school, the college, the university of 1910 will
be almost as great curiosities in 1930 as is a horse car, a silk hat, or
drinking from a saucer.
i
“The lines of this transformation are readily seen to any alert
minded observer. For the first time we are differentiating between
learning essentials, getting information, and specializing.
“The school, college and university had the conceit for centuries
that they were a message to the student and that education consisted
in coming into possession of the message. Now for the first time we
are learning that education has to do with what students learn and
not with what they are taught, with how they learn and not with
how they are taught, except so far as they are taught to learn for
themselves.
“All that is to be retained of the old idea is the direction of the
learning of essentials by the student. , The few, very few essentials of
many subjects rather than of a few subjects will be learned by the
students under the expert direction of the teacher. They will be
so taught that the student can get one hundred per cent, in them, so
taught that he can use them under any and all conditions just as a
modern rifleman can shoot standing on his head as well as on his feet.
“General information, all information and knowledge that is not
indispensable for all, or all of which is not desirable for some, will be
learned by the children through a vast amount of reading that is
reliable as to fact and fascinating in presentation. Students will
read an infinitely greater amount than hitherto just as people travel
more extensively than hitherto. The day of tabloid knowledge is
vanishing as is the belief in ghosts. Indeed, the school notion of
becoming learned by memorising a little knowledge is a good deal of
a ghost in itself

Earning Prosperity
cturers
Cincinnati
Chicago
New York
St. Louis
Indianapolis
Louisville
Denver
San Francisco
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THE GRAND PRIX — PARIS ,1900,
THE GRAND PRIZE- ST.LOU IS, 1904 .

THE WORLD'S HIGHEST HONORS

tLTJ™ ?g° THE. ET xDuE pointed.out to its refers that the promise of rich crops all over our splendid country was the
riUre °,rat,rrTentypr0Sp,ernty cam,? ,and not even the hideous war could stop it. But individual prosperity must
be earned like all other good things. If you will have your share in our national bounties next year, waste not
b elt Cvn urewniXv;
because you will have earned it.

comP°ftlons>.grasP
ideas, plan the entire coming season and success will be your^
Your whole musical future is a mosaic of your hourly effort,—to-day.—NOW.
y
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Developing Automatic Muscular

Finding an Education at Your Threshold
A Sermonette for Pupils
By T. L. Rickaby
"Go wash in the Jordan.” And Ngaman was wroth—
and turned and went away in a rage. II. Kings, ch. 5

but he who relies on continued guidance and support
will never travel far on a wheel or cut any figure
eights. In music anyone who continually looks to
others for his own advancement in music will never
play or sing so that “the busy world will stop to hear.
If young students can have any opportunities of occa¬
sionally hearing and seeing a good pianist or violinist
they may play as fine a scale or arpeggio as they want
to, provided that they are willing to sit at the piano
and play that sort of thing long enough. A scale in
Vienna is no different from the same scale in the re¬
motest state of the United States and it will not
necessarily be played better in Berlin than in Butte,
Montana.

Sense

By Gaston de Mengel
A

t

1

most frequent mistakes made in esti-

-s £ —

ard the kind
studying and Practicing |t.

a

1
^

Nervousness in Piano Playing

^ difficuk piece

which’’ oneToutd no. possibly *» « «*'
indeed—rich, powerful
Naaman was a very great tr
and influential.
culty can usually be got over (with much unnecessary
But with it all there was one thing he desired more
expense of nervous energy) by practicing it, in the
than anything else, and that was health.
usuafly understood sense of continual repetition. But
When he learned of a great Jewish Prophet, who it
Splendid Opportunities Right Here in America
such wasteful “practice” will rarely if ever make us
was said had the power to make him well, he lost no
While
there
are
many
factors
that
enter
into
success¬
discover the general principle according to which all
time in setting out on a long journey adequately pre¬
ful artistic performance, the chief means of attaining technical difficulties of the same nature should be
pared to pay well for what he most wanted.
tackled or yet make us overcome any one particular
He was accustomed to being treated with the utmost proficiency are practice and repetition, both simple and
difficulty in a really perfect manner. Accordingly, such
close at hand. There is no magic about it. In every
respect and deference.
misunderstood “practice will not give
American city with a population of ten thousand and
So it wounded his pride considerably when, on arriv¬
matic technique which is indispensable both for the
over there may be found well taught and adequately
ing at the home of the prophet, the latter did not so
finished artist and for the sight-player.
equipped
teachers
who
can,
and
do,
give
correct
inmuch as come out to him, but sent a servant instead
Unless we not merely know, beforehand, the correct
structiotis as well as any in Europe and better than the
with the message,
playing movements and method of fingering to be
average run of teachers there. Pupils who go far
“Go wash in the Jordan.”
adopted for any given kind of passage, but are able
afield may be disappointed, and if not angry at least
This was too much. Naaman was disappointed and
automatically to apply such knowledge m our actual
they regret it deeply for they may find that after all
: away in a rage.
execution, our technique, within its limits, cannot be
He was angry and disappointed because he felt that
the expense and trouble of travel, they may be told
said to be really efficient. This applies most strongly
he had been deprived of the spectacular side of the
"Go wash in the Jordan.”
of all perhaps to the sight-player, for the essence of
Go where you will, to this conservatory or that, to
treatment he was looking for.
sight-playing is. that the mere sight of the symbols
one famous teacher or another, work—plain, prosaic,
He naturally expected the prophet to hasten out to
on the sheet of music should immediately and directly
everyday
work—will
confront
you.
No
royal
road
him, doing obeisance, repeating magic incantations, mak¬
suggest the corresponding playing movements. Unless
will
be.opened
up,
and
of
course
work
can
be
done
ing mystic signs and investing the whole affair with an
playing movements have become absolutely automatic,
at home as well (and certainly at less cost) than in some
no such association can be established between them
air of mystery and awe.
far-off place.
and the symbols on the sheet. It is well to note, in
Nothing of this happened.
However, this is not any argument against foreign
this connection, that it is not scientific to do. for in¬
He was given a simple direction.
study. If a person has abundant means, and—(and
stance, what a writer in, an English musical magazine
“Go wash in the Jordan," and he was disappointed
this is the weightest consideration)—has reached the
suggested: First to visualize the notes, and next, to
and angry.
A long toilsome journey, the transportation of much
musical plane where foreign residence will be beneficial
try and reproduce the mental image on the keyboard.
.
let him go by all means. But so many go who have
This introduces an unnecessary factor in the process of
treasure, “six
hundred pieces ,f silver, ten thousand
only limited means, who can speak no language but
association, namely, the visualizing of the keyboard:
pieces of gold and ten changes of raiment,
their own, and with insufficient preparation, and the
whereas for sight-playing proper, the sight of the sym¬
told to “Go wash in the Jordan.”
results
cannot
fail
to
be
disappointing.
What
I
want
to
bols should be directly associated with the actual play¬
And such an insignificant river too! why not some
emphasize is the desirability, nay the necessity of ultilizing movements, or more strictly speaking with the
great river?
muscular sensations evoked when such movements are
ing to the fullest extent all the means that are at
But the despised Jordan of all rivers. And so he
being performed. Both note visualizing and keyboard
hand, of doing the simple things, the obvious things
“turned and went away in a rage.”
visualizing are most excellent for memory training, but
instead of looking for the supernatural or extraordinary.
Those who have read all of this wonderful story
keyboard
visualizing is an encumbrance in sight-playing,
The
idea
of
going
to
some
person
in
some
more
or
will remember that Naaman afterwards calmed down,
which is an act suggested by the sight of the symbols,
less distant *place seems, to
he was
and the
U1U das HC
w «io told,
tuivi, cxuvj
i“i- result was highly
~ J satisfac, be . inseparably >associated
TT
««
and has no immediate relation with the keyboard at all.
tory, for by carrying out the simple direction of the
with music study. .But is it really necessaryr Harold
It is a fundamental psychological fact, that no move¬
Baur is on record as having attacked the problem of
prophet, he finally obtained that which all his money,
ment can become automatic unless it has at some time
studying piano by his own efforts when he found that
power and influence had hitherto been powerless to pro¬
or other either in the present life, or through heredity,
to follow the usual course would take more money and
cure for him, i. c., health and strength.
been attempted consciously. Hasty, ill-directed at¬
longer time than he had at his disposal. He practiced,
To a great many people music lessons taken with
tempts to perform movements, especially complicated
read, thought, and listened. The result is that he has
material purposes in view bring disappointment, disil¬
movements, with any degree of speed are always at¬
reached a very high plane.
lusion and regret. This is especially true of older
tended in the first instance by inaccuracy in the per¬
pupils who, after a certain amount of study at home,
formance of the desired movements, and this means
Lessons
at
Recitals
decide to “go away to study”—to Paris, Berlin, London
the creating of many wrong channels of association in
or to the musical centres of our own country. Wher¬
Personally I have had the advantage of European
the brain, which it will always be more or less difficult
ever they go, the result is liable to be the same. They
study and travel. But the best lessons I ever had wert
to obliterate.
The more strenuous the endeavor to
imagine that in some more or less distant centre of
received in America from Rosenthal, Carreno, Hofmann,
perform the unfamiliar movement, the more hastily it
musical activity, by some magic device or other, in¬
Sherwood, Liebling and Godowski. They did not know
is attempted, and the more frequently such attempts
vented or conceived by someone different from anyone
that I was taking lessons from them, but I was just
are made, the more confused become the association
the same, and moreover the lessons cost me nothing
else they have never seen or heard of, they will be
channels, and the more difficult it is subsequently to
except the price of admission to the concerts. A short
perform a clean, accurate movement, not to speak of
enabled to play or sing superb’y- Of course, this result
this manner from the immense waste of nervous energy employed in evadtime ago I received lessons
is very seldom attained and they are disappointed.
, played
,
, for
jng the resujts 0f jmproper association.
Scharwenka and De Pachmann, who
Emerson said that people go all over the world to
Mendelssohn’s
Rondo
Cappricioso.
Liszt’s
Liebestraum,
find beauty, but unless they take it with them they
and Chopin’s Scherzo in Bb minor. While I had known
will not find it. Others search the universe for pleas¬
these pieces for years, it just happened that I had never
ure, but unless they possess the capacity for taking
Let “Money Making” be Secondary
heard any great artist play them, and so this perform¬
pleasure (and making it) they remain unhappy. It
ance. heard not at a concert, but through the medium
is the same with education, musical as well as literary.
of a sound reproducing machine record, was highly
By Mrs. A. J. Osborne
It can be procured at one’s own door just as well as
illuminating to me. After the first two or three years
on the other side of the world. The teachers there are
re left
lert behind—with
pen.na-wun
-- only hand work, original endeavor, prompted from.
D° you wonder that the little pupil learns to despise
men and women like those that are
the teachers abroad
wlth,n- and dlllgent study of bo?ks and raagaz,,ries that
the teacher wJl°se only obvious object is to get monev?
this difference that ii
.
will accomplish
accomolish most for the student and place him 1on a Let
the mercenary
merrmarv spirit
crJi-it enter into the educational
-j_■ '1
Let the
are not nearly so capable, earnest and unselfish
higher plane of musicianship.
work of the pupil and the little one soon acquires a
thousands of teachers in America. The learning
The pupil who never plays or studies music outside
wholly wrong outlook upon the art. The teacher who
capacity of the average pupil will not increase by travel¬
of what is assigned by the teacher will never soar very
wishes to succeed broadly must really love her art.
ing five thousand miles, and the teachers at the end of
high. So as I said before, do the obvious things, the
and she must love it so dearly and so sincerely that
the five thousand miles can only tell a pupil what in
near at hand things. Do not look askance at them be¬ the little pupil catches the spirit of the teacher and
most cases he could have learned fully as well at home.
cause they are or seem simple. There is no excuse
reproduces it in his own work at the keyboard.
The greatest ends are invariably attained by the simplest
for ignorance or mediocrity in these days of phono¬
The child who is fond of the teacher advances far
means, and personal advancement in music must come,
graphs, books, magazines, libraries, concerts and re¬ more rapidly than the one who merely takes a passive
if it comes at all, from personal endeavor and not from
citals. Look around you. If you cannot obtain what
interest in the personality of the lady who gives one
without. When a most eminent teacher was asked what
you think you need, make the most of what is within
hour a week to his musical education.
It is really
was required to make a fine pianist he' replied “two
reach. Do not think that so much depends on some amazing what a difference this makes in the pupil's
things: pupil and a piano.”
one who lives “over the hills and far away.” But
work. A sweet, lovable teacher has been the secret of
At the outset guidance and support are as necessary
follow the command of the old Jewish Prophet and, the musical success of many a child who had hitherto
in music as in learning to ride a wheel, or to skate;
“Go WASH IN THE JORDAN."
showed n musical talent
U|||H|
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An Interview with the Eminent Spanish Piano Virtuoso
By SENOR ALBERTO JONAS
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Neurasthenia, the American Disease
“Musicians, notably music teachers, have the reputa¬
tion of being nervous, and since America has been
called by many ‘the country of nerves’ it would seem
that American music workers should be sufferers. This,
however, is by no means an exclusively American
disease nor are the only victims to be found among
the American musicians. Pathologists, nevertheless,
acknowledge that there is a great amount of nervous¬
ness in America and this is not said in the way of
being a slur upon the country or its people. Inasmuch
as an American physician. Dr. George M. Beard, as
long ago as 1881 wrote a book entitled American Ner¬
vousness, Its Causes and Consequences, in which he
dwells upon the fine organization of native Americans,
their delicate skin, hair of soft texture and small bones,
there can be no offense when American nervousness is
discussed.

brewed beer (German beer has 3J4%) than in a poorly
cooked potato. A raw potato contains 65% of alcohol.
Nevertheless, the books by specialists on nervousness
are filled with injunctions against the abuse of alcohol
which is a most excellent fuel and motive power for
machinery other than the human stomach.
“I have seen American musicians rush back to work
directly after a meal just like their brethren in the

Musicians Usually Know Little of Cause
“Musicians who know little of other professional
work than their own, naturally have only a very vague
idea of the nature of nervousness or its causes. They
do not realize that nervousness is in part the result
of heredity, of environment, of personal habits and of
mental attitude. With hereditary nervousness, the
musician has little to do and has little control. He
may guard his own habits of health to protect the
nervous organization of his descendants, but it is only
disconcerting to learn that he may himself have had
an ancestry tending to predispose him towards ner¬
vousness. His environment, however, is a very dif¬
ferent matter. That at least is partly open to his con¬
trol, and moreover his habits may be regulated so that
many ‘acquired’ forms of nervousness may be avoided.
“The musician should also know that the normal
cure for nervous conditions is not to be found so much
in medicine bottles as in work accomplished without
hurry or flurry, but with care and a happy mind, plenty
of rest, the right food and the right mental attitude
(state of mind). The healthy, well-balanced person
whose nerves begin to give way unconsciously seeks
rest or finds a remedy. The musician, however, is
kept up to a high tension by the enthusiasm for his
work and his ambition to excel. He forgets his health
and before one knows it there is a disastrous break¬
down which enforces months of idleness. When he
does discover that he is nervous he promptly sets out
to nurse his nervousness and ultimately makes it much
there can be no offense when American nervousness is
like some grievance or some trouble for which he feels
himself in no way responsible and for which he is ready
to blame any person or any thing.

American business world. The German or the French¬
man rests after his meals, rests for perhaps half an
hour and then returns refreshed with his digestion
undisturbed by business cares. There can be no ques¬
tion that dyspepsia and nervousness are closely con¬
nected in many cases. Get the best book you can find
upon diet and eating, the right selection of foods, etc.,
and then use all of your will power to create habits
of correct eating. This may show in your playing and
study. Who knows, it may be just what you need
most to get rid of nervousness.

A Self Suggested Complaint
“Putting aside heredity and pathological conditions,
nervousness comes under the head of self-suggested
complaints. If one were to isolate the microbe of
nervousness it would probably be found that it was
nothing other than the magnification of self, although
on the contrary in some cases it might be laid to the
neglect of self.
“Take the matter of food, for instance. Musicians
eat at all hours, consume rich viands, often hurry
through their meals and some unfortunately are ad¬
dicted to the over use of alcohol. I do not refer now
to those who indulge in wine or beer occasionally, but
to those who consume the very strong drinks. As a
matter of fact, there is less alcohol in a glass of well-

His learning is wide and comprehensive in other li
than “nsI.c- The fact that he speaks Spanish, French, Gen
and English with equal facility has enabled him to m
lesearches in many departments of science and literat
to “a“y countr es- .He has devoted much special atteni
tne nerves in pianoforte playing and has a thorp
understanding of the physiological aspect of the subj
Sefior Jon&s was born at Madrid, June 8, 1808 A;
wlndy 1“ ®pa'n Je graduated at the Brussels Conscrvati
winning the first pnze in pianoforte playing and two f
prizes in harmony. Later he studied with Anton Rul
stein in gt Petersburg and made an international rem
tion as a pianist. Senor Jonas removed from Berlin wh
he has made his home during the ten years nrecedine
beginning of the war. and will remain in Ameriel unUl
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The American Temperament and Nerves
“America is a land of such amazing opportunity
that the musician, like the business man, keeps himself
constantly under a great strain to get ahead. No one
can tell me that the Americans are not temperamental
but many misconstrue the meaning of temperament and
imagine it must be a form of nervous agitation. On
the contrary it is a highly developed nervous organism
under adequate control of the will. It is a lively exuber¬
ance and forceful expression of the feelings. It in¬
cludes enthusiasm and the ardent desire to do justice
to the beauties of a composition. The temperamental
player will put more emphatic force in his strong ut¬
terances. He will give more passionate expression to
phrases of love, sorrow, courage and despair. On the
other hand, he is by the very nature of his art apt
to step over the bounds. This exaggeration, which is
ruinous to the interpretation of a great master work,
is quite as apt to come from lack of the right artistic
balance or judgment as it is from lack of a strong
nervous system, but it probably comes more frequently
from the latter.

higher respect for the wonderful piece of physiological
machinery which we all have within us, I would sug¬
gest that he secure some good simple work upon the
nerves and do a little close reading. In the first place
the number of nerve cells in the body is prodigious.
Of course they have never been counted because it
would be almost as easy to count the stars in the firma¬
ment. Estimates, however, place the number of nerve
cells in the human body at hundreds of millions. Yet
all these are connected in some mysterious and wonder¬
ful manner with the brain and the spinal chord. Sever
certain nerves in your arm and you may apply a burn¬
ing brand to your hand without feeling it. This illus¬
trates how closely connected is the nervous system
with the brain. Although you seem to feel pain in your
finger when it is pricked with a pin, the sense of pain
is after all in the brain. This is a very important
fact for musicians to note. There are inferences which
might be drawn therefrom which if properly under¬
stood would easily show how the pupil may be saved
hours of labor by the right mental control.
Each nerve cell or neurone may be said to be in¬
dependent, an anatomical physiological unit living by
itself but at the same time connected with other nerve
cells in a manner so marvelous that it is beyond the
province of words to describe it. Nervous breakdown
is usual y caused by the slow disintegration of the
nerve cells and nerve fibre. In some cases this disinte¬
gration has no serious outward signs. In other cases
the hair commences to fall very rapidly, muscular
action is less coordinate, at times even erratic, and the
memory commences to weaken. Beware of these signs
of nerve decay. It is time for you, Mr. Pianist, to
investigate yourself and strive to build up your nervous
organism.
-•
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outline as regards the proper distinction of phrases,
must be re-charged with force for future endeavors.
The storage battery gets its re-charge from the dynamo
but whence comes the force which re-charges the nerve
cells no one really knows. The nutrition of the nerve
cell is. however, in large measure dependent upon the
blood supply and it may be assumed that anything which
will improve the condition of the blood will at the same
time make for better nerves. It may also be seen that
the circulation of the blood must be kept in the very
best possible condition.
,. , ,
. . .
‘‘There is no more stupid way in which the pianist
or the piano student can waste his time than by long
continued periods of practice without relaxation, gen¬
eral bodily exercise and plenty of deep breathing. A
quick walk around the block, interspersed with good
full breaths, often restores the nerve force and in¬
sures progress. For that reason short practice periods
and many of them are better than one long period.
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accuracy or memory. Nervousness is often nothing
more than self-consciousness unduly magnified
real significance of his artistic message.
“All this presupposes, of course, that the per
has completely mastered his piece. Mastery that is
wonderful insurance against nervousness
I do not
mean to say that anyone who has mastered a p
can not be nervous, but mastery brings a confidence
hard to describe in any other way. When thei pianist
knows that he can play a work accurately and safely
and also beautifully he should not fret. If he doe
fret he should look to the piece quite as much as to

too abstract, or to
understand. The

^ certainiy n0 real occasion for
wiU honestly and sincerely
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nc thc true artist with the

Musical Recollections of Four Score Years
Prepared Especially for The Etude from the Writings of

iewhtoefuture "improvement. That thought will ever
view to tutu
£ artist lives in a world of ideals
Tfhe'Ttrives to reach, knowing full well that he
wmnever quite attain them. Often an artist is greeted
with great applause after the performance of a piece,
T
f tb, same time he realizes that he has not done
his best ThTtrue artist will forget the enthusiasm
of the audience and set out to improve the defective
passages even though the audience -was mistaken
P “Therefore whether the artist plays well or not well
he will always strive to improve h.s work either by
keeping it up to the fine standard he usually attains
or by endeavoring to excel his own past at future
performances.
The performer thus becomes a con¬
stant student of his own playmg-the -ost absorbmg
subject he can possibly take up. How can such a per
former big or small entertain the fear thought? He
has far too much on his mind to think of worry or
nerves He approaches his task of playing for others
without fear or trepidation, but rather with the spirit
of sincere investigation. Nervousness in public play¬
ing then becomes an impossibilty because bis aim and
reward lie higher than the immediate applause.

.his own nerves.
. , ,
■ .
“But if one searches deeper, particularly into tne
psychological aspects of the subject, one will often find
Are Pianists Especially Liable to Practice?
that underlying it all is a wrong, and let it be said
“I do not think that pianists are more liable to
nervousness than people in other professions as a re¬
frankly, not very noble attitude of mind. The 1
former is afraid because he consciously or uncon¬
sult of the fact that the pianist is continually hitting
sciously craves the applause and flattery of the listener.
with his highly sensitized finger tips all day long. As
a matter of fact the violinist exerts far more pressure
This should not be so and indeed is never the case
upon the fingerboard of the violin. In other words,
with the true artist. He is, of course, glad if the
note for note the physical force demanded in the case audience understands him, he is also glad of the success
of the violinist is greater than in the case of the
and for all the good it may bring with it. But should
pianist.
Piano playing in itself does not promote
the audience fail to respond and the apparent success
nervousness. One has only to judge by the well known
not yet be his, then he should quietly investigate whether
performers. Most of the virtuosos I have known are
he has accomplished what he had set out to do, or.
exceptionally strong persons, with hearty appetites and
good nerves. The great pianist must have fine nerves.
A Piano Teacher’s System of Grading
He would never be able to stand the strain otherwise
“Nervousness comes to those who have not yet
By Ruth Alden
learned how to control themselves mentally and physicallv
The little teacher who worries and frets all
And another thing I do, she continues, and I do this
the time—who tortures her life with imagining that
We have all of us done something toward grading
simply because it pays, that is, because it pays me, I
awful things may occur and who takes every set-back
piano music, and I doubt not that all such grading has
take the liveliest interest in the cleanliness of my pupils.
as a calamity—she is the one who is the victim of
been done in good faith and probably to good purpose.
neurasthenia. The teacher imagines that because suc¬
I teach them everything I know about the care of the
Perhaps it is indispensable to set apart a lot of music
cess does not come at once she must be lacking 1
hand particularly. In short, I am for doing anything
and to call it Fourth Grade Material, but with the doing
talent or going behind. Real success in music study
that will propagate my best self-interest and that of
of
it,
1
often
wonder
if
we
have
not
failed
to
an
extent
is at the end of a long journey. The piano student
my pupil.
in
specializing
the
grading
of
music,
when
there
is
so
must learn to control his nerve-breaking eagerness to
Keep a Record
much in the pupils themselves that is to be graded on
rush ahead.
To that end I keep a most exact record of every
the basis of their natural Tendencies.
Some Things the Parent Should Know
lesson I give, to each and every pupil. I make note
Not long since, a skillful teacher showed me what she
“Nervousness at the practice hour is by no means
not only of what music we study, but of what mental
calls an "Efficiency Sheet.” She at least has begun to
unusual and piano practice in itself may be made a
study and classify the pupils as well as music. With¬
traits evolve in the process of doing it, what needs are
source of nervousness if proper conditions are; not ob¬
out attempting too obviously to do it, she secures full
revealed, and so on. I advise every teacher to do this
served. The pupil should always practice in a room
information about the pupil as to health, habits, home
as faithfully as the economical man keeps account of
alone There is nothing which makes the pupil more
duties, school duties, work time and play time. If she
nervous than petty disturbances such as people passing
his daily expenditures down to the pennies. No busy
in and out of the room, annoying parental admonitions,
thinks the child’s health is below par, she takes the
teacher can possibly remember all she sees and dis¬
’ other children playing in neighboring rooms. I insist
first opportunity to talk it over tactfully with the
covers in a pupil. The most earnest of us forget be¬
upon the pupil having a comfortable chair during prac¬
mother, not as an intruder, but as one interested in the
tween times, and then valuable suggestions slip away.
tice. There are certain positions in sitting and standing
child’s whole circle of welfare. And she has another
That is not right. If the little pupil unconsciously
which are a great strain upon the nervous system.
reason, the Letter the child’s health the more chance
throws up a signal, we must see it and read it. And
Ease at the keyboard can never be attained unless the
there is that it will respond to the music training she
if we cannot read it at sight, we must put it down in
pupil learns to sit easily and comfortably during prac¬
gives it and so become a fair representative of her
the book, think it over and learn to read it.
tice, not on a revolving stool balanced like a performer
So you see, I grade pupils rather than anything else,
teaching.
.
,
in the circus, but upon a substantial comfortable chair.
In
like
manner
she
learns
to
piece
together
the
yet I must say that I find the graded music catalogs
“Another matter which has to do with nerve strain
child’s
daily
life
by
discovering
now
one
fact
and
now
of the principal publishers of great benefit. If a boy
is vision. See to it that the distribution of light in the
another. And she takes infinite pains to go over Timeis weak in scale practice, or if he is clumsy in putting
practice room is right. The windows (and likewise
expenditure particularly, with the boy and girl and to
down two or three keys simultaneously (short chords),
the artificial light) should be behind or at the side of
show them where there is plenty of time for practice
the performer, never in front of him. Eye strain may
I grade him low on this as a weak item, and begin to
tucked away here and there in odd minutes. She shows build him up.
tire the pupil and lead to nervousness almost as quick
as in any other way. Many people are nervous and
them, too, just the best way to go about home lessons
Every pupil I have brings a note book to their lesson,
yet do not know that the cause could be removed by
(from school), home duties and piano practice itself,
and in it they write under niv direction every thing I
a good oculist. Another cause of nervousness which
ever aiming to make the child see that there is a best require of them for the next lesson. The first time
very few might suspect is the position of the music on
way to do everything, and that it is well nigh impossible
one fails to bring his book I refuse to give him his
the music rack. In the case of the grand piano the music
to hit upon that way by chance.
lesson, and you may depend, it does not happen twice.
is somewhat higher than in the case of the upright
When I asked her why she troubled to concern her¬ We go through the lesson mater.a! iust as it is in his
piano. Consequently when the music rack is too high
self about the pupil’s work and study she replied that hook. This gives him faith in the system. Of course,
the player’s neck is held in a strained position. For
experience had taught her two things, in this con- he does not know that I write it all down and much
'
this reason also (and for-other reasons too), 1 discour¬
else with it in my own record book.
nection:
, .
,
age sitting too low at the piano. It forces the player to
1. You must be fully interested in a child to gain its
Slowly I have built up a teaching repertoire not by
strain his neck, when reading music. All the great
confidence and cooperation.
network of nerve ganglia located at the back of the
grades but by needs. I have always made it a custom
2 I am alwavs willing, she said, to study how to to record every new teaching piece for its valuable
neck is then strained.
organize a child to the end that the music work it is practice elements. Thus, here is one for left-hand
The Nervous Pupil at Practice
doing with me will benefit, or get a better chance, and scale work; another for right hand accompaniment;
so begin to mould the child’s character.
“When playing, the inexperienced pianist with ten¬
another with long skips in the left hand, and so on.
dencies toward nervousness seems for the most part
Of course, one soon begins to memorize all these things,
afraid of missing notes or of forgetting some compli¬
Study the Pupil’s Characteristics
but I still continue to put them down for the reason
cated passage. He does not seem concerned, however,
I should advise every teacher to study the character¬ I know I do not remember them all. That is the reason
over the equally important subject of whether his tone
istic in the pupil that prompts its action. I find it I have this card index.
will be uniformly fine or whether his touch will be
No need that can come up in any phase of early
always well to know enough about a boy to give him a
beautiful, whether the dynamic treatment will prove
Soldier’s March to practice when he is first being piano teaching is such as I have not met with, made
effective and within the canons of well poised aesthetic
initiated into the Boy Scouts. You cannot nourish the record of, and can adjust through the material which
judgment, whether the pedals are well employed,
I have at hand.
military instinct with a Flower Song.
whether his playing will show a clear ‘distribution or

CAMILLE SAINT-SAENS
M. Saint-Saens is now in America as the Representative of the French Government at the San Francisco Exposition
The Old Conservatory
How could I permit the old Conservatory of the rue
de la Bergere go without a word of adieu—the Con¬
servatory which I loved so much, and which contains
in it so much of my early youth. I loved its oldness,
its total absence of modernism, its air of other times;
I loved its absurd courtyard where the despairing cries
of the sopranos and tenors, the rumbling of pianos,
the crash of trumpets and trombones, the arpeggi of
clarinets, united to form that ultra-polyphony which
the newest arrivals among the composers strive so hard
to attain without ever succeeding. And I love above
all the memories of my musical education, which was
completed in that ridiculous but venerable place that
had been for many years too small for the students
from all parts of the world who crowded into it.
*1
I was fousteen years old when my piano teacher,
Stamaty, presented me to Benoist, the organ professor,
an excellent and charming man who was familiarly
called “Father Benoist.” I was placed in front of a
piano, but as I was very nervous-, the sounds I pro¬
duced were so extraordinary that the other students
joined together in an immense shout of laughter. I
was received into the class, however, as an “auditor.”
This entitled me solely to the honor of listening to the
others. I was very assiduous, not missing a note of
the music or a word from the teacher. At home I
worked and thought much, digging into the Art of
Fugue of Sebastian Bach. The pupils were not so
assiduous as I, and one day when not many were
present Benoist, not having much to do, put me at the
organ. This time nobody laughed. I was immediately
admitted as a pupil, and at the end of the year I
carried. off the second prize. The first prize might
have been given me but for my youth and for the fact
that it would have been undesirable for me to leave
a class in which a prolonged sojourn was necessary
for me. While a mediocre organist, Benoist was an
excellent teacher, and a veritable Pleiades was passed
from his class. He spoke little, but as he had fine
taste and sure judgment, none of his words lacked force
or weight.
When fifteen, I entered the class of Halevy. I had
studied Harmony, Counterpoint and Fugue under the
direction of Professor Maledeu after a method which
he had acquired from a certain Gottfried Weber and
afterwards perfected, but which unfortunately has not
been published. This method has since been embodied
in that of Niedermayer, and helped to instruct Messrs.
Faure, Messager, Perilhou and Gigout, each of whom
studied it in turn. My work in the class consisted of
producing exercises in music, vocal and instrumental,
and first attempts in orchestration. Here appeared for
the first time Reverie, the Fcuille de peuplicr, and
many other works justly entombed in eternal oblivion.
My productions at that time were very unequal. Halevy
at the end of his career continually wrote operas and
opera-comiques, which added nothing to his reputation,
and which disappeared never to return after a re-'
spectable number of performances. Always at this
work, he neglected his class, only attending to it when
he could find the time. His pupils attended in the
same way, but were in their mutual study much less
indulgent than their master, whose worst fault was an
exaggeration of kindness.
The Gifted Pauline Viardot
I never had the pleasure of hearing Malibran, but
Rossini spoke to me of her singing. He preferred her
sister (Pauline Viardot). Mme. Malibran, he said,
had the advantage of beauty, and, more than that,
she died young, leaving behind her the memory of an
artist in the full prime of her glory; but as a musi¬
cian she was not the equal of her sister, and would
not have been capable, he declared, of surviving the
decline of her voice.
Mme. Viardot was not beautiful—far from it. The

portrait which Ary Scheffer painted is the only one
that reproduces her appearance without mercy, giving
at the same time an idea of her strange and potent
fascination. What rendered her especially attractive,
more so perhaps than her voice, was her personality,
which was certainly one of the most astonishing I have
ever met.
Speaking and writing Spanish, French,
Italian, English and German fluently, she was acquainted
with the literature of all countries, and was in cor¬
respondence with all Europe.
She never remembered having studied music. In
the Garcia family music was the air one breathed. Also
she protested against the legend which represented her
father, the elder Manuel Garcia, as a tyrant, cruelly
ill-treating his daughters to make them sing. I do
not know how she learned the secrets of the art of
composition, but short of orchestration she knew every¬
thing, and many were the songs she wrote to texts in
German, French and Spanish, with impeccable crafts¬
manship.
The Thursday soirees given by the Viardots were
great feasts of art, but few survive who attended them.
They were given under the Empire, at their hotel in
the rue de Douai, which was marvellously appropriate
for the aesthetic purpose. From the salon, devoted
to secular music, vocal and instrumental, where hung
the famous portrait by Ary Scheffer, one descended by
a few stairs to a gallery of precious pictures bordering
upon an exquisite pipe-organ, a masterpiece by CavailleColl. This was the temple of sacred music, and re¬
sounded to airs from the oratorios of Handel and
Mendelssohn which the great singer had interpreted
in London during the season and were not heard by
Paris audiences, which rebelled against these huge
works. At the organ, as at the piano, I ordinarily had
the honor to be her accompanist.
Reviving the Old French School of Opera
In one of those brilliant articles which he scatters
with such prodigality on all sides, M. Felix Duquesnil
spoke recently of the singer Delsarte, and the quarrels
between him and Mme. Carvalho on the matter of les¬
sons which she had received from him. The name of
Delsarte ought not to be forgotten. Delsarte, a singer
without voice, an indifferent musician, of doubtful
scholarship, guided by an intuition that had in it a
touch of genius, played, despite his numerous faults, an
important role in the evolution of French music of
the nineteenth century. He was not an ordinary man;
a.nd among those who knew him he has left the .impres¬
sion of having been a man of vision, an apostle.
The public at that time was divided into two camps;
that of Melody, comprising the Opera Comique, the
Italians, and (not without effort) modern grand opera;
and that of Grande Musique, Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn,
Sebastian Bach, who at that time was known but little’
and Handel, who was known even less. Nobody
thought of the old French School, which from the
time of Lully to that of Gluck produced such remark¬
able and admirable works. Reber had.shown the way
to Delsarte, and he in turn, a natural antiquarian, threw
himself with astonishing ardor into this unexplored
mine of treasure. Of Lully, one knew but the name.
Campra, Mondonville and others were completely un¬
known ; and of Gluck himself, how much was remem¬
bered?
He was entirely forgotten. The orchestral
parts of the first edition—untraceable to-day—were for
sale for five francs in the open market. Of Rameau
nobody ever spoke.
Delsarte, distinguished, eloquent, charming, fascinat¬
ing, ruled within his little artist-circle of fashionable
people, a veritable emperor; and it was, thanks to him,
that the torch of our old French School was discreetly
conserved until the day when inherent justice demanded
that it should be permitted to flame anew. In this
world peculiar to itself, no soiree was complete without'
Delsarte. He would arrive, • pleading a horrible sore

throat to justify the chronic extinction of his voice;
and without voice, by a sort of magic he caused one
to shudder at the accents of Orphee or Iphigenie. I
often accompanied him at the piano, and he always
demanded that I should play pianissimo.
"But,” I
would say to him, “the composer has indicated forte.”
“That is true,” he would answer, “but in those days the
clavecin had very little sonority.” It would have been
easy for me to reply that the accompaniment had not
been written for the clavecin, but for the orchestral
Orchestral Music in Paris in the Fifties
While Delsarte was preparing for the renaissance
of old French opera, especially the works of Gluck,
another forerunner of musical evolution was laboring
to develop the taste of the Parisian public. This was
Seghers, who played a great role, the memory of
which should be glorified. As his name indicates,
Seghers was of Belgian birth, and was originally a
violinist, a pupil of Baillot. With, a masterly tech¬
nique, an excellent tone, and musical intelligence of
the highest order, he deserved to rank among the
great masters ; but this, man of Herculean appearance,
of tenacious purpose, lost all power when confronting
the public.
Seghers was a member of the SocietS des Concerts
of the Conservatoire, which, not having as to-day two
series of subscriptions, addressed a very small audi¬
ence; and at that time there were in Paris no other
symphony concerts worthy of the name. If the audi¬
ence was restricted, the repertoire was not less so;
the symphonies of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven were
drawn upon exclusively. Large compositions, such as
oratorios, were performed only in fragments. Living
composers were regarded as intruders. The principal
artists, however, had the right to introduce in the
concerts a solo of their own choice. It was this rule
only that' permitted my friend, Auguste Tolbecque, who
though an octogenarian, was still a brilliant performer
on his instrument, to obtain a hearing for my first
concerto for violoncello, composed especially for him.
Deldevez, who conducted this celebrated orchestra, did
not fail to inform me that if my concerto figured on
the program it was solely out of consideration for
M. Tolbecque. Otherwise, added he, Messrs. So and
So’s works would unquestionably have been preferred.
The poor gentlemen are quite forgotten by to-day, let
us not enquire their names. . . .
Thus, not only did the public of the Conservatory
hear few symphonies, but the general public heard
none at all; the symphonies of the three great mas¬
ters were unknown to the greater number of amateurs
except through the arrangements for four hands of
Czerny. Of works which had not been arranged for
the piano they knew nothing. It was then that Seg¬
hers, leaving the Sociite es des Concerts, founded the
Societe Saint-Cccile, where he undertook the duties of
concert-master.
The modern French School, which had found the
portals closed on the rue Bergere, was welcomed with
wide-open arms at the Chaussee d’Antin, under the
auspices of Reber, Gounod, Gouvy and some begin¬
ners such as Bizet and myself. It was here that I
won my first victory, with the Symphony in E flat
which I wrote in my seventeenth year. In order to
have it accepted by the committee, Seghers presented
it as a symphony by an unknown composer who had
se"t '* ,fronl Germany. The committee swallowed the
pill. The symphony, which under my own name would
never have been accorded a hearing, went through
under clear skies.
I can still picture myself at a rehearsal of it, listen¬
ing to a conversation between Berlioz and Gounod
Both taking an interest in me, they chatted freely
before me, and discussed the qualities and defects of
the anonymous symphony. They took the work ex¬
tremely seriously, and one can imagine whether or -
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not I drank in their conversation 1 When the mystery
was revealed, the interest of the two great masters
changed to friendship, and I received from Gounod
a letter preciously conserved, that I take the liberty
of transcribing here, for it is all to the honor of him
who wrote it:
My Dear Camille:
. ,
±, ±
I learned yesterday from an official source that you
were the composer of the symphony
Sunday. I doubted it . . . but now I doubt no
longer. I do not want to let the opportunity go by
of telling you how delighted I am. You are ahead
of your years-go forward always. And remember
that on Sunday, December II, 1853, you contracted the
obligation to become a great master.
Your most happy and devoted friend
Ch. Gounod.
The True Cause of Berlioz’ Death
Two things militated seriously against the success
of Berlioz: the hostility of the Opera, which preferred
the Romeo of Bellini to Les Troyens; and the cold¬
ness toward him of the Sociite des Concerts. Since
the publication of the book by Deldebez the cause
of the latter is known to have been due to the influ¬
ence of the chief officers. This retrograde spirit has
disappeared from the rue Bergere, where Berlioz is
now held in great honor, making it clear that the
illustrious Society has entered into the modern spirit
without losing any of its rare qualities. The favor
uv8~. - come to Berlioz in the last
of theC yuouu
public began
,v„_ of his life, after the Enfance du Christ, with its
simplicity and restraint, had successfully combated
the prejudice which led many to regard him as an
agitator and a maker of tumult. He did not die, as
has been said, from man’s injustice, but from stomach
trouble caused by neglecting the advice of physicians
and the ordinary rules of hygiene. I saw this cleany
without being able to remedy it in an artist tour 1
had the honor to make with him. “An extraordinary
thing is happening,” he said to me one day, i am
not suffering any pain!” And he told me ot ms
troubles, continuous pains and cramps in the stomach,
and of the means he took to prevent them by avoiding
all stimulants and following a prescribed regime under
penalty of suffering atrocious agonies if they were
neglected. Nevertheless, he followed out no regime
and took whatever he pleased without having any ill¬
ness next day. In the evening, however, we attended
a banquet. As he was seated near me, I did every¬
thing possible to oppose his taking coffee, champagne
and Havana cigars, but it was all in vain, and the
following morning the poor, great man was tortured
with his accustomed sufferings.

and moreover his symphonic music, built on a grand
scale, painted in somewhat dull colors, was not very
difficult to comprehend.
,
From that day a bond of sympathy was created
between us, the evident sincerity of my admiration
having touched him. We were frequently together,
and often we played four-hands together, submitting
the pianos which served as our battlefield to a ru e
test, without regard for the ears of our auditors.
Great times, those!
We made music passionately,
simply for the love of making it, and'we could never
have enough. I was so happy to have met with an
artist who was truly an artist, free from the pettinesses, which at times sad to say are to be found
side by side with the greatest talents! He came back
every winter, and always with greater success. Our
friendship grew, to such an extent that one year he
insisted that I should conduct the orchestra in the
concerts he was to give.
Hitherto I had had little experience in conducting
and I hesitated to accept the task. At length I agreed,
and in these concerts (there were eight of them) I
obtained my education as an orchestral conductor.
Rubinstein would bring to the rehearsal manuscript
orchestral parts, written in a scrawling hand, full of
erasures, cuts and “landscapes” of all kinds. Never
could I get him to let me see the music in advance;
he said it was too amusing to watch me in the midst
of all these difficulties. More than that, when he played,
he was utterly indifferent to the orchestra that ac¬
companied him; he would fail to come in at the right
moment, and at times such a cloud of sounds arose
from the piano that I could make nothing of them,
and had nothing to guide me but the sight of his
fingers on the keyboard.
After this magnificent series of eight concerts, we
met one day in the foyer of the Salle Pleyel, having
both taken part in some forgotten concert, when he

Giving Concerts with Rubinstein
Chopin having disappeared from the world, a brilliant
star blazing but a moment, with Thalberg wearied with
success in retirement in Switzerland, Liszt deserting
the piano for the conductor’s baton in Weimar, there
were few great pianists left in the days of which I
speak. Not that the world absolutely ignored such
elegant or brilliant virtuosos as Dohler, Prudent, Ravina or Gottschalk, but these, one might say, were
heroes, not gods. ... As for the deities of the
piano,’the race seemed extinct, when one fine day
appeared on the walls of Paris a small placard bearing
the name Antoine Rubinstein. Nobody bad as yet
heard of him, for the great artist had the fearful
audacity to disdain the co-operation of the newspapers,
and not one—you understand me—not one of. them,
had announced his appearance. He opened with his
own concerto in G major, with orchestra, in the beau¬
tiful Salle Herz, so beautiful in appearance and original
in construction, which is no longer serviceable today.
It is useless to add that not a single paying auditor
was in the hall; but the next day the artist was cele¬
brated and the hall was crowded to suffocation at
the following concert. I went to the second concert,
and from the first notes, I was confounded, yoked to
the chariot of the conqueror! Of the succeeding con¬
certs I did not miss one.
It was proposed that I should he presented to the
victor; but, in spite of my youth—I was then.only
twenty-eight—and in spite of his reputation for kindli¬
ness, he inspired in me a horrible dread. The idea
of seeing him from nearby, of speaking words to him,
positively terrified me. It was not until the year fol¬
lowing, his second appearance in Paris, that I had
the courage to face his presence. From the first mo¬
ment the ice was broken; I won his friendship by
playing at sight on the piano the orchestral score of
| his Ocean Symphony. I could read well at sight,
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Needed Reforms in the Essentials of Piano Technic
By Leroy B. Campbell

whichtas made its debut under illustrious patronage.
Rubinstein, the Composer
Rubinstein died confident in the future, persuaded
that time would assign to him his true place, and
Sat this position would be a lofty one^ Let us awa,
the outcome.
The next generation having lost all
recollection of the overwhelming, fulgurant pianist,
recollection T^ better placed
placed than
than we
we are to appreci¬
will
perhaps
ate the
mass of his compositions ^
so (diverse in character vet always marked with the same imprint, the
outpourings of' a powerful intelligence.
Such nch2 such breadth, in the method of workmanship
and grandeur of conception are not to be found in
any corner of the globe. And when the fashton for
unlimited modulation passes, when people are weary
of color-effects and complications, who knows but
that they will be glad to re-discover the Ocean Symphony, with its strong, vivifying breezes and its bil¬
lows as gigantic as those of the Pacific? After having
struggled in the weeds of the virgin forest, breathing
the intoxicating perfumes of tropical flowers, who
can say but that we shall be willing to open our
lungs to the pure air of the steppes, and to rest our
eyes on their limitless horizons? In the meanwhile.
I have rendered homage to a great artist, whom I
had the honor to count among my friends, and to
whom I shall be grateful until my last day for the
tokens of sympathy, and intense artistic joys that he
gave me.

Thinking” Practice
By Leonora Sill Ashton
While the practice hour is a time dreaded by many,
it is also a time looked forward to with eagerness by
others, and often to this last withheld by force of
circumstance. When physical weakness or stress of
other duties interfere with the time which you are
anxious to give to your technical piano work, have you
ever tried thinking the practice of the things you wish
to play?
Do not imagine for a moment that this will displace
the regular physical training of the muscles in the habit
of correct playing. The mechanical part of your work
can never be put aside, but the above suggestion at
least will help to overcome difficulties which you have
not time to battle with wholly in this way.
For instance, take the scales and arpeggios, without
vyhich, as long as we live, our fingers will become way¬
ward and unruly. You cannot spend the half or per¬
haps the whole hour a day upon the practice of these
which you desire.
Therefore, as you are occupied with other things, dr
perhaps, as you sit resting, call to mind some key and
think your fingers along the keyboard.
The scale of D flat major—second finger, third finger,
thumb, second finger, third finger, fourth finger, thumb,
and so on, all the way up and down remembering that
the thumb is held under the rest of the fingers all the
time ready for attack. Do this three or four times,
thinking the rhythm no faster than you can actually

play the scale, and then turn your attention to some¬
thing else—the arpeggio of D flat major peihaps.
Think this up and down several times, beginning alter¬
nately at the bass and treble ends of the piano, and
then think it in velocity.
An important thing to be remembered is that this
form of practice strengthens the musical memory and
understanding. It places the keys of the scales and
arpeggios clearly in one’s mind and also the fingering.
And if this is true with the exercises which you
wish to practice, how much more so with tjie pieces
of your repertoire3
Think over the bass which is so hard to play, and
the embellishments which you think would come if
you only had time to practice.
Think them . over carefully—not casually—with their
correct fingering, and then when the coveted moments
at the piano finally arrive, you will find your fingers
more obedient children than they would have been
otherwise.
A needful adjunct to this practice is to keep the
hands, fingers and wrists always in a state of relaxa¬
tion. There is no need of stiffening the joints to
accomplish anything. Strength runs through limber
muscles with more force than through tense ones.
Constant perseverance in keeping the muscles of the
hands limber will help the concentrated action of the
mind to have free play through its physical agents.

Getting the Right Viewpoint in Teaching Music
By Elizabeth C. Cobb
Not long ago the viewpoint of two people on the
subject of music teaching came directly to my ob¬
servation, and, as they were so widely different, they
proved themselves quite interesting as to the real true
viewpoint a teacher should have and cultivate con¬
tinually.
The first was from a friend engaged in another
profession. He was in the city where I lived on busi¬
ness, and called to see me at my studio. “Well,” he
said, “is this your studio, where you teach, and do you
teach all day long, and do you not find it very mo¬
notonous listening to the constant mistakes of pupils
and the continual playing of scales?”
I had never thought of it in this way, I told him,
and as I loved the work'so much I did not feel this
way about it. He went on to tell me about a friend
of his who was an organist. He said that this man
had taught so many years that teaching had made

a machine of him, so that his own playing was dry
and uninteresting. 1 f this were true of the man, I
do not think it could he blamed on teaching. It was
the fault of the man, who had the wrong viewpoint
in regard to his work.
The second viewpoint was from a friend who also
was a music teacher. He said that while his days
were quite full with teaching, he was so much in love
with his work that his great pleasure in it was quite
a compensation for the weariness he often felt at the
close of the day.
It is needless to say that the second man, from long
experience, had learned that the time and service
spent In teaching brought with it care, responsibility,
weariness and the need of self-discipline; but, looking
beyond and above all these, his viewpoint enabled him
to see a joy and happiness of being in love with his
work.

What is Technic?
Technic is the training of nerve lines between nerve *
centers; one of these centers in early development
being the brain and the other some muscle of the piano¬
playing members.
Let us put this statement to a concrete test. A
student comes to a master and is asked to perform a
not very difficult task, but fails hopelessly while the
master performs the task with perfect ease. The mas¬
ter says, “Now let us reason together. We each have
five factors in this process: Fingers, ligaments, mus¬
cles, brain and nerve lines from brain to the muscles;
your fingers are absolutely as good as mine—joints and
all just as perfect, your ligaments are as good as mine,
your muscles are also perfectly adequate, your brain
understands the task, for you have already repeated
it to me.
Since there are only five factors in the
case and you have found that four of your factors
are all right and yet you cannot perform the task, it
must be concluded, therefore, that your fifth factor is
at fault, i. e., your nerve lines do not perform their
function as mine do.” Yes, it is the nerve line that
needs training just as stated in the first paragraph.
To secure a well-controlled playing mechanism there¬
fore, the ideal condition would be one where the par¬
ticular muscles used in piano playing were connected
up by the nerve tracks from the brain not unlike a
well insulated set of wires running from a “central” to
the various ’phones in a district.
When such an ideal playing machinery is installed,
the movements desired would be produced with dis¬
patch, ease, accuracy and with little or no friction; this
player would be able to send direct nerve impulses,
, thereby securing any movement he desired, using only
the muscles needed, while all other muscles would
remain in a state of repose.
This does not sound very difficult, so why should not
most any student soon acquire this ideal condition?
That we are creatures of habit and slaves to custom
no doubt explains why we have to-day such a vast
literature of beginners’ piano instruction books, which
positively advise the aspiring pupil absolutely against
the natural. Copernicus and his followers suffered not
only ridicule, but some were even imprisoned and tor¬
tured for setting forth the idea that the world was
round instead of flat as people had thought for over a
thousand years. In this case teachers, preachers, great
scholars and lesser lights were eventually compelled to
acknowledge that they were completely wrong.
A striking parallel to this may be seen in the teaching
of piano technic, especially to the pupil in the early
stages. The teacher or instruction book prescribes cer¬
tain exercises, usually for five fingers, in which the
pupil is advised to hold the hand in a certain manner,
elicit a tone from the instrument by means of a finger
stroke, and keep the arm perfectly quiet. In this man¬
ner the striking force is to be furnished by the least
effective class of lever (the lever known in physics as .
the third-class lever—a lever where the power is ap¬
plied between the weight (key) to be moved and the
fulcrum (the knuckle) joint). The smaller muscles at
this stage of study are very weak and the nerve lines
still weaker. Now if any thinking person will really
look carefully and scientifically into this procedure he
will find, like the radicals in Copernicus’ time, that this
method of beginning pupils is absolutely the wrong way
to present the first exercises at the piano.
It is very easy to see from whence came this par¬
ticular custom or system of instruction. On the early
spinnet, the clavichord or harpsichord the key action
had a resistance of from one-half to an ounce; these

instruments were frail, light of weight and thin in
tone. The finger stroke was then correct, as it was
ample for all the tone, color and volume possible in
these instruments. In fact, arm motion to any extent
was not desirable, since it would tend to overpower
the frail mechanism and put the instrument out of
Another relic from the antiquity of piano teaching
duly incorporated in some well-known methods is the
act of holding as high as possible such fingers as are
not employed in a given five-finger exercise. This
point, too,' was well taken when the delicate action of
the clavichord was in vogue, for at that time, should
a finger fall on a key, its weight brought forth a tone,
and fingers falling thus promiscuously would mar the
music materially. With our present solid action this
precaution need have no place, for it takes much more
than a falling finger to elicit a tone; in fact, the unem¬
ployed finger should be quite relaxed, and remain as
near the key as is compatible with easy lateral move¬
ments.
One eminent pianist writer on technic states in a
book published only a short time ago that the soft
tones should be made simply by relaxing the lifting
muscle and letting the finger fall with no contraction
of the flexor. This tone would, indeed, be soft, since
our piano actions all offer at least two ounces resistance
and a falling finger would exert about one ounce upon
a key.
Many similar statements and suggestions fill the
pages of our instruction books of to-day, and are the
foundations of much teaching; things that were once
useful but, with our present music and Instruments,
have now lost their value. It is, indeed, strange how
custom! of this kind are unthinkingly perpetuated.
Years ago it was quite common on the streets and at
social functions for gentlemen to carry swords. These
swords necessitated about the waist a belt, which was
supported by two buttons at the back of the coat, and
although this custom of carrying swords has long been
extinct, many of the gentlemen’s cut-away coats are
made even .to-day with the same two-button idea at
the back.

A Comparison of Old Methods With Some New Ideas ]
Let us for a few moments look briefly but thought¬
fully at the following ideas for students in the early
grades. The usual plan is to have the student practice
some kind of technical exercise where the arm is to
be held quiet—so quiet, that a coin might remain on
the back of the hand; then he must raise the fingers in
some order or other and strike the key a blow that
will elicit a tone from the piano. Some require a light
tone and others a loud one, while not a few make con¬
ditions even worse by use of an after-pressure on the
key. Often he holds down certain keys while the re¬
maining fingers strike other keys.
This manner of procedure has so many absolutely
bad features that one scarcely knows where to begin in
enumerating them. Let us consider some of the most
glaring mistakes.
First. This manner of practice produces a stiff wrist.
Every action must have its reaction. Action on the key
exerts reaction in an opposite direction. With the arm
perfectly still, if one presses or strikes with any par¬
ticular force, a key with the finger, thus using the dis¬
advantageous lever of the third class, cited earlier in
the article, the reaction will cause the wrist joint to
spring upwards, unless held down to the level by
muscular rigidity. Of course the pupil is cautioned to
keep the wrist easy, but as a matter of fact with the
&rm still, this would be utterly impossible, except on •
very, very light piano actions.
Remedy. Use a graceful arm swing or a lapse of
weight even to the point of exaggeration for a time,
and the reaction is easily met by the swinging arm
-weight while the wrist is kept perfectly lose.
Second. The old method produces indirect nerve
transmission. With the young the nerves connecting
the more remote muscles as the fingers are not as yet
as fully developed as those connecting the nearer joints
as the shoulder or upper arm. (Sully’s Psychology,
p. 35). Therefore trying to force nerve transmission
over these more remote nerve tracks always causes a
spreading of the nerve impulse to neighboring tracks;
hence indirect, nerve transmission.
Remedy. Make use in early lessons of arm move¬
ments ; prepare the arm in the various piano movements
so that it carries itself with ease and grace. In other
words, train first the. nerve tracks connecting the
nearer muscles to the brain; use the fingers only as a
rather passive medium upon the keys until the larger
piano movements are perfected, when more active
finger movements can be added with half the labor.
Third. The old method produces the baneful condi¬
tion known as the sympathetic muscle (where one
muscle is desired for an action, but several contract
unbidden). This condition takes place because a small
unused muscle is called upon to perform a task for
which it is not as yet ready and the result is, a call
for help, and straightway several neighboring muscles
become tense. This wastes much energy, causes un¬
necessary fatigue, and often results in pianist’s cramp.
Remedy. Use again the upper arm muscles for all
heavy tasks; reserve the fingers for lightness, speed and
clear articulation. When the time comes for finger
activity, use only sensitive and light touches and thus
the tendency for a call upon neighboring muscles for
help will be practically eradicated.
Fourth. The old method produces the bad habit of
playing with the fingers too high above the keys. In all
slow melody playing, the finger need only be moved
sidewise over the next key, while a swinging arm
furnishes the power for the tone, and in rapid passages
there is no time to raise the fingers, so the habit would
be both unnecessary and bad.
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Remedy. Keep the fingers for the most part near
the keys; work for evenness of the finger ends, even¬
ness of up and down touch, and quickness near the keys.
In short, work from the simple (the arm move¬
ments) to the complex (the finger motions), from the
known to the unknown, from the whole to the part,
from the branches to the leaves of the tree. It is
purely Nature that a child should use the larger
motions before trying the smaller ones. (See Page 60,
Dr. McKeever’s Psychology). The teacher can invent
many suitable exercises, but for a guide, a few involv¬
ing the various arm motions will be cited.

A Question of Pianos
By William Benbow

founded upon a fad rather than upon the real necessity
for a larger piano. This article, coming from an old Etude
friend and representative American teacher, is one or a
class of articles The Etude publishes now and then—arti¬
cles at variance with the editor’s own pet opinions, but
demanding publication because they are the sincere expres¬
sions of attitudes of mind from able workers in the field.
In the present case the editor of The Etude feels very
strongly that the popularity of the grand piano is due not
to the demand for larger quantity of tone, but in most
cases to a different tone quality which seems more pleasing
to many than the tone of some upright pianos. The editor
owns an upright piano of exceptionally small size but with
a very strong, harsh tone, due doubtless to thousands of
lessons during which this piano was the victim. He also
possesses a small grand piano with a full, round, carrying
tone, no louder than the older upright piano, but infinitely
sweeter. The question of whether you find the grand pmno
more pleasing than the upright is almost wholly a matter
of personal taste. We have known many who nave pre¬
ferred some upright pianos to many other makes of grand
pianos. The large concert grand is certainly out ot place
In a small room, but in the editor's opinion many of the
smaller makes of grands are delightfully suited to studios
and parlors.]
It is becoming quite the usual thing for every home
to aspire to show a grand piano—a concert grand
preferably. And every young teacher has the firmlybuckled conviction that it is impossible to think of
opening a studio without enshrining that sacred form
of instrument. Its absence seems to such people to
betoken some kind of artistic or social inferiority or
incompetence.
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of Productive Practice
By Mine. A. Pupin

When students of the piano sit down to their daily
task of mastering the difficulties of technique
y
should not only know the aim or aims of each exer¬
cise, but they should seek to attain each in the shortest,
quickest and easiest. way possible. The shortest, way
is by method, by some law: the quickest way is by
having a system of practice.
The right way is the easiest way. There have been
singers-even opera singers—who were willing ^ learn
their songs and rdles by note rather than undertake the
difficulties of learning to sing by note: they believed
those difficulties to, be insuperable.
In fact, anyone can learn, in one afternoon, all the
notes that can be written on the two staves while it
is possible that any singer could learn to read at sight,
in one week at least, all the notes in the range of her
V°The right way is always the easiest way. I know,
for I once had to teach a prima-donna who could not
read notes, to sing a song, and it was the hardest work
I ever did.
.
. .
When we say, “try to attain your object in the easiest
way,” there are several things to be considered: firstly,
the difference between the ways of teaching sixty or
more years ago and the methods of to-day.
Then the student was required to learn all of the
exercises of Czerny, Cramer, Clementi, et al. These
exercises were practiced as rapidly as possible, and
were, as might be supposed, imperfectly played, but it
was then believed if you practiced a thing (wrong)
long enough it would come out right some time. So
volumes of exercises were practiced, year after year,
to bring the hands in playing condition. Of course,
this forcing the fingers up to speed was an immense
strain on the muscles, and I have seen, in Germany,
the effects in the condition of the hands of students
who had practiced seven hours a day for seven years.
Their fingers were all gnarled and twisted around each
other, and their hands were perfectly useless.
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exercises in a slow rate of speed and work up to
Wher rates without taxing the muscles, and instead
of being satisfied with imperfect practice, we have
everything played right from the beginning.
The practice of many technical exercises is found to
be unnecessary, for the principle of ten finger exer¬
cises may be found in one of the ten, and the practice
that would be divided among the ten may be given to
We do not any longer overstrain the muscles by
practicing sustained finger exercises When one or two
finders are holding down keys, while the other lingers
are playing a part, we do net press those keys with all
the force we have, from fingers to shoulder, and force
the other fingers to do impossible, or painful things,
which may result in permanent injury. We tell the
pupils to do the thing in the easiest way. show them
that you can press the finger tip with sufficient force
to hold the key down. When this is done with mental,
instead of physical force, there is a great difference.
There are some persons who will grasp a pen, or a
spoon, so that one could not pull it away from them.
They do not know that they are so tenacious and waste¬
ful of energy'. When they recognize it. and are told
to do things in an easier way, they are surprised that
they do not get tired, as they used to do. So with
piano students.
Suggest to them to do things in an
easier way. Show them, by playing the passage, how
easily it can be done. If they have to practice sustained
finger exercises, how they can press the keys with men¬
tal determination, without straining the muscles; and
how by continued practice in an easy way, the other
fingers will gain in independence and flexibility.

Seeing Things in a Different Light
Muffled Pianos
We look at things in a different light to-day. Czerny
wrote exercises in every key and on every figure that
What is the customary setting of these big grand
pianos? In the great majority of homes and studios
they are placed in rooms that are most ridiculously
small in comparison with the acoustic expanse needed.
Paths of Reform in Musical Education
Berlioz wanted a clarinet' to be enclosed in a leather
hag to get a certain effect of melancholy dejection.
Well, with a piano in a pocket one gets the same feel¬
By George Henry Howard
ing of hopelessness. If one wished to study the beauty
of a set of chimes, one would hardly expect to stand
ing, has come to he an essential part of the course in
As .long as the world stands, room will be found for
by the bell-ringer in the belfry. Even in a large hall
a large majority of our best schools. Reading at sight
improvement. Few modes of human activity can be
and with the piano under the command of the artist,
is another important form of mental discipline, and it
conceived which may not be susceptible to correction
most musicians feel that it is not nearness to the in¬
is far more mental than technical, in any respectable
strument but rather some distance that lends enchant¬
and betterment. Frequent reforms are necessities in
outline of musical training.
the progress of mankind. Hence when we speak of
ment.
. ,
Thus these forms of study, as distinguished from
The present almost universal status will and does
reform in musical education we are not preaching or
drill, have an important place in our courses of instrucdevelop two kinds of errors.
proclaiming any thoroughly revolutionary tendencies or
In the student who seeks clarity it will instill a
efforts.
A knowledge and daily study of harmony is required
habit of reducing the picture to a miniature size in
We may recognize as one of the most prominent
in most outlines of musical instruction, and without it
order to avoid a blur and too dense a resonance. The
paths of reform the increasing disposition of teachers
there can be no real musical education. The most
crayon is too thick for the delineation. This is par¬
of music to insist on study as an important part of
serious reason why the study of harmony is so often
ticularly true of the Chopinesque temperaments that
musical training. Twenty or thirty years ago the
lacking in musical results is because it is undertaken
lean toward a delicately discriminating touch and
teacher, vocal or instrumental, continually insisted that
with the aim of securing a knowledge of the subject
“whispered cadences.”
Chopin, we know, always
the pupil must practice, practice, practice, and not only
merely, rather than that to which the knowledge should
avoided pianos of too great a sonority, and he was fre¬
so, would maintain that all difficulties were to be over¬
lead—namely the sense of it—that is the musical appre¬
quently criticized for producing too weak a tone. Stu¬
come
by
means
of
incessant
drill.
hension and mental assimilation. But paths of reform
dents of that type, with a misplaced large instrument,
But now musical education has so far advanced that
are reaching in this direction also.
By means of
naturally contract the soft-pedal habit in order to get
improved schemes of ear training, the music student
many of our best instructors lay as great stress on
the attenuated line of delicacy they prefer.
is beginning to be trained in mental recognition of
study as on practice. They urge the importance of
understanding that which is to be practiced or that
accord, of harmonic forms and an active sense of con¬
Pedal Abuse
struction from the harmonic standpoint.
which has been practiced. At the present time it may
With the other kind of temper, the one loving bigness
perhaps be said that the teacher who keeps his pupil
Some of our most successful teachers are working
of effect, the tendency is to drive his Pegasus to the
drilling throughout the lesson-hour thereby shows that
toward still higher standards in the direction of methods
limit, with his foot pushing hard on the hotspur pedal.
his conception of musical education is behind the times.
which are more purely conceptive. By means of conThere can not be too much jangle and throb of turbu¬
Drill is not the only duty of a teacher; instruction,
ceptive methods they are striving to habituate the stu¬
lent tone. Why should he bother about accurate ped¬
enlightenment, and inspiration are duties which are
dent from his earliest musical efforts, to form the
aling and clean-cut phrasing? Cantabile? Oh, that’s
just as important in their places and never to be
music idea, then to give expression to it, and thus much
all very well for Mozart and the Lieder ohne Worte
ignored.
Any
teacher
who
may
reasonably
claim
to
stumbling and plodding are avoided.
The common
period, hut we’re beyond that.
be
up
to
date
will
require
of
his
pupil
specific
forms
error of trying to give expression to ideas which are
The facts that Bach, although with an organ at com¬
of study which are calculated to develop the various
half-formed or very dimly apprehended constitutes one
mand, loved to play and write for the weak-toned
needful results of musical capability.
of the most serious obstacles to musical progress. By
clavichord; that Mozart seemed to prefer it when
The curricula of well organized music schools, too,
means of conceptive methods the mind is most thor¬
composing (e. g., Magic Flute) ; that Mendelssohn
have been broadened and strengthened even to the
oughly trained and the musical capabilities most broadly
mistrusted the sonority of his own grand piano when
extent
of
genuine
reform
in
important
particulars.
For
and nobly developed. By means of conceptive work,
composing, choosing a smaller instrument, and that
example,
ear
training
(one
kind
of
study)
has
come
to
students become able to learn entire compositions with¬
Chopin elected the smaller-toned instrument—these
be an important part of the work in most school# of
out drill in playing, and to retain them perfectly and
facts should lead us to re-examine our spectacles to
music. Transposition, another form of mental train¬
unfailingly in the memory.
see if we have the right focus or a wrong perspective.

A GROUP OF OFFICERS AND GUESTS AT THE ANNUAL DINNER OF THE PHILADELPHIA MUSIC TEACHER’S ASSOCIATION
Front Row, Seated (from Left to Right)—Hon. Philander P. Claxton, U. S. Commissioner ot Education; Mrs. Celeste D. Heckseher, Mr. Owen Wister, Author of The
Virginian; Sefior Alberto Jonas, Mr. John C. Freund, Editor of Musical America; Dr. Hugh A. Clarke, Mr. John Luther Long, Author of Madam Butterfly; Mr. Richard Zeckwer,
Mr. Henry Le Barre Jayne. Second Row (from Left to Right, Standing)—Mrs. Horatio Connell, Miss Agnes Clune Quinlan, Mr. Henry S. Fry, Mr. Albert Hustler, Miss Anna
Colebury Barrow, Chairman Executive Committee; Mr. Constantin von Sternberg, Miss Emma A. Price, Secretary of the P. M. T. A.; Mr. James Francis Cooke, President of the
P. M. T. A.; Mr. W. W. Shaw, Mrs. Theodore Presser, Mr. Theodore Presser. Third Row (from Left to Right, Standing)—Dr. Eugene E. Ayres, Vice-President P. M. T. A.;
Mrs. Frances E. Clark, Mr. Horatio Connell, Mr. Stanley Reiff, Mr. Franklin E. Cresson, Mr. Wassili Leps, Mrs. Wassili Leps, Dr. G. C. Anthony, Mrs. G. C. Anthony, Mr.
W. E. Hetzell, Mrs. W. E. Hetzell, Mrs. James Francis Cooke. Fourth Row (from Left to Right, Standing)—Mr. Charleton L. Murphy, Mr. Frederick E. Hahn, Miss A. Foy,
Mrs. Hendrik Ezerman, Mr. Hendrik Ezerman, Miss May Porter, Mr. Frederic Peakes, Mr. Thilo von Westernhagen, Mr. Herman Dieck, Mr. Arthur L. Tubbs. A larger flash¬
light picture, showing the 250 guests at the table, was unsuccessful.

An Interesting Civic Movement in Music
The “Philadelphia Movement” in Musical Progress
The international character of the contents and the
circulation of The Etude removes this publication
from the field of the musical newspaper, a field that
is excellently covered here and abroad. Therefore,
it is foreign to our policy to take note of purely local
occurrences, hut in recent years there has developed in
Philadelphia a movement through which the various
musical interests of the city have been united in an
effort to bring larger musical advantages not only to
the musicians themselves but to the general public.
This movement is so interesting and so fruitful that
The Etude gladly gives space to a discussion of the
subject, believing that there are other communities
which may benefit by learning how Philadelphia has
succeeded.
The “Philadelphia Movement” in music, as it has
come to be called, is in no sense a “one man” movement.
There is no organized clique of self elected “exclu¬
sives” attempting to dominate the musical life of the
city. On the contrary there is a fine feeling of mutual
cooperation existing between all of the bodies working
for the musical welfare of Philadelphia. The move¬
ment is democratic and unostentatious as it should be.
Philadelphia musicians have come to realize that the
prosperity of one relates to the prosperity of all.
By uniting in a common effort the attention of the
serious minded, substantial business men has been
drawn to the fact that their profession is unified in
its aims and that the great work of music is one
worthy of the best men and women in public service.
Finest of all in the so-called “ movement” has been
the splendid willingness of individuals to put aside
their own personal interests, whenever it appeared
necessary for the success of the object sought.
Those who are versed in the early history of the
music of our country know of the high character of
the musical work in Philadelphia. From 1790 to about
1805 it is said that the standard of musical taste in
“the city of brotherly love” was so high that it occa¬
sioned continual comment from foreign visitors. There¬
after the great activity in other American cities

eclipsed, for the time, that which was done in Phila¬
delphia. Three or four decades ago, however, a re¬
markable coterie of individual workers commenced an
activity so well planned and so substantial in character
that at the present time the music life of Philadelphia
is unified in a noteworthy m&ner.
A Remarkable Past
The first professorship of music in any American
University was founded at Pennsylvania in 1875 under
the direction of Dr. Hugh A. Clarke. Many flourishing
music schools were established and musical organiza¬
tions of high character seemed to spring up on all
sides. The music of the public schools under Dr.
Enoch Pearson took on a wholly new character; cham¬
ber music organizations were started; a fine orchestra
was founded; Hammerstein built a great new opera
house; summer open-air concerts were given to immense
audiences twice a day at Willow Grove Park under
the direction of Damrosch, Sousa, Altschuler, Victor
Herbert, Leps, Stock and other conductors with the
best bands and orchestras of the day; musical social
organizations such as the Musical Art Club (which
has its own club house); the Manuscript Society
with exceptionally high standards for active member¬
ship and exceedingly productive of notable programs
by its composer members; three operatic societies giv¬
ing high class performances of grand opera and light
operas with a great chorus, orchestra and full ballet
(performances far excelling those of many professional
operatic companies), The American Organ Player’s Club
which has just celebrated its 25th Anniversary, all
these very notable forces developed in such exceptional
manner that a few years ago the need for wider
publicity for the musical work of Philadelphia was
keenly felt.
The remarkable success of the Philadelphia Orchestra
under the baton of the magnetic leader, Leopold Sto¬
kowski, enlisted the interest of the men of affairs of
Philadelphia, and an altogether new spirit of co-opera¬
tion between all of the musical bodies was manifested.
Four years ago the Philadelphia Music Teachers’
Association (founded in 1891) undertook to promote

a campaign for the purpose of acquainting music lov¬
ers in other cities with the musical activities of Phila¬
delphia. Immediately the public press of Philadelphia
and other cities gave cordial notice to the appeal, and
the result was the publication of hundreds of notices
and the distribution through the press of hundreds
of thousands of the “Musical Philadelphia” advertise¬
ment which was originally prepared by the officers of
the associations and was passed by the association
itself. This was only one of the means employed to
increase the opportunities of the members and pre¬
serve their interests.
• Feeling the need for more concentrated action a
large publicity committee was formed of foremost
Philadelphia musicians and men of affairs. This com¬
mittee met at the Musical Art Club (Mr. Nicholas
Douty, president), and outlined a plan whereby the
musical and daily papers of the country will be regu¬
larly informed of any Philadelphia musical event which
merits the attention given to genuine news.
A Notable Dinner
The recent Annual Dinner of the Philadelphia Music
Teachers’ Association at the Hotel Aldine on the
evening of May 29th was a notable indication of how
unification of Philadelphia musical interests has been
going ahead by leaps and bounds during the past few
years. In 1912 a similar dinner was attended by less
than fifty people. At the dinner this year there were
nearly two hundred and fifty and this, notwithstanding
the fact that many felt called from the city by the
Decoration day “week-end” holiday, as well as the fact
that owing to a misunderstanding the date of the
dinner fell upon the same day as the great Bach Fes¬
tival at Bethlehem to which hundreds of Philadelphians
make annual pilgrimages. The recent growth of this
Association parallels the great revival of musical in¬
terest in Philadelphia—a revival that simply requires
initiative, work and earnest interest—a revival that
may be started in any city where the workers get
together and seek a worthy cause.
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The Philadelphia Music Teachers’ Association meets
regularly during the winter for the discussion of educa¬
tional subjects and many noted speakers and artists
have appeared before it. The dues for one year are
kept at $1.00, but the affairs of the association are
run so that there is always- a small balance in the
treasury. Little or no time is squandered upon parlia¬
mentary quibbles. The main object is the work itself.
The Annual Dinner is therefore only a part of the
regular wopk of the association but it
the^dimax^f "the year for ^he^^ssonation^^and its
members. This year the association was honored by
the presence 0,1 guests of such eminence that they
would have attracted attention in any metropolis. Not
only
in the provunj the guests of honor who participated
.
gram of the evening hut those who came as members
of
and their
-£ the
^ association
—’"'I
th”r friends gave
save unusual dis¬
distinction to the event.
Among the guests of honor, were Dr. Hugh A.
Clarke, Hon. Philander P. Claxton, Mr. Horatio Con¬
nell, Mr. John C. Freund, Seiipr Alberto Jonas, Mrs.
Celeste D. Heckscher, Mr. Plenty LcBarre Jayne, Mr.
Owen Wister.
, . .
Tfie guests cqfifnfiuted in makitig the evening one
of the most notable of its kind ’ 151 ''the annals of
American music. The eminent baritone, Mr. Horatio
Connell, a resident of Philadelphia, sang Schubert’s
“Wanderer” and “Wohin?” in his inimitably artistic
manner. Senor Alberto Jonas, the world renowned
pianist and teacher, played a Concert Etude of Moszkowski and a Romance of Schiitt to the great delight
of an audience >epiSsposed almost exclusively of pian¬
ists and teachers, many of whom have international
reputations.
The opening address of the evening was made by
Mr. Henry LeBarre Jayne, one of the most brilliant
of the Philadelphia lawyers, President of the Univer¬
sity Extension Society and the Drama League. Mr.
Jayne is highly accomplished as a musician, and paid
a rare tribute to the work of the association. His
quick and subtle wit and delicate sallies kept the
diners in tumultuous laughter most of the time.
Following Mr. Jayne came Mr. John C. Freund,
Editor of Musical America, who spoke before the As¬
sociation for the third time. Indeed, Mr. Freund has
never failed to state that his notable campaign for
the recognition of musical interests in America was
started at the dinner of the Association in 1913. His
eloquent address was warmly received.

democracy. There will be great choral societies to sing of
their love ot music, their liberty, their hope, and their gum
determination to give the world universal peace,
will load,
great human uplift that is coming the
md to secure
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by the band
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discouragement of their work into the higher life of to
soul, perhaps of the spirit, and so we Americans who now
lead in culture, commerce and industry shall lead also in
music and drama, literature, science, arts, and In that cui. which means the proudest humanltarlanism; and so we
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me speaker
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phjian(jer p Claxton,’ United States Commissioner of
Education H;s message was one filled with significant
prophecies of the important position music will hold
in the America of the future. His forceful presence
and powerful delivery made a deep impression upon
’all. He said in part:

Mr. Freund’s Address:
remember that three years ago I had the honor
“You n
of being invited to your organization through the kind offices
of your president, Mr. James Francis Cooke, and at that
dinner I gave out for the first time the figures showing the
astonishing amount of money paid for music iu all its vari¬
ous forms In the United States. I showed that we spent
more than $600,000,000, and that one-third of this amount
was used for musical education. This is more than we
spend each year upon our Army and Navy. The Associated
Press, with characteristic generosity, took the matter up
and devoted columns to it. The result was that I decided
that 1 would go out and speak on the subject of our musical
growth. I decided that I would accept no reward and
r since
would pay all my expenses, and I have done 1
So, at a time when I have reached my three-scoie )».= ......
ten, after half a century of work, I set out on this task of
love to tell Americans what they had accomplished in the
way of music knowledge and culture, what it meant and
also to interest music teachers and try to Interest people In
music, In its home-saving, home-building and civilizing Influ¬
ence, and thereby Interest them in the noble work done by
the musician, the music teacher. Now, my friends, it was
you who gave me the first Inspiration to go out and declare
the musical independence of the United States. As, at the
psychological moment came when we declared our political
Independence, and later we declared our financial indepen¬
dence, 1 meant that we should declare our musical Inde¬
pendence, not in the sense that we should worship the old
masters alone, but that we should have a mind of our own,
and we should take care of our musicians and teachers If
they have merit, just as the French do of theirs, the Ger¬
mans do of theirs, and the Italians of theirs. My friends,
in order for you to understand my propaganda it Is neces¬
sary first to state to you what I mean by the word ‘Ameri¬
can.' I define Americans as those who, whether native horn
or not, whether they are citizens or not, have severed their
relations with the Old World In sympathy, stand with our
institutions, and are here to earn a living. It Is more
worthy of our citizens to use it In that broad sense than In
Its sense as it is used by newspapers, who speak of
Americans as those who, as a matter of course, are native
After tracing the usual success of his propaganda, Mr.
Freund concluded his excellent remarks with:
“There Is still a great work to he done. It must lie done
through the public schools, and as I told you It must begin
with the child. When the stork delivered Tommy you put
a belt around his waist and a gun in his band, and then
you filled his little head with thoughts of Moody murder.
Fill his little head with thoughts of beauty, music, harmony,
i then if he has to fight he will fight like a man and not
like a
iming when this country will have in each
“The time :
mse, not to give the classical operas of the
State an oper
it life dramas that tell of the spirit of our
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Dr. Claxton’s Address:
“It gives me great pleasure to have this opportunlty of
meeting with thJ*iiVuslc teachers of this good city of Phila¬
delphian I have been asked here, not because of any knowl¬
edge I have of music, for I can neither sing ppi-play on
any musical Instrument, but I am Interested In music, how¬
ever, from the educational Standpoint, and for Its value to
the individual and the nation, and it has always given me
great pleasure when I have the opportunity of hearing good
-- ■It
is all *in —
my i-still
heart, —... none
,- of "
Mark Twain said he did not sing out of
friends who were frequently in his company.
“We have In the past, I think, not fully appreciated the
value of music for the education of the people and for the
education of the individual. Grcat'edncators for three thou¬
sand years at least have urged the Importance of music for
tlie individual and for the people. At least twenty-five hun¬
dred to throe tbqusand years ago you will remember t.:at
the great King of Israel had his great courts filled with
women singers and men singers who sang the great songs
that still thrill us, but they were sung In great questions and
answers. Throughout all the history of Israel music played
an important part. The Greeks counted no one educated
who could not make music. Music played an Important part
in the education of the Greek youth. The boys in school at
Athens considered it a kind of disgrace If he could not dis¬
tinguish a sixty-fourth part of a tone, whatever that may
be. The Spartans had only their war songs. The Christian
Church understood the importance of music. It was music
largely that held together that little congregation. Martin
Luther said that it could never be done without song. I
like the idea that they hold to in Germany still, that the
teacher is of no account unless he can teach music. It Is
one of the things required In some parts of Germany that
the teacher should be able to sing, play the organ or violin,
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! half cents. She was h^woman who m ^ she
r-ylmuslc0athaT°pnrobably half of the people of the_ United
hear
‘,,.,,1 nn opportunity to hear. Music in a
States have
ns weU as one of culture. It Is almost as
,practical
subject
jn.’.aswe
ullJ arithmetic. Indeed, I
essential as reading, w
those three so-called essenHMsks’one
of the
“h^^reat
„e of
great needs in human life—a daily need
pupil In e
for eMr. Wister’s Address
Following Dr. Claxton the Association was honored
by an address from Mr. Owen Wister, one of the
later American literature.
few outstanding
M^nyl^wMb Wister as an author, a publicist and
,as a sportsman! "tut very few have heard of his musiaccomplishments. In early life he aspired to be a
comp0ser ?and wrote a symphonic poem that received
very lavuiowt
favorable ““•attention from Franz Liszt. ,In his
very
address he traced the wonderful development .of Musical Philadelphia from the tifne when Theodore Thomas
played in the . old Academy of Music to empty benches
to the present when orchestra seats are literally at the
premium. Among other interesting things, Mr. Wister
lies auu
_coming down lBroad
Ladies
and Gentlemen :
Street and thinking of the wonderful work that this Asso¬
ciation has Already done, I passed the place where Thomas
gave his concerts in 1S70, and It Is obliterated, you cannot
recognize it. I happened to bear Theodore Thomas for the
first time at a
It Impressed 1
dclphia, consequently I had to scud over to New York, ai
when it came I could not play it. Now I can get any old
music I want In Philadelphia. That is the change that has
come to this city in my life. We have Theodore Prosser's
establishment now and there was nothing like it when I was
a “The truth is that I don't think our democracy has
turned its attention and opened Its heart to any of the fine
arts as it has to music. This has been my experience.. On
this program is a liberty bell. That Is a very appropriate
motto, because Philadelphia has not only the liberty bell,
but It was the home of the man who composed Hail Colum¬
bia. It was composed in Philadelphia by a Bon of a signer
of the Declaration of Independence. We were pioneers in
those days. The first piano ever made In America was
made in Philadelphia. The Musical Fund Society was a
pioneer, and I remember one very quaint custom connected
with It. Ladles In those days were not supposed to appear
in public, and consequently when they gave concerts and
ladles sang, gauze was hung on the stage and they sung
behind the gauze. I want to add these points to show how
we have progressed and to see how very hopeful our future
is. All along In the middle of the century in spite of vari¬
ous musical societies we languished. In Boston when any
Bostonian distinguishes himself and another Bostonian is
told about it, he says, ‘Quite natural.’ In Philadelphia when
a rhiladelpliian is told of something wonderful done by an¬
other Philadelphian, he says, 'Quite Impossible.' We have
not believed in ourselves. I think that our orchestra here
supported as It by a great many people Is a healthier or¬
chestra for that reason than the Boston Symphony thnt is
supported by the generosity of one gentleman. I think we
have the right Idea. The Boston Symphony orchestra has
been a friend of Boston music. The Philadelphia Orchestra
is generating music outside of itself In every direction, and
It will make us a musical centre, because so many try to
support it. It will bring musical students to Philadelphia.
Dr. Hugh Clarke is one of our pioneers and has carried a
great weight on his shoulders. 1 know this society will go
on making Philadelphia music what we might call a sym¬
phony of unfinished success, because It will always be
eclipsing and exceeding Itself.”

“Goethe In his writings called attention to the importance
Of music and said that all education should radiate from It.
I think Goethe was right. John Milton, in making his plan
for his agricultural college the Ideal school that was to
look to the future and net to the past, provided that In
that school there should be an hour each day when the boys
should go and listen to the music of the great organ with
its deep tones, foreshadowing the idea that we have now In
schools where there is provided frequent musical entertain¬
ment where the children might learn musical appreciation.
We need such education as this much
other people. Until
Probably we need it more than
> United States have
Very recently, at least, we here
certainly until the
been a pioneer people. Until las. .
beginning of the present century, there
frontier line, and we were felling the foreclimbing the mountain, or we were building
_, _
. _ _ out in the forest, we were building
Mrs. Heckscher followed Mr. Wister with a short
railroads and, highways, with little time for the things of talk upon the work of the Philadelphia Operatic Society
the finer culture and the higher life, and our expression of
the higher life was in religious life only. The music they
which was supplemented by the conductor of the
had at their meetings was of a dci
jiasM* of
Society Mr- Wassili Leps. In concluding the program
not artistic, and maybe It formed-- That
- higher
type of music that has been referred to here
already,
■
•
’
“
of the evening Dr. Hugh A. Clarke, Professor of
were building our streets, and we were making the material
Music at the University, and Mr. Theodore Presser
life possible, and we were necessarily accumulating wealth.
Wc arc passed by tlie'time when we fear poverty or hunger,
were welcomed in short addresses. Mr. Presser was
and now we are turning our interests and attention to these
finer and higher things, and with It will come a greater one of the founders of the association twenty-five years
Influence in music. In fact, it is already coming. For the ago and was elected Honorary President. The presi¬
first time In the history of the world we have here In
dent of the association during the past four years has
America something like democratic education, the kind of
education for each individual which is best fitted for that been Mr. James Francis Cooke, Editor of The Etude.
Individual, that will develop the best powers and tenden¬
The following was the unique menu of the dinner:
cies, and at the same time fit him or her for the place in
life to do the work to which he Is called best and most
_ .
„
Vorgpict
Intelligently.
Canape Caviar De Tschaikowsky (A La Russe)
“Within the last few years we have put music Into the
schools as we have never put it before. The Bureau of
„
Introduction Brlllante
Education of the United States has expressed Its interest
Clam Broth en .Tasso (Glissando Molto Treslo)
In It in many ways several times. I am interested, that
Ollvoa To.. ,,
Cadenzas
music shall be made democratic—all great art Is of the
Olives Leoncavallo
Celery MucDovvell
people. It is true that we shall never become really a
(Troppo Frigldo)
musical people until music comes Into the public schools,
c
Episode in A Flat
into the schools where the children of the people are. I
Sweetbread Patties A La Reine (Agitato Con Calore)
am making the pica that you put Into the schools the very
Alain Theme With Variations
host kind of music, that which appeals to the sympathies,
best aspirations, and do what you can to make it popular.
Petite Poulet Au Massenet
“I have long thought that If I should ever become a mil¬
11 Paderewski Pommes De Terre Victor Herbert
(Attn
ecu Suiiito Con Molto Giusto)
lionaire with lnrge amounts of money to give (and the
Attnorn
libraries are being all lmilt), I think I should establish
Salad Stimphonique
municipal opera houses where the common people and all
Mustard, :Lettuce and Tomatoes Au Sousa
who labor might come with those Of the professions and the
(Avec Sauce Piquant)
rest of us, forgetting that we are paupers or millionaires,
Suites
just remembering that we are human beings that like to
lac<5 Saint Saens
Gatteaux
Bonbons
listen to things that tench uplifting and beauty. I have
been in the great concert halls in Europe where the common
Orand Finale
people can hear the greatest music. I have sat by a woman
Demi Tasse Schoenberg (Molto Curloso)
to listen to Wagner where each of us had paid twelve and
Fine

Not very long ago technique was considered almost
as the supreme goal of pianists. The virtuoso ap¬
peared in a nimbus of a most eminent individuality.
Bravour ranked above expression. Wilmers, Antoine
de Kontski, Doehler, Prudent, Tausig, Alexander Dreyschock and many others owed their fame for the most
part to some specialty of high developed musical fire¬
works. It was said of Dreyschock that he could play
octaves like “Drei Schock Pianisten” (nine scores of
pianists). Cramer said that Dreyschock had “no left
hand but two right ones.” Wilmers was most cele¬
brated for his “Trillerketten” (chain of thrills). These
and other pianists whose names are to-day almost for¬
gotten, concentrated their efforts more upon the ac¬
quisition of a fabulous degree of technique than of
other more profound and true artistic qualities.

tory make by the dozen. The real one may perhaps
not be quite as faultless in design, it may be here and
there somewhat crooked, but the beautiful, delicate
colors, the tasteful contrasts cannot be equalled by
machinery.
For this reason the pianist of to-day, without neglect¬
ing the attainment of a high degree of technique, as
an indispensable means for the execution of classic
and modern music, should make a special study of
the production of an exquisite* ideal tone, which may
put him in a condition of equality, or even of superi¬
ority with other singing instruments.

The Parade of Virtuosity
As far back as 1861 an earnest musician, Dr. Adolph
Kullak, brother of the famous pianist and pedagog,
Theodore Kullak, voiced in his excellent book Aesthe¬
tics of Pianoforte Playing a strong protest against the
continuous and superficial parade of virtuosity and
attempted an elevation of the standard of pianistic art
through loftier ideals.
How much more is such a protest needed to-day,
when the appreciation for technique has become dulled!
With the recent improvements of the automatic pianoplayer and its enormous possibilities in overcoming
technical difficulties, the study of piano playing has
become a rather ungrateful matter, requiring not only
muscles but brains and physical power. The young
pianist cannot avoid the depressing feeling that he
never will be able to acquire the rapidity and infalli¬
bility of the machine. No human being indeed can
succeed in performing thrills, arpeggios, repeated
notes, scales in thirds, sixths, octaves, tenths with the
dazzling velocity and perfection of the automatical de¬
vice. The modern pianist who, with the same ambition
which animated his ancestors, would attempt to acquire
laurels in this field, would .find himself very much
disappointed, because the hearer does not care a fig
if those break-neck passages are performed by machine
or by hand. He is no more impressed by such “tours
de force.” He can hear every day the automatic
player “do it better and quicker.”
The Charm of Simple Tone
However, this change of condition is not to be re¬
gretted. The pianist must now concentrate his efforts
in the most noble part of interpretation: purity of
style, true expression and, more than anything else,
exquisite tone production. There is a decided charm
in simple tone. Caruso and other celebrated male and
female singers carry the whole theatre with one single
note, more so in fact, than by an elaborate and master¬
ful interpretation of a whole opera.
In that field the earnest artist will always remain
the master. No machine will ever be able to rob him
of the supremacy.
Between mechanical reproduction and artistic re¬
creation through a living artist there is the same
difference as between the real hand made and the
cheap imitation machine made Turkish carpet. It is
just the impeccable accuracy, the monotonous regular¬
ity of design, the glaring colors which reveal the fac¬

Eugenio di Pirani.
The modern piano, as compared with other instru¬
ments with sustained tone and the human voice, is
only apparently at a disadvantage. It is true that you
strike the' key and after that have nothing more
to'work on; you must leave the string to vibrate to
its fullest capacity, Rut the quality and the length
of tone which follows the 'stroke depend, entirely upon
the manner of striking the key. The beauty,, the suav¬
ity of tone which you can bring out of a good piano
is not to be . surpassed by ,.any other instrument.
An Objectionable Tone
The most objectionable part of the piano tone is
just the very first moment.-.of the stroke. If not skil¬
fully managed it is liable to sound coarse and rough.

But if you succeed in gently pressing the key instead
of striking it, and make this pressure intense enough
to produce a voluminous and long enduring tone, you
will be able to compete victoriously with any other
instrument.
It can be done! Let me explain how.
First lay your finger horizontally and gently over
the key, without lowering it, then raise finger and
hack of the hand without leaving the key until both'
finger and hand have reached an almost vertical posi¬
tion and the weight of both presses down the key.
This considerable weight gradually pressing upon the
key will produce a tone of great intensity, without,
however, the suddenness and roughness of the usual
stroke. With perseverant practice the student will
be able to control and grade the intensity and dura¬
tion of the tone, from the most delicate shading to
the most powerful sonority.
As a matter of fact the skilful pianist does not
feel any inferiority either accompanying a singer or
an instrumentalist, or performing chamber music with
other instruments, or even playing a concerto with a
grand orchestra. If you listen to chamber music per¬
formed by well matched artists you never will find
that a passage,- a theme, a melody loses any part of
its charm when given to the piano, often one even
observes an improvement when it appears at the key¬
board. I was privileged in hearing the Kreutser-Sonata
of Beethoven played by Clara Schumann and Joachim,
and since then I cannot admit any inferiority on the
part of the piano. Hear a great pianist accompany a
great - singer and you will notice that the singing at
the- piano is not less impressive than the singing of
the voice. I heard Rubinstein playing with the or¬
chestra, and often his, thundering passages drowned
the whole orchestra like irresistible, overwhelming
waves.
The gradual weakening of the tone after the stroke
is also quoted as one of the disadvantages of the
pianoforte. But even this defect can be partially over¬
come.
Employing Sympathetic Tones
Before explaining how, let me mention a well-known
physical phenomenon. Press down the forte pedal and
then sing or whistle a tone. You will then hear dis¬
tinctly all lower and higher octaves and overtones of
the note you have sung or whistled resound for a long
time in the piano. The same phenomenon of the
sympathetic tones” will happen when you first strike
a note and some time after, when the vibration begins
to weaken, you lower the forte pedal. This brings
mto vibration the sympathetic tones, that is all the
lower and higher octaves and overtones of the tone
you have struck, and gives a new impulse and pro¬
duces a certain swelling and increasing of the tone
for a considerable length of time, according to the
power of sonority of the instrument. The duration
of usable tone, after pressing the key, including ex¬
tension caused by the pedal amounts in my piano (par¬
lor grand) to 15 seconds. This acoustic phenomenon
gives the opportunity to bring about a crescendo, a long
time after the key . has been struck, producing an
organ-like effect, as well with single notes as with
full chords.
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I do not need to speak here of the other manifold
uses of the forte pedal, as, for instance, for tone
binding and as an aesthetic ornament. The combina¬
tion of forte and soft pedal will also be a great help
in the production of a tone of ideal beauty and sweetness.
Now, more than ever, it will be necessary for the
pianist to become a tone-poet as opposed to the oldfashioned virtuoso. More than ever he must strive
to impress the hearer with the enormous difference
between a mechanical contrivance and a living being
who feels and expresses joy and sorrow ineffable
love and fervid passions, revealing profoundities of
soul which are and will be inaccessible to an authomaton. For this purpose he must have at his finger
tips a rich variety of shadings, of colors, an unlimited
power of sonority, he must strive to spiritualise the
tone and free it from the matter, so that his very soul
may speak unhampered to the hearer.

Aim Above the Mark !
By E. M. Trevenan Dawson
“Aim high!” is an exhortation with which we are
all of us familiar, having heard and read it times with¬
out number; but “Aim above the mark!” is not quite
the same thing, and will bear a little explaining.
Take, for instance, an illustration from the fascinat¬
ing study of shorthand. It has long been recognized
and acted upon, that the best way to attain any given
rate of speed in shorthand writing, is to aim at a still
higher rate. Thus, the student who wishes to write at
80 words a minute, is set to take down matter at 100,
while one desirous of gaining a speed certificate for a
rate of 120, is urged to practice at 130 or even 150
words the minute. In this way, it is found that, while
failing to take a complete note at the higher rate of
speed, the student quite insensibly attains the lower,
which can ultimately be taken down easily and without
effort.
This aiming above the mark applies, however, to
other things besides shorthand. Did not good old
George Herbert write (I quote from memory) :
“Who alms the sky
“Shoots higher far than he who means a tree?”
Is it not the common experience of the average mortal
that one is more likely to fall short of one’s ideal—
whatever it may be—than to overpass it? Do not most
music teachers find, for example, that a pupil who aims
at practicing two hours a day, is more likely to achieve
1 yA than 2'/i ? Therefore, better results will certainly
be attained by aiming at a longer practice-time than is
actually necessary.
Again, in singing, most teachers will agree that the
best way to improve any given note, in any register,
is for the student carefully to cultivate the one imme¬
diately above it, not the one below. The reason for
this is perfectly simple. The vibrations of the vocal
cords have naturally a tendency to slacken, not to
hasten, and as, the higher the pitch, the higher the
number of vibrations necessary, it stands to reason that
in aiming sedulously at a higher ratio than is actually
required, the next lower will be achieved unconsciously.
Once more, is there a difficult bravura passage to be
played Allegro on piano or violin? Then the per¬
former who can master it at Presto speed will be less
likely to fail at the critical moment, than he who has
only aimed at acquiring exactly the prescribed velocity.
And, in addition, the former will experience a com¬
fortable feeling of security and confidence, wanting to
the latter.
There are many other cases which will readily occur
to the experienced teacher, where aiming above the
mark may with advantage be inculcated. Indeed, it
may safely be assumed that to feel one’s powers taxed
to the utmost, is at all times more risky than to know
that one has not reached their litpits, but is capable of
“putting on pressure” if necessary.
Without pursuing this theme further, may we not, in
conclusion, admit that (to adopt George Herbert’s
metaphor) he who aims at the sky may at least hit the
top of the church steeple, whereas he who shoots at a
tree, is very liable only to hit the earth at its roots?
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The Present Day Pianist’s Goal
By Aubertine Woodward Moore

Music a Human Necessity in Modern Life

have to play a long time before they realized they could
' “You will have to play a long time yet before you
realize that you cannot play at all,” said Beethoven
a young man who once played before him, seeking his
opinion. An image of the young man Quickly rises
before the mental vision and we feel conhdent that
his playing was of the kind that led the master to de¬
clare ■ “The high development of the mechanical in
pianoforte playing will end in banishing all genuineness
of emotion from music.”
Beethoven’s own playing has been described as being
like himself, a phenomenon of characteristic and lofty
independence. He aimed at the harmonious coalescence
of conception and technique, we are' told, and first of
all developed technical resources by larger forms, fuller
in harmony and broader in treatment. His free im¬
provisations, above all, were teeming with indescribable
charm. Quite at variance with the superficial dexterity
of many of his contemporaries, who shed about them
showers of splendor and renown by deft concatenations
of swift passages and melodious commonplaces, he
conjured up images full of bold, original fancy, inex¬
haustible in wealth of imagination, and of such har¬
mony and unity of conception as well that in this
province he proved himself no less eminent an artist
than in those works which were evolved by deliberate
reflection. These revelations of this titanic soul, who
aroused in all hearer-s the highest degree of suspense
and gratification by the magic of eminent spirituality
are, alas! accessible now only through a description
such as that given and through tradition. His own
words, however, give us a pretty clear conception of
his ideas of piano playing, and we are sure it was. true
he did not play with tones only, he rather depicted,
declaimed with them.
Beethoven on Plano Playing
It is recorded that he said, in conversation with a
friend, “The greatest pianoforte players, as is well
known, were also the greatest composers; and how did
they play? Not like the pianists of to-day, who prance
up and down the keyboard with passages in which they
have exercised themselves—putsch, putsch, putsch.
What does that mean? Nothing. When the true piano¬
forte virtuosi played it was always something homo¬
geneous, an entity; it could be transcribed, and then it
appeared as a well-thought-out work. That is piano¬
forte playing. The other is mere trifling.” Again of
the piano players of whom he disapproved, he said:
“They have their coteries whom they often join; they
are praised continually,—and there is an end of art.”
The piano Beethoven knew was very different from
that of our day, and yet his great works for the in¬
strument compel you to believe that he composed for
“the sonorous pianoforte of the future,” our modern
piano, plainly conceived in his prophetic soul. Did he
also foresee the gigantic advance to be made in piano¬
forte technique—far, far beyond the attainments of the
young man he criticized, and by players who would

not play at all ?

Not a Needless Accomplishment

t0 draw from it all

the^velo- Tone-coloring5 which is inherent in it,
the marv^™
.
ty mechanism; it requires a
living well-poised technique, a technique that is an
exquisitely constructed vessel, .n which to convey a
content fraught with the most profound understand¬
ing and sentiment. During many years this was over¬
fed bv a vast number of pianists who seemed to
forget that their art demanded something besides
pyrotechnic displays. How often startling performances have been heard of what Beethoven calls Allegri
di bravoura,” while the same player failed to satisfy
in some simple melody or bit of delicate phrasing, or
shading. Such cases in vocal music ledi that rare old
eighteenth century prima donna Madame Mara-she
who conquered the prejudices of Frederick the Grea
against German songstresses-to ask when she heard
some diva praised for rapid vocalization:
Can she
sing six plain notes?”
.
We are in the midst of a great change in these mat¬
ters. One of the factors that has aided in bringing
it about is the modern automatic piano player. Fingers
must be deft, indeed, to compete with this in swiftness
and dexterity.
Writing of the superiority of these
mechanical players in agility and rapidity. Eugenio de
Pirani, a veteran pir.no pedagogue, says: “There is one
thing which remains the unrestrained domain of the
pianist, and that is beauty of tone, the singing touch.
In this realm he is still undisputed sovereign. To
reach perfection in this specialty must become his su¬
preme aim. Now, more than ever, it will be necessary
for the pianist to strive to emulate the singer and the
violinist in the sustaining and modulating of the tone,
if he will not see his existence imperilled.”
This beautiful singing quality of tone, a tone replete
with genuine musical meaning, should unquestionably
be the goal of our present day piano students, whether
they are preparing to take the public captive or merely
to afford home and social enjoyment for themselves,
their families and friends. It cannot be sought too
early. While still grappling with the rudiments the
child should be taught, and luckily now often is taught,
to conquer so completely each grade of his work as he
proceeds that he may play it artistically before he is
allowed to attack the next grade.
When haste is thus made slowly the results arc far
more satisfactory than where students are pressed for¬
ward to greater and ever greater difficulties without
proper preparation. It is well to bear in mind the old
saying: “Better do small things well than great things
badly.” A companion precept to this might be found
in these words : A sure preparation for the noble ac¬
complishment of great achievements lies in doing well
the tasks that fall to our lot from day to day, starting
with the smallest and increasing so gradually we
readily conquer the greatest difficulties. Thus we may
reach the present day pianist’s goal.

Among the many Americans foremost in public life who are taking
part in this momentous symposium from month to
month are the following:
EDWARD BOK
ANDREW CARNEGIE
RUSSELL H. CONWELL
DANIEL FROHMAN
G. STANLEY HALL
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By B. H. Wike

not the least bit of probability that anybody can si
denly find himself a virtuoso without having tal
the route that leads to virtuosity, and which the m
gifted even have traveled. It is well to be rctrosp
five, no matter how rapid advancement may be. Ci
stant reviews of the things passed over will smo
down the past difficulties that have not been maste
as well as desired. This is very important. It may t
a little more time, but it proves to be well spent, :
saves a great deal of worry about the so-called "sh
method.
Such technical work as that in forms
five-finger exercises, scales in thirds, octaves, ter
and sixths will always be necessary with the v
best of us, not to mention polishing in repertoire.
No if you really mean to get the very most and 1

THOMAS EDISON
HON. RICHMOND P. HOBSON
ELDRIDGE R. JOHNSON
DAVID STARR JORDAN
JOHN LUTHER LONG

Mr. Bok’s Contribution Appeared in April, Mr. Carnegie’s Contribution in May, and
„„Dr. JHall’s .in .June.
_

The Danger of “Short Cuts” in Music

The temptation to “cut across” if often strong
enough to entice the most ambitious music student
sometimes to try it; but when he stops to consider
he begins to realize that there are no short methods
by which to reach the summit of his art. Perfection
lays at the end of a long, hard road, but it can be
reached after earnest endeavor. How long it will take
to become “perfect” or “near perfect” is as problemat¬
ical as the coming of doomsday.
There is no substitute for practice and real hard
work. You can’t depend solely upon mental action.
One can’t play without having done a certain amount
of keyboard work; although you will, now and then,
hear of somebody who thinks he knows how to get
around the work that musical study calls for. Such
prophets usually turn out to be impostors, and earn¬
est workers will pass them by considerately. It is im¬
possible to name a master who ever once thought of
there being a way of getting out of the drudgery of
hard work.
There is. very little doubt that those who are con¬
stantly looking for easy methods are either very lazy
or else insincere; they are not willing to pay the price.
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lal Verses
i full glee.
petition,
on would be
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been found ^
cfrefu| consideration and season
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f°r yow Pa«icular adva,
ment under a teacher who knows
DR. G. STANLEY HALL

If you are a good American, no matter whether
you were born in Manchester, Hamburg, Bordeaux,
Palermo, Dublin, Stockholm, Kischneff, Vera Cruz or
Keokuk, why not celebrate the anniversary of the Star
Spangled Banner by learning it word for word, so that
you will never forget your own national anthem.
O say can you see by the dawn’s early light
What so proudly we hail’d at the twilight’s last
gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the
perilous fight
O’er the ramparts we watch’d, were so gallantly
streaming?
And the rocket’s red glare, the bombs bursting in air.
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still
O say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
O thus be it ever when freemen shall stand
Between their lov’d home and the war’s desolation!
Blest with vict’ry and peace may the hcaz/n rescued
Praise the power that hath made and preserv’d us
a nation!
Then conquer we must, when our cause it is just.
And this be our motto—"In God is our Trust,"
And the star-spangled banner in triumph shall wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave.

put out because the tune is of British origin. The
tune of America is used in both England and Germany
as a national hymn, and our own thoroughly American
Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean, set to English words,
has been inspiring the hearts of thousands of Tommy
Atkins setting off for the great war on the continent.
In 1795 a “Columbian Anacreontic Society” was
formed in New York, and it is reasonable to assume
that the “Anacreontick Song” was sung at its meetings.
It is known that it was sung in Savannah, Georgia,
as early as 1796. It is also reported that this
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Grading Examinations for Music
Teachers

Elements of Beauty in Rhythm

By Mildred T. Stone

By Daniel Batchellor
Rhythmic movement awakens a sense of the beauti¬
ful in time. This is entirely different from the beau¬
tiful in space, with which the artist deals. One conveys
a perception of harmonious relations through the eye;
the other perception comes through the ear.
An essential difference between them is that while
the elements of the beautiful in space are all presented
simultaneously; fh| elements of rhythm come singly
and in successive order, each vanishing as the next
appears. Under, these conditions there can be no rhyth¬
mic forms except, those which are grouped by an
act of memory. .This makes the observation of rhythm
a valuable mentai'5exercise, the more so that the intel¬
lectual exertion brings with it a sense of pleasure which
acts beneficially upon the nervous system.
Rhythm must be based upon proportion, or poise.
First, there is the Steady wave-like flow of the meas¬
ures, which gives the onward impulse of the music.
Then the whole movement is divided into sections and
periods that balance one another and by their different
degrees of restful cadence afford considerable variety
of form.
But, beyond this, these co-ordinate sections are en¬
livened and enriched by rhythmic figures and the
beauty 'of the movement is lnr|jj^j.je explaining,
ments. Another thing is, thai
from the fascjnatring in different sections gives ;ong been recognized
between them and an individuT t0 atta;n any g;ven
mic structure. As an examplif
;s t0 a;m at a st;n
the opening chorus of Handtfj^ wishes t0 write at
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s
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Compare the two following
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bravura passage to be
Joy-fully, joy-fui-lj0i;n? Then the perresto speed will be less
It is also a pretty ornament i ent> than he who has
Note the effect in this fragmei*,p nrescr;bed velocity.
Glee, by Sir John Stfevenson:
(a)

j

i March of the Men of Harlech.

Compare

The subject of standardization has been so much
in evidence of late that it is impossible not to realize
that music teachers are now thoroughly alive to the
need for it. In many states an examination has already been devised to meet the needs of those who
wish to qualify as music teachers. While this is un¬
questionably a great gam in the right direction, it
seems to the writer that there is yet room for improvement in the method of testing a teacher’s quali¬
fications, for which reason the following suggestion is
made.
,
Tongues of fire
on
Id - ris
flam - tag.
Why make all teachers submit to the same exami¬
nation? In the State Examinations for Public Schools
By using both dotted notes and half-pulse divisions,
there are three divisions. One is for the lower or
more elaborate rhythmic figures may be secured, em
Elementary Grades, another for High Schools and an¬
bodying both strength of action and free movement
other for Supervisory Work. It is expected that the
It is die combination of these two elements which
teacher will know more things than he yvill teach, but
largely gives to Haydn’s Austrian Hymn its life ana
the examination covers only those branches which are
majestic swing. Especially is this seen in
e a
to be taught, and a thorough test in pedagogics. The
half of it.
.
, .
... applicant for a license to teach in the elementary
There is one rhythmic figure of this type which is
grades is not required to translate Greek or Hebrew,
deservedly popular, for its alternation of motion and
nor demonstrate difficult problems in higher mathe¬
rest is pleasing. See it in this fragment of melody:
matics.
Why not follow some such plan in music? Are
'|Crs, especially those in smaller
graufication Dy ihe "magic'of1 eminent spirituality
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*" «ch grade,
Beethoven on Piano Playing
This beautiful singing qu. 5Uch ™l'T :
?° T
It is recorded that he said, in conversation with a
with genuine musical mea,™ meth°ds of ,,Mchin* ™1S
friend, “The greatest pianoforte players, as is well
be the goal of our present <•« teachers: and nn, *« 0,her
known, were also the greatest composers; and how did
they are preparing to take tlcss «P™rnce and education
they play? Not like the pianists of to-day, who prance
to afford home and social* profession and yet improve
up and down the keyboard with passages in which they
their families and friends.0 '>«ter and hl«hcr thin«s'
have exercised themselves—putsch, putsch, putsch.
early. While still grapplii_
What does that mean? Nothing. When the true piano¬
child should be taught, and
forte virtuosi played it was always something homo¬
to conquer so completely enquire Rapidity
geneous, an entity; it could be transcribed, and then it
proceeds that he may play ___
appeared as a well-thought-out work. That is piano¬
allowed to attack the next | Victoria Goodwin
forte playing. The other is mere trifling.” Again of
When haste is thus made _
the piano players of whom he disapproved, he said:
more satisfactory than whet .
. , ,
,
.
“They have their coteries whom they often join; they
ward to greater and ever ■** of ,hc fm«crs' hlnds a"
are praised continually,—and there is an end of art.”
proper preparation. It is wa from •ccunn*
a"d
The piano Beethoven knew was very different from
saying: “Better do small tl1*15 a"
LPr° '”
that of our day, and yet his great works for the in¬
badly.” A companion prec
w,”ch
"
strument compel you to believe that he composed for
... these words:' A sure prmf’
pr»ical "ne of Ccnl<rr 01 Gra'f'
“the sonorous pianoforte of the future,” our modern
complishment of great achi's t,ic PhysiCttfl term i or that
piano, plainly conceived in his prophetic soul. Did he
the tasks that fall to our 1<4 object, alxiut which weight is
also foresee the gigantic advance to be made in piano¬
with the smallest and in' a '’all it
in the center; man
forte technique—far, far beyond the attainments of the
readily conquer the greatest1''1 < nd ,n ot,1cr words, for any
young man he criticized, and by players who would
reach the present day pianist"" *'• hs center of gravity must
r below the point or points of
—---—-—
it is supported by a surface or
ter of gravity must be vertically

r&

i

The Danger of “Short Cuts” in Music rfacror ,hc are*?
_

v

1. WlKe
_
The temptation to “cut across” if often strong
enough to entice the most ambitious music student
sometimes to try it; but when he stops to consider
he begins to realize that there are no short methods
by which to reach the summit of his art. Perfection
lays at the end of a long, hard road, but it can be
reached after earnest endeavor. How long it will take

surface or ,i

a cent< •

.

s called *e
the
M __ —tUpr

2*2 £2 rr t ■Cwaxi'vst
l!a s , T
gifted
n
five, n matter how rapid >
stant review

But it is more usual to introduce a relief movement
between the second and third appearance of the fig-

Here, besides the heave of the billows we seem to
see the sun sparkles on the water and to feel the
spring of the oars.
A figure much less frequently used is' the double
dotted quarter-note. It imparts to the music a sharp
decision or impatient energy. A good example may
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four—or. by heedless lengthening of the finger-curve,
tipping of the hand, etc., any number of basesWe offend, however, when wc allow the band more
than one base.
.
In fact, the business of maintaining smoothness an
rapidity is nothing but the business of keeping }1
center of gravity over a common base: of maintain®?
a common base by training the muscles to WW
where finger supports are wanting, for we do n
always have elbow and all five fingers for supporting
points, and consequently the tendons in hands and a
must be made to supply the successive needs by me
of the tiny muscles.
It takes
nerve-racking discrimination -o bring >nt0
Play the various sets of muscles that will nake ' anon
Pivots, under various conditions, keep one and the s
base.

[The following article was design^.--- -JSlv’he^nth of our
national birthday, July 4th.—Editor or Tiie Etide.
Recent interest in the Star Spangled Banner has
been brought about by the criticism of. a Baltimore
clergyman suggesting that the seconij and-third verses
of the poem are of more or less mediocre worth and
that the ’first and last verses are tlje only ones that
Americans really know—moreover very few of the
best Americans can repeat these verses.
Our national anthem is now one hundred'years old,
and it seems ..fitting at this time •' that: music-lovers
should know something bf its history. -The melody
is certainly-very much older than, the words; Mr. O.
G T. Sonrieck, Chief of the Division of.Music at the
Library of Congress, has recently-'is|ued through
the government printing-office}:! T65'page volume
tracing the development of both words'and; time.
Among other things Mr.^Sonrieclc|dispttles the
claim of Mr. Grattan Flood that thehtielody was
of Irish rather than English origin,-'and that it
was probably the work of the Turlo.ugh O’Carolan. Mr. Flood compares the time with O’Carolan’s Bumpers, Squire Jones, which in fact it
resembles only in metre and rhythm, but in no
way in melody.
The Probable Composer
Mr. Sonneck, after years of exhaustive search,
points out that for lack of a better claim the
theme may be accredited to John Stafford Smith,
who was born about 1750 at Gloucester, Eng¬
land. He was a pupil of Dr. William Boyce,
the composer to the Chapel Royal and Master of
the Royal Band. Boyce was educated at the time
when Handel was making his great triumphs
in England, and was accordingly guilty of an
oratorio, Noah, as well as symphonies, odes, etc.
Smith became an “able organist, an efficient tenor
singer, an excellent composer and an accom¬
plished antiquary.” Sir George Grove placed him
in “the foremost rank of English composers.”
His best known work outside of the famous tune
which is now employed with the Star Spangled
Banner was Musica Antiqua, a rare collection of
music written between the 12th and the 18th
centuries.
John Stafford Smith was a member of the
Anacreontic Society of London. This picturesque
society was dedicated to the “convivial bard of
ancient Greece” Anacreon. The club: met at a
large inn in the Strand, London, known as the
Crown and Anchor Tavern. .There .the choice
wits and intellects of the English literary centre
gathered for festivals of talent. Among them
were Dr. Johnson ■ and the inevitable Boswell,
Joshua Reynolds and other famous men of the
times. One Ralph Tomlinson' was given the credit of
writing a club song known as “The Anacreontic Song.”
This was nothing more nor less than a convivial drinking
song. The words of the first verse ran
The Quaint Original Verses
To Anacreon in Heaven, tvhere he sat in full glee.
A few sons of Harmony sent a petition.
That he their inspirer and patron would be
When this answer arrived from the jolty aid Grecian:
"Voice fiddle and flute; no longer be mute,
I’ll lend you my name and inspire you to boot.
And besides, f’H instruct you like me to intwine
The Myrtle df Venus with Bacchus’s Vine.’’
The Anacreontic Society which eventually consisted
of forty members, each of whom had the privilege of
inviting a friend, held its meetings every other Wednes¬
day during the winter. The concerts lasted from 7.15
to 9.45, and admission was widely sought. At the end
of the concert there was a convivial repast in an
adjoining hall. At these meetings the Anacreontic song
was sung with applause and soon became extremely
popular.
In 1778 the Anacreontic Song was published in the
London Vocal Magazine. In the latter part of the
18th century John Stafford Smith published A Fifth

Book of Canzonets, Catches, Canons and Glees, in
which appears The Anacreontick Sotag “harmonized
by the author.” As all of the other compositions in the
book are admittedly those of Smith it is hardly likely
that he would have put his name to one that was not
his. Some have asserted that he never laid claim to
the melody, and that as a Britisher he would certainly
have claimed it loudly if it had been his. It should
also be remembered, however, that it is likewise a
British trait to disclaim credit for the authorship of
any work not original with the writer, and it is for
this reason that it seems very likely that Smith was
the composer of our national anthem. It is interesting
to note that another Smith wrote the words of America,
our other favored patriotic tune. Nor need we feel

A Good Way to Celebrate the Anni¬
versary of Your National Anthem
If you are a good American, no matter whether
you were born in Manchester, Hamburg, Bordeaux,
Palermo, Dublin, Stockholm, Kischneff, Vera Cruz or
Keokuk, why not celebrate the anniversary of the Star
Spangled Banner by learning it word for word, so that
you will never forget your own national anthem.
O say can you see by the dawn’s early light
What so proudly we hail’d at the twilight’s last
gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the
perilous fight
O’er the ramparts we watch’d, were so gallantly
streaming?
And the rocket’s red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still
there,
O say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
O thus be it ever when freemen shall stand
Between their lov’d home and the war’s desolation!
Blest with vict’ry and peace may the hcaifn rescued
Praise the power that hath made and preserv’d us
a nation!
Then conquer we must, when our cause it is just.
And this be our motto—“In God is our Trust,"
And the star-spangled banner in triumph shall wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave.

was employed for various American patriotic and popu¬
lar verses. Indeed some eighteen different songs ap¬
peared with words to this characteristic tune. One,
singularly enough, was a song written for an anniver¬
sary of the Tammany Society in New York (1803).
Some of the titles of the songs published suggest ex¬
cellent patriotic words, but in no instance is that won¬
derful principle of the survival of the fittest in art
better illustrated than in the instance of The Star
Spangled Banner. It was not until Francis Scott Key,
wrote his famous poem that verse appeared which had
such a powerful, human and impressive form that it
was immediately adopted by all Americans as express¬
ing that strong sentiment which enters our souls when
we see “Old Glory” and realize what The Star Spangled
Banner signifies.
“And the Flag Was Still There”
On September 13, 1814, the bombardment of
Fort Henry by the British was commenced in
earnest. Francis Scott Key, a volunteer in Major
Peters light artillery but a lawyer by profession,
attempted to obtain the sanction of the Govern¬
ment to board the British battleship under truce
and obtain the release of a Dr. Beanes, then held
a prisoner on the battleship. President Madison
sanctioned this movement and Key boarded the
British flagship. He was informed that he would
be held a prisoner on the ship until after the
attack upon Baltimore. Key, however, was per¬
mitted to go under guard to the American ship
in company with Dr. Beanes and the American,
officers. From the decks of the little vessel
they could see the flag flying over the ramparts
of Fort Henry. The battle commenced early
Tuesday morning and lasted continuously all day.
Night came on and all that could be seen of the
flag was the occasional glimpse revealed by “the
rockets’ red glare” and “bombs bursting in the
air.” Worn out with the strain of ceaseless can¬
nonading Key still paced the deck. When dawn
came “the flag was still there.”
Key is said to have written down the signifi¬
cant lines of the song on the back of an old
letter while pacing the deck under strong emo¬
tional stress. Upon his return to his hotel he
finished the poem, and the next day a friend
had copies struck off and it was circulated upon
the streets of Baltimore.

Ten Hints for the Home Recital
Gertrude M. Greenhalgh
put out because the tune is of British origin. The
tune of America is used in both England and Germany
as a national hymn, and our own thoroughly American
Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean, set to English words,
has been inspiring the hearts of thousands of Tommy
Atkins setting off for the great war on the continent.
In 1795 a “Columbian Anacreontic Society” was
formed in New York, and it is reasonable to assume
that the “Anacreontick Song” was sung at its meetings.
It is known that it was sung in Savannah, Georgia,
as early as 1796. It is also reported that this was
published in Philadelphia as early as 1796. In 1798
it was published in the American Musical Miscellany
to words by Paine entitled, Adams and Liberty, the
words of the first verse of which were,
Ye sons of Columbia, who bravely have fought
For those rights which unstained from your sires had
descended,
May you long taste the blessings your valor has bought
And your sons reap the soil which your fathers de¬
fended ;
Mid the reign of mild peace, may your nation increase
With the glory of home and the wisdom of Greece,
And ne’er may the sons of Columbia be slaves
White the earth bears a plant or the sea rolls its waves.
It is then quite amazing to note that this same tune

1. Start promptly at the appointed time.
2. Seat students with audience in the order in which
they appear on program.
3. Insist upon memory work from as many students
as possible.
4. If a student uses his notes, have music opened
ready for his turn.
5. Provide each pupil with a program so that there
will not be any delay between numbers.
6. Have the program progressive in interest, that is
start with tlie easiest and progress to the most difficult
and brilliant pieces.
7. Better an easy piece well done than a harder one
stumbled over.
8. Let the student choose to some extent what he
wishes to play, because almost everyone enjoys one style
of tqusic more than another.
9. Avoid using an old instrument. For a nominal
sum a new one can be hired giving immeasurably better
results.
10. Hold a full rehearsal before the recital to give
pupils a chance to learn the touch of piano, to play
before the class, to find their chairs, and to get over
stage fright.
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FAIREST OF SEASONS—H. WEYTS.
Mr. Henry Weyts is a well-know Belgian' composer
who has been very successfully represented in our music
pages in the past. Fairest of Seasons is just recently
composed. This is a graceful valse written in the French
style. The third theme of this piece assigned to the left
hand, is most attractive. The lower middle register of
the piano seems particularly adapted for giving out
effectively, broad and song-like melodies. This waltz,
of course, is not intended for dancing, and it should be
played with considerable fluctuation in tempo. Grade 4.
VALSE TROUBADOUR—W. ROLFE.
Valse Troubadour is of different type from the pre¬
ceding. This is from the pen of a native American
composer, an interesting sketch of whose life will be
found in another column.
While this waltz is not
intended for dancing, the rhythm is so direct that it
might almost be used for that purpose. As a drawing¬
room piece it will be found very attractive. Contrary
to the waltz mentioned above, this number must be
played in strict time and taken at a rather rapid pace.
Grade 4.
AMONG THE COSSACKS.
This is a characteristic teaching or recital piece,
lively and vigorous. To attain the best effect, the
accents should be somewhat heavier than usual and
slightly exaggerated. Grade 3)4.
ARAB DANCE—M. BILBRO.
Arab Dance is another characteristic piece, decidedly
oriental in its coloring. The left hand accompaniment
in this number should be played with almost automatic
regularity, suggesting the monotonous drumming of the
oriental percussion instruments. Grade 3J4.
COLONIAL DANCE—C. M. TAIT.
A cheerful and dainty composition in the style of an
old-fashioned gavotte. After much playing of modern

H. ENGELMANN

intro._

THE VILLAGE FAIR—ALBERT FRANZ.
A picturesque number in the modern intermesso style.
The three themes in this number are all very pretty,
they should be well contrasted. A bright and crisp style
of performance is demanded throughout. Grade 3.

IMPROMPTU—C. MOTER.
Mr. Carl Moter’s inspirations follow the classic mod. els very largely. We regard his Impromptu as one of
his best compositions. This work tends slightly in certain passages, towards the models of both Schubert and
Schumann, although as a whole it is decidedly original.
It will afford excellent practice in chord playing, and it
should be played throughout in a vigorous and buoyant
manner. It should hardly be necessary to call atten¬
tion to the pernicious habit that some players have of
failing to bring down the notes exactly together when
playing a series of chord passages. Such a style of
playing would result in spoiling entirely the effect of
a composition of this nature. Grade S.
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music with its shifting tonalities and elaborate har¬
monies, an occasional return to the purely diatonic sty e
of writing is really refreshing. Grade 3.

THEME WITH VARIATIONS IN C—J. HAYDN.
Almost since the beginning of instrumental music,
variations' have been a favorite form with composers.
The earliest variations were of a very simple character,
consisting of a repetition many times over of some
simple theme with the endeavor to slightly disguise
it or render it more elaborate with each repetition. ,
The more modern variations include many ingenious
harmonic and rhythmic transformations, there being
practically nn limit to
tn the devices which may be
employed. In the classic variation form, as used by
Haydn and Mozart, the melodic element largely pre¬
dominates. This is the case in the very pretty set of
Variations in C by Haydn.
These variations deserve to be better known and to
be more extensively played. Possibly they have been
overshadowed by the more elaborate and larger set of
variations in F minor. These latter appear on many
recital programs, but they are rather difficult to play
well. The Variations in C are much less difficult but,
nevertheless, they require the neatest possible style of
execution and an expressive manner of playing. It will
be noted that all the variations follow the original theme
rather closely, but each one is more ornate than the
preceding and contrast is attained by changing the key
of the middle variations to C minor. Grade 4.
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AMERICAN SCHOOL MARCH-H. ENGELMANN.
This number is useful for a variety of purposes as it
is in the style of a parade march which will be found
effective for indoor marching purposes, calisthenics,
drills, etc. As a teaching piece it will furnish good
practice in chord playing. Grade 3.
IN THE FAR EAST—C. W. KERN.
A lively characteristic
number
serve as a
-—
- ,:i. .whiche will
with the minor
“ excellent easy teaching or recital piece,
V*.
Grade 2/.
MARCH OF THE FLOWERS-F. FLAXINGTON
HARKER.
It is always a pleasure to find composers of high
attainment and experience who are able and willing to
write entertainingly in the easier grades. Mr. Harker
has recently completed a set of interesting teaching
pieces, from which the March of the Flowers is taken.
This piece has real musical value. Grade 2.
THE FOUR-HAND NUMBERS.
Mr. Carl Koelling’s Commencement March is a very
useful number, appropriately named. In addition to the
present well-balanced four-hand arrangement, it may
also be had as a solo and as an eight-hand piece. It
is so written that all the arrangements might be played
together on a number of pianos.
Mr. H. Wildermere’s Rustic Merrymaking is a rollick¬
ing number which will be much enjoyed by duet players.
It is easy to play but brilliant in effect.
ROMANCE

IN A (VIOLIN AND PIANO)—
THURLOW LIEURANCE.
Mr. Lieurance’s melodious Romance will prove espe¬
cially useful as a study in “double stops.” This is a
department of violin playing which should be cultivated
assiduously.
MARCHE PONTIFICALE (PIPE ORGAN)—R. L.
BECKER
A very dignified organ number which may be used as
a festival postlude or for the opening or closing of a
recital program. This is a fine piece for displaying the
capacity of the organ.
THE VOCAL NUMBERS.
Mr. Ward-Stephens’ My Shadow is one of the best
encore songs in our knowledge. Mr. Stephens is a tal¬
ented American composer, who knows the voice and
knows it well.
Mr. Wakefield-Smith’s Fickle Little Butterfly is a very
pretty characteristic song with an attractive text.
Mr. E. S. Phelps’ Butterfly and the Rose is another
characteristic song but • quite different from the pre¬
ceding. This would make an excellent teaching song.

On Teaching the Fingering of Scales
to Beginners
By Susan M. Steede
No doubt the most satisfactory method of teaching
the fingering of scales is to note the position of the
fourth finger in each scale, as pointed out in Mastering
The Scales and Arpeggios, and in teaching the clever
pupil, or indeed the average pupil over ten years of
age no other help is needed.
It is otherwise with the little ones, and occasionally
with an older child often musically gifted but to whom
fingering of scales seems to present a special difficulty.
For these a general rule embracing a group of scales
is found easier of application not requiring, as in the
case of correctly locating the fourth finger a fresh
mental adjustment for many of the scales.
The scales of C, G, D, A, E and the left hand of
F come under one general rule: The thumb plays after
3rd finger, then after 4th and so on alternately, and
in playing in the contrary direction the 3rd and 4th
fingers pass over the thumb alternately. Let these be
learned as one group.

Mr. Rolfe was born in Rumford, Maine, December
18th, 1881, and was educated in the public schools of
Rumford. His first lessons in music were taken on
the parlor organ from a local teacher who taught
music as a side issue to several other occupations. At
the age of eighteen he went to Portland, Me., where
he studied piano and harmony one winter with Her¬
mann Kotszchmar. He returned to Rumford in the
spring, and this was practically all the instruction he
got until about three years ago, except for cor¬
respondence courses in theory and orchestration.
While he continuously wrote small compositions of a
very light order, he devoted the greater part of his
' time to the care of the only music store in the town.
As time went on, he wrote a large number of small
things including two light operas, one of which was
successfully produced in various New England centres.
“As ideas continued to come thick and fast, I began
to lose interest in my store business and the burning
desire to know more about the technical part of com¬
position, to get out where I could hear good music
took posession of me and when I commenced to
realize more in a financial way from my compositions
than I did from my music business I decided to dis¬
pose of it, and devote my time to further study.
“I accordingly sold out my business about three
years ago and went to New York City, where until
the first of this year I studied composition very ser¬
iously with Mr. Hans Van Den Burg and Mr. A. W.
Lilienthal as well as attending *all the concerts of the
New York Symphony, New York Philharmonic, Bos¬
ton Symphony, a large number of the Metropolitan
productions as well as all the principal recitals by the
most noted vocal and instrumental stars.
“I think you can realize something of how this
opened my eyes when I tell you that I lived on a farm
eight miles from any town until I was eleven years of
age, never saw even so much as a railroad train but
once or twice during that time, never owned or had
the use of a piano until I was seventeen years of age,
never heard a pianist who was capable of playing even
Beethoven’s Sonata Pathetic until I was eighteen,
never heard a grand opera until I was twenty four,
and this by a cheap road company, never heard a
symphony, played by a full symphony orchestra until
Although suffering from ill-health, Mr. Rolfe has
continued to write much music, and feels that the
results of his New York study have worked a great
change, giving him a deeper understanding of his
art. His first success was a little waltz entitled Kiss
of Spring. He has written orchestral and band num¬
bers, piano suites, solos, sacred and secular songs, duets
and anthems.
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MARCHE PONTIFICALS
.

Tempo di Marcia

m.m.

j

4nft

J = ios

RENE L. BECKER

Allegro

British Copyright Secured

* From here go back to Trio and play to Fine of Trio, then goJback to % and play to Fine.
Copyright 1915 by Theo. Presser Co.

British Copyright Secured
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FROM THE FAR EAST
CHARACTERISTIC DANCE
CARL WILHELM KERN, Op.

310,No.4

self
a-mongthedai-sies and the clo - ver,
seem d to be_a-ware of his in - ten-tion.

Full of
For he

ar - rant pride was he, for in
col-ors rich,you see,
soughtthe gar-den wall, quite with -in the gaze of all,

art-ist had a-dorn d his coat all
o - ver;
with his gau-dy wings to draw at - ten-tion;

To the
dai-sies,thus, he
“Oh sweet ]

said, and the

Na-ture’s
Flirt4nj

clo-vers,white and red,“You must

pirn—

r

iff

know Fm ve-ryfond of ad-mi - ra-tion-”
soon to mar-ry Mis-ter Bum-ble Bee,Sir;”

Copyright 1915 by Theo.Presser Co,
British Copyright secured

FICKLE LITTLE BUTTERFLY
Words and Music by
H.WAKEFIELD SMITH

Once

^ J]
\

a

To the

lit-tle But4er-fly, rov-ing ’neatli thesum-mer sky,Found him
ro-sessoon he flew,fresh and bright with morningdew.But they

mf ^

iCopyright 1915 by Theo.Presser Co.
British Copyright secured

r

.
Ai^btck-le lit-tle But - ter - fly^——

I v 77
■
Sport-ing neaththe sum-mer sky,_
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MY SHADOW
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

WARD STEPHENS

Copyright MCMVIII by The William Maxwell Music Co.
Copyright transferred 1914 to Theo.Presser Co.

Internation

Copyright

secured
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The Care of a Piano

THE BUTTERFLY AND ROSE

By Peter F. Biehl

Words and Music by E. S. PHELPS

SONG

espressfvo

Andante con moto
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It is surprising to what extent piano
owners neglect their pianos. Like the
teeth, the average person neglects to see
a dentist until a tooth .aches. Just so
with the piano, they fail to call a piano
tuner until a string breaks or a key
sticks. Letting a piano go untuned and
hearing it continually in that state, it is
not surprising that the same instrument,
after being tuned, would seem strange to
its owners.
As an illustration: a woman who
owned a piano that was very much out
of tune, thinking that her instrument
might need some attention, called a tuner
and put the gentleman to work on same
and on completion of job he asked her
how she liked the piano, since it was
tuned. Whereupon she remarked, “Well
—it may be all right, but I think you
took all the fine quivers out of it.” Being
so accustomed to hearing her piano out
of tune, the waves (or “quivers”) evi¬
dently appealed to her.
It may be surprising but there are
some people who really think that a piano
does not need to be tuned. The writer

met a gentleman, who stated to him that
he was of the opinion that his instrument
could go on forever without the atten¬
tion of a tuner.
So often people act as though they
were doing a charitable act in giving a
tuner a job, whereas it actually is of
more benefit to the owners to have their
piano put in proper condition, at least
once every year or year and a half, as
a piano will stay in tune better when
looked after regularly at these intervals.
See that your piano does not set next
to an outside wall during the winter
months, and avoid extreme hot or cold
temperature in room where it stands. Do
not let sun shine on it directly as it
is apt to crack the varnish. Do not use
top of piano to store goods on. The
effect is simpler and more dignified with¬
out bric-a-brac on the lid, and besides
it is apt to interfere with the tone of
the piano. Keep a cloth of soft texture
handy for dusting purposes. By giving
your piano more earnest thought and at¬
tention it will be a better servant to you.

A ^^Ultra-Quality PIANOS
and PLAYER PIANOS
THE CHOICE OF
CULTURED MUSICIANS
Of alfdie beautiful possessions with which the
refined home is adorned, none other
is so indicative of the owner’s culture
and musical taste as aGRANDPiano.
Those first impressions
instantly aro used bj

Emotional Aids to Technique
In the Report of the Piano Conference
published among the papers and proceed¬
ings of the Music Teachers’ National As¬
sociation-for 1914, Mr. Hans Schneider
offers an interesting suggestion: “In se¬
rious music the emotional side can never
be entirely separated from the musical
or technical side. In playing a Chopin
Nocturne a pupil of musical feeling will
always be in a certain mood, the inten¬
sity of which will depend upon his other
enhanced or retarded state of feeling.
This mood becomes a feeling which is
registered and conserved. Furthermore,
it is reflected in the physical expression
through his muscular sense, his touch,
and, if it is possible to recall the mood,
it must be possible to recall the' muscular
experience, either jointly or each sep¬
arately. Why not make use of these fac¬
tors in the development of touch? Musi¬
cal touch in general is the result of audi¬
tory anticipation"; it is a reflection of
auditory states, plus auditory anticipation,
upon the motor centers.

“Through connecting certain emotional
states with certain compositions touch
may be corrected, where all other techni¬
cal remedies fail. If a pupil lacks will¬
power and energy in touch, the playing
of Chopin’s Military Polonaise, suitably
introduced on its martial or heroic side,
will do much towards improving his touch
in that direction. By giving a pupil the
chord Prelude by Chopin in C minor and
at the same time showing him a drawing
of the collection of Preludes by Speer,
I have greatly softened a hard touch.
Whenever the hard touch appeared again,
all I had to do was to call the pupil’s
attention to the solemn, dark picture to
bring back the more pliable touch. Here,
through the unconscious physical memory,
the muscular condition, which was the di¬
rect reflexion of the emotional state in¬
duced by the picture, was revived" as a
part of the total former experience, to
be now made use of for a new purpose
and composition.”

ttsctc superiority or me
Kranich &L Bach Small
Grand. Although
only 51 4" long it pro¬
duces, in a manner almost unbelievable, a
the magnificent qualities of tone that mak
"grands” infinitely more satisfying than "u[
right” pianos. With its new foil-tone seal
and the marvelous "Isotonic Pedal,” th
rrb instalment IS the Small Grand leade
the world—supreme and incompdrabl

7

Small Grand
Price $700
(Freight and handling added)
Deferred Payments Practically
at Your Convenience.

Golden Anniversary Booklet Mailed on Reques

KRANICH 6c BACH
233-243 East 23d Street •

. New Yor

How Berlioz Studied Instrumentation
^Came a dain-ty

You may bloom

but-ter-fly.

It, this rose just chanc’d to sp^

e^me,osej»«bra,h-d. ,U«»,.a,A»

As it droop’d a -boi

jay tchuhepLcT

British Copyright secured

The fact that Berlioz was one of the
greatest—perhaps the greatest—of inno¬
vators in the matter of orchestration is
well known. How did Berlioz come to
have the requisite knowledge ? He studied
under two masters at the Conservatoire
of whom he himself says, “Lesueur had
only very limited ideas about the art.
Reicha knew the particular resources of
most of the wind instruments; but I think
that he had not very advanced ideas on
the subject of grouping them.”
Else¬
where he explains that he taught him¬
self by reading the score of an opera
while it was being performed.
“It was thus,” he says, “that I began
to get familiar with the use of the or¬
chestra and to know its expression and
timbre, as well as the range and mechan¬
ism of most of the instruments. By care¬
fully comparing the effect produced with
the means used to produce it, I learned
the hidden bond which unites musical ex¬
pression to the special art of instrumen¬
tation; but no one put me in the way of
this. The study of the methods of the

three modern masters, Beethoven, Weber,
and Spontini, the impartial examination
of the traditions of instrumentation and
of little used forms and combinations,
conversations with virtuosi, and the effects
I made them try on their different in¬
struments, together with a little instinct,
did the rest for me.”
How difficult Berlioz found this method
in the beginning is suggested by the fact
that he wrote the overtures of Les FrancsJuges and IVaverley without really know¬
ing if it were possible to play them. “I
was so ignorant,” he says, “of the mechan¬
ism of certain instruments, that after
having written the solo in D flat for the
trombone in the introduction of Les
Francs-Juges I feared it would be terribly
difficult to play. So I went, very anxious,
to one of the trombonists of the opera
orchestra. He looked at the passage and
reassured me. ‘The key of D flat,’ he
said, ‘is one of the pleasantest for that
instrument; and you can count on a splen¬
did effect for that passage.’ ”
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for Better Music for Moving-Pictures

Geo. Chadwick Stock
By Isabel Wister

PROTECT
COMPLEXION
Every woman who
spends the Summer
at the seashore, in
. the mountains or at
? some fashionable
watering place should
■ take with her a few
r bottles of

Gouraud’s

Oriental
Cream
to improve and beau¬
tify her complexion
and protect her skin
from the burning
sun, bleaching winds,
and damp night air.
The surest guarantee of its perfection is
the fact of it having been in actual use
for nearly three-quarters of a century.

SPECIAL
OFFER
A liberal trial size bottle of
Gouraud’s Oriental Cream,
enough for ten days’ use, and
a booklet of Gouraud’s
Oriental Beauty Leaves will
be sent free on receipt of ten
cents (coin or stamps) to cover
cost of mailing and wrapping.

Ferd. T. Hopkins
& Son, Props.
1 Great Jones St.

New York, N. Y.

. Base mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.

Playing for the moving-pictures is be¬
coming a distinct profession and mov¬
ing-pictures exhibitors are continually
confronted with the difficulty of supply¬
ing the demand for pianists who “play
the pictures.” While there are hundreds
of superior piano soloists, comparatively
few possess the peculiar qualifications of
the good picture-accompanist. A recent
article in a current moving-picture maga¬
zine reads thus: “Music can lend value
to the picture, or intrude itself most un¬
pleasantly. Also it is one of the most
neglected factors which make for the
success or failure of the owner of a
motion-picture theatre.”
Communities vary astonishingly in their
musical taste—as many renowned artists
will testify—and the subtle influences
which form this would furnish material
for a psychological treatise rather than
the subject in hand. Hard working,
plain-but-honest, coarse, vulgar, silly,
weak and- frivolous, as well as educated,
cultured; refined, artistic, rich and poor,
vagabond and outcast, throng every mov¬
ing-picture house, and there is just as
much opportunity for a pianist to demon¬
strate his artistry td such an audience by
an accompaniment of the picture that ap¬
peals to them as for Paderewski or
Tetrazzini in their larger roles to achieve
their brilliant success before magnificent
audiences.
If a pianist puts his heart into his work,
his message from the heart will find its
way to the hearts of his audience. For
when the house is quiet and dark, and all
are en rapport with the intelligent pre¬
sentation of some scene of vital human

interest upon the screen, good, wellchosen music heightens the effect o
tenderness, pathos, suspense, fear, terror
or danger a hundred per cent. Just so it
can carry a vein of joyfulness through
light comedy; inject more humor into a
humorous situation, and so through the
whole gamut of emotion known to
humanity.
That any picture-pianist can continue
effective work long without employing
classic and standard music is unthinkable.
Personally, the writer finds it an impos¬
sibility, because popular music is epheme¬
ral; topical songs go out of vogue as
quickly as the styles in hats and gowns :
the dance craze waxes and wanes with
the public mania for rhythm fast and
furious, or swaying and sensuous, and the
poor pianist who has nothing to fall back
on besides a repertoire of “up-to-date
stuff” must be “up against it,” with the
feature specials which tax a pianist’s im¬
agination and good taste to a superlative
degree.
The fine productions of The Last Days
of Pompeii, Anthony and Cleopatra,
Count of Monte Cristo, Lcs Miscrables,
and others make vigorous demands fot
artistic treatment and a classic repertoire,
and it is impossible to imagine them ac¬
companied by rag, tango, or two-step
music, while even standard works must
be judiciously introduced.
Music for such a film as The Last Days
Pompeii would include a number of
popular selections which are well loved,
and one or two pieces of noise and com¬
motion for the vigorous actions in the

volcano scenes, as well as several familiar
melodies.
,
. .
Roughly sketched the following num¬
bers accompanied the play:
Mendelssohn’s Spring Song (Nydia, the
Flower Girl meets Glaucus).
Rubinstein’s Barcarole—Glaucus and
lone in Gondo.a.
Mendelssohn’s"1 Arbaces desires.Ione.
Priests’ March.l Arbaces is jealous of
A Beethoven f
Glaucus,
quarrels
Andante.
J
with Apaecides.
Offenbach’s Barcarole from Tales of
Hoffmann—Glaucus and lone, court¬
ing.
Hummel’s Fantasie.
Burbo’s Tavern.
Glaucus rescues Nydia.
Nydia to Glaucus’ Home.
Czibulka’s Winter Tale—Nydia loves
Glaucus.
Moszkowski’s
Seranata—Arbaces in
Temple.
Nevin’s Narcissus—lone at Home.
Pauli’s Storm King—The Storm.
MacDowell’s Witches’ Dance—Witches’
cave—Glaucus and lone.
Grieg’s Dance of Gnomes—Arbaces to
Witch. .
■Impromptu (Schubert); A Chopin
Valse (B minor).
Chariot Race; Glaucus to Lions; The
Volcano; The Escape; Death of
Arbaces; accompanied by Chariot
Race
(Pauli),
Beethoven’s 12th
Sonata, Var. 1 and 11 Chopin Valse
A, Vivace and Fortissimo; Beethoven
12th Sonata—Var. 1 and 11, Melody
of Love or
Humoresque (Dvorak), Nydia dies.

Twelve Ways of Cheating Yourself
By Grace Busenbark
1. Shortening your practice-hour. Cut¬
ting short on practice cheats everybody.
It cheats your parents of the money they
are spending on your lessons; it cheats
your teacher of results—his stock-in-trade
—but worse than anything, it cheats
yourself of the happiness in music that is
gained only through steady practice.
2. Waiting till lesson time for teacher
to show you things you can find for your¬
self. Your teacher'can show you some¬
thing bigger if you have found out the
little things for yourself.
3. Favoring the fourth and fifth Ungers.
Weak fingers only become relatively
weaker if they are not exercised more
strenuously than those that are strong.
4. Sliding over the tops of the keys.
Strike the keys so that each tone is clean
and clear.
5. Not listening to your ozvn music.
When you are at the keyboard is not the
time to think of sister’s new baby, or

that game of jacks, or what other people
think of your playing. Listen to it, and
see what you think of it yourself, hon¬
estly, without making excuses for your
own weaknesses.
6. Guessing at a note instead of know¬
ing it. If the driver of a locomotive
guessed the signals were favorable instead
of making sure, it would not be long
before his train was wrecked. Many a
pianist has ruined his playing by guessing
where he might find out for certain
merely by looking at the notes before him.
7. Forgetting why teacher marked that
place. The time she will take to tell you
again might be used for something new.
8. Playing the easy and neglecting the
hard parts of your music. You are keep¬
ing the piece from your finished repertoire
just that much longer.
9. Practicing a “stumble" ten times in¬
stead of playing the passage five times
correctly.
By doing this you get the

“stumble” all the more certainly into your
fingers, and are that much further from
perfection.
10. “Padding’’ your practice with things
you can do easily, neglecting the hard
things. Practicing things you can do
without effort is only a .form of laziness.
If you think you have practiced when you
have done this you have deceived nobody
but yourself.
11. Missing your lesson. By losing the
hour you have bought and paid for, you
are in exactly the same position as if you
bought a new pair of gloves and left them
in the trolley on the way home.
12. Wasting lesson-time.
Being late,
talking too much, allowing your mind to
wander from your work during the les¬
son-time are all forms of wasted time.
Time wasted is like money wasted reck¬
lessly ; you don’t know what you are do¬
ing without at the moment, and you have
nothing to show for it at the end.

Richard Wagner studied musical composition (or only six months, yet in that
time he mastered certain essentials which others take a life time to comprehend.
It is not always the amount of time spent that tells most in music study but HOW
the time is .pent Thu July and August offer you over fifty fine working days.
If you have the Wagner spirrt in you, you can make these days magnificent
periods of opportunity. One hour alone of each of these days conLcrJd to the
preparation for next season will make an incalculable difference in your work.

Department for Singers
Editor for July, Mr. W. WARREN SHAW

Teacher of Singing
Voice Studio, Y. M. C. A. Bldg.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

FALL TERM
[Mr. W. Warren Shaw Is one of the most
distinguished of contemporary American
voice teachers. Born In Matoon, Ill., he
went to Vermont early In life. After grad¬
uating from the University of Vermont he
started life in a bank, but soon found that
his real vocation lay along other lines. lie
went to Europe and studied singing in Italy
under Vanni, Boraghi, Pozzo and other dis¬
tinguished managers. Operatic experiencefollowed, first with the Royal Carl Rosa
Opera Company in England, and later In
America with the Tavary Opera Company.
For the past fifteen years he has been teach¬
ing in Philadelphia, where he has a wide
following, among those who have studied
with him being Olive Fremstad, George Ham¬
lin and Ilarvey Hindermeyer. Mr. Shaw has
recently published a book on The Loot Vocal
Art which has met with an extremely favor¬
able reception.—Editor of The Etude.]

not be lost sight of in any stage of train¬
ing. Development of the muscular tissues,
breathing powers, etc., are to a consider¬
able degree incidental in (he Synthesis of
Voice Culture as understood by success¬
ful, vocal teachers—albeit that such de¬
velopment is absolutely necessary to the
well equipped vocal artist.
In my. experience I have found that
great confusion arises from the lack of
proper consideration on the part of both
teachers and students of certain facts in
the vocal phenomena.
.It all depends upon the viewpoint.

Synthesis and Analysis of
Voice

Terminology
There is no question but that-the faulty
terminology in general use among teachers
is largely responsible for the false ideas
that lead so many aspirants for vocal
honors into the byways of doubt, inde¬
cision and conscious incompetency—
principally ior the reason that many
terms' in'common use are misleading.
To my mind the most glaring defect in
the accepted term terminology of the
present ~ddy is the use of the term
“breath control.” Breath control is a
fact in the physical analysis of conditions
during phonation, but the admonition to
control the breath is pernicious in the
highest degree.
In explanation it is only necessary to
say that correct breath control is merely
the result of physical development inci¬
dent' to' the conscious control of tone.
Control of tone develops breath control
—'whiclr latter should never come under
the direct fiat of will.
Spontaneous self-expression in song
does not admit of the wilful control of
breath’ per se, consequently the mental at¬
titude of singers should now be directed
along such lines.
The' breath -control, or rather, lack of
breath control, is generally noticed by the
student and complained of to the teacher
when he finds himself unable to finish
scribe phrase of the song.
‘I haven’t
enough breath to do it,” says the singer.
“Take it again and hold it back, control
it at the diaphragm or hold it low,” says
the teacher. It would be just as sensible
for the trainer to say to the athlete: “If
you want to win that hundred yards race
tie a rdpe about both ankles and tie it
tight.” Folly of follies, the lower or
tighter that you wilfully hold the breath,
the less chance you have of succeeding.
The same is true of attempting to hold
back the breath in soft (piano) singing,
or while "diminishing a tone. If you don’t
succeed in singing comfortably or satis¬
factorily m spite of such instruction, you
will meet with failure, and if ypu do
succeed in' spite of the instruction, you
need not hope to escape the consequences
of the wrong thought for any great
length of time.
Be' assured that your
vocal powers are hot being developed,
they are being undermined, or at least
your worthy teacher (and Us name is
lfegion) is doing the best he can to com¬
pass your downfall.
It goes without saying that this is not
the intent or purpose of the teacher. He
is only another victim of certain false
deductions so common in this age of
pseudo scientific voice culturists.
The term “breath control” then should
not be used in directing the fiat of will.

If there is one thing more than another
which is required in the realm of vocal
pedagogy to materially add to its present
efficiency it is unanimity of opinion re¬
garding fundamental principles of voice
culture.
Needless to say it would be as im¬
possible as it would be valueless to coerce
vocal teachers into the acceptance of any
one particular method; nevertheless I be¬
lieve it is possible to regenerate the
thought of the day and to remedy the
present chaotic conditions of thought re¬
garding the general principles of vocal
training by the free discussion of con¬
structive measures.
That there is need for such regenera¬
tion no one familiar with the situation
for a moment doubts.
A consensus of opinion brought about
by a better understanding of cause and
effect would speedily redound to the best
interests of both student and vocal
teachers.
Of late there has been a great hue and
cry regarding the necessity of standard¬
ization, but up to the present time no
common ground of agreement has been
reached.
It is true that there has been a notice¬
able change in the attitude of a good
many well known vocal teachers relative
to psychological and physiological con¬
siderations, but there has been no general
acceptance of new defined principles
which could in any sense be referred to
as an orthodox code of vocal training.
A generally accepted affirmative view of
what is sane and competent in theory and
practice as well as a positive and definite
rejection of certain widely promulgated
but distinctly fallacious doctrines would
be the first effective step towards real
standardization.
Investigation of the physical apparatus
and the various conditions of the parts
during phonation is interesting and not
without practical value, but it is the kind
of consideration which determines its
usefulness.
Scientific voice culture as generally un¬
derstood refers to an understanding of
the operations of the physical parts in¬
volved, and from the standpoint of many
of its votaries consists in attempting to
develop these parts without the proper
consideration of the psychological factor
m such development.
Judging from
practical results it would seem that any
such attempt must result in failure—■
partial or complete.
The art of singing is the art of selfexpression in song, and this fact must

It should be clearly understood as explan¬
atory of a condition during phonation,
and purely involuntary in its functional
activity.
The singer who is really trying to con¬
trol his breath is not doing himself jus¬
tice, for he is imposing upon himself a
duty which is not only unnecessary, but
which generates obstacles which can not
be easily overcome. If he succeeds he
does so in spite of this handicap. The
instruction to control the breath, how¬
ever, may be likened unto the random
bullet which does not always take effect.
I believe it to be more frequently the
case that the successful singer, while
tacitly acknowledging the soft impeach¬
ment, i. e., that he has good breath con¬
trol, is not bothering about the breath
control at all. The one who suffers most
by the influence of misleading terminology
is the inexperienced student who accepts
all instruction literally.
Hence all in¬
struction should be literally correct.
The instruction to sing in any par¬
ticular register is another fallacious doc¬
trine which is productive of much evil.
What are known as registers—head, chest
and medium—should be considered, if
considered at all, in the same light as
breath control In short, all terms which
are used by vocal instructors should be
classified under the two general heads of
synthesis and analysis of voice. Ana¬
lytical terms (those explanatory of con¬
dition) should not be confused with syn¬
thetic terms (those which can be ration¬
ally used in directing the pupil as to what
to do).

Begins Sept. 10th
Write for fall particulari
Author oi “Guiding thoughts for Singers"
$1.00 postage prepaid

In New York This Summer

GEORGE E. SHEA
OF PARIS

Singing Lessons for
Teachers and Students
TONE, TONGUE-TRAINING,
STYLE, GESTURE
“Physiology of the Voice” sent upon request
410 Riverside Drive, (Home and Summer Studio)
NEW YORK

D. A. CLIPP1NGER
AUTHOR OF
Systematic Voice Training
And Other Books on the Voice
The Solution of the HEAD VOICE
414-415 KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO, ILL.

Woburn

The Incompetent Vocal
Teacher
In the meantime it is highly important
that steps should be taken to curb the
growth of the army of fake vocal’ teachCharlatanism seems to be more ram¬
pant in the vocal field than in any other
field of art. The sheep are plentiful and
the shearers unscrupulous. Witness the
hopeless vocal condition of the many
would-be singers who have spent time
and money unsparingly in their efforts
to accomplish.' While it is true that there
are causes of failure other than the
wrong vocal instruction, yet there can be
little doubt that this is the chief cause
of very many vocal failures.
At a meeting of the New York Teach¬
ers Association, held at Saratoga Springs
in 1914, initial steps were taken to make
it incumbent upon teachers to make public
declaration concerning their fitness to be
classified as vocal teachers, this to include
a sworn statement concerning their own
preparation for the profession. State
registration was to be imposed by the
introduction and passage of a bill Which
should be comprehensive enough to serve
as a guarantee that all teachers duly regis¬
tered should at least have some valid ex¬
cuse for posing as vocal teachers. Noth¬
ing further 'seems to have been done
towards bringing about these desired re¬
strictions, and whether such a step would
serve a really useful purpose is of course
still problematical. It would depend upon
how many wolves could succeed in get¬
ting into the fold.

Pfrfwt HuPi.by World-Fsmed Maker.,
■in the reach of all. FI;
Eyon & Healy. PMade in the same factory, by th<
same workmen, covered by the same guaranty and
embraces the same eidn.hre mechanical improveLyon & Healy Harp the

LYON & HEALY, 23-45 E- Adams St., Chicago

NEW VOCAL MUSIC
“ON SALE”
DURING THE SUMMER

nable; the only reach year; a postal

is way; any or all to responsible persons.
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For Nervous Women
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate quiets
the nerves, relieves nausea and head¬
ache, and induces refreshing sleep.
Best of all tonics for debility and
loss of appetite.

SCHILLING’S LATEST PUBLICATIONS
The Upper Tenor Tone, end How EwyT«o« MJ Acquire
$1.0<|S;C third pert $1.00.
*
The Upper Soprano Tones and How Every Soprano may
Acquire Them to high V’aed
stram of
effDiaphM|miticC Breathing1'«od the fixed High Cheat
POEMynandCNatoel Method of Sight-Singing, 50 cents.
Ear Training. Invaluable to Singers, Students of String In¬
struments and Musicians in General. Sample copies, 10c.
Voice Placing for Singers and Speakers. Published
March. 1915. These exercises have been used from
manuscript by the author’s students and found unfail¬
ing in bringing the tone forward and developing a fine
voice. Price 70 cents.
W. P. SCHILLING, Vocal Teacher
131 West Twenty-third Street, :: New York

STUDY HARMONY
class system prepared by the director of The New
England Conservatory of Music, Boston.
HENRY S. SAWYER, 5519 Kenwood Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

WALTER L. BOGERT
President Sl^.^ffstateMusicTeachers^Assba^l^lf!
Member of Examining Committee.

TEACHER OF SINGING
No. T14 West 72nd St., NEW YORK CITY

E. PRESS0N MILLER
TEACHER OF SINGING
826 CARNEGIE HALL
NEW YORK CITY
Special Rates

Hugh A. C1arkerMus.Doc.
LESSONS BY MAIL
In Harmony, Counterpoint
and Composition
4618 CHESTER AVE., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
JUST ISSUED

“The Angels* Lullaby”
Brilliant and Entrancing (vocal) Church and Con¬
cert Solo, with quartet refrain ad lib.
Six pages of music. Price 30 cts. By mail or at
B-VVcWilliams, Publisher, Irwin, Pa., U. S. A.

Encore Songs
Send for complete list for High,
Medium or Low Voice.
THEO. PRESSER CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Standardization in Vocal
.. .
Teaching
Standardization of voice production, it
has been pointed out by certain physiological investigators, consists in accepting
as correct certain musical tones, produced by free vibration of the voeal
cords, the free motion of the cartilages
and muscles of the larynx and full use
of the resonance space. Voice development could be standardized as the development of the vocal muscles. Since any
development of the cords or of resonance is impossible? (Resonance can be
developed by the removal of muscular interference with the vocal mechanism,
What it doubtless meant is that the
chambers of resonance can not be developed, as their boundaries consist of unyielding hone and cartilage.) A perfect
tone could be standardized as meaning
a tone produced without interference of
the mechanism, writes Mr. A. M. Parker,
a correspondent in Musical America.
_
_
, ,
Forming a Standard
In order that such standardization
should become effective it would surely
be imperative that the ears of teachers
and singers should become familiar with
the product of such conditions if they
are essentially different from what is
now generally accepted as correct. Certain models of tone must be held up as
ideals. Practical methods must be forthcoming, which will obtain these reqmred
results,^ and these results must np
offered for final acceptance or rejection.
In the practical working
*'

standards if
^tio^of^he probus any nearer to a s . „ ,oint Notice
lem-from a practical s
P
analythat the foregoing nas
.
rresponsis of voice. At this poin
dogmaj tlie
dent, Mr. Parker, introduce
. ’g ^
acceptance or rejection o w
.g tbjg .
do with synthesis of voice.
‘
“Development of the vocal muse es
only be accomplished by t e
of short soft tones without in er
^
Voice development can, therefore, be
ther standardized as consisting i"
®
production of short soft tones witnour
interference. Every form of interference
mars the natural quality of the singer s
voice.
A standard voice teacher then
is one who can detect in the tone quality
0f the pupil’s voice the interference with
the correct action of the mechanism, and
who can teach him how to eliminate this
interference and how to produce short,
soft tones without interference for voice
development.” Mr. Parker’s ideas seem
to be an echo of the theories set forth
by Dr. Floyd Muckey, about which there
has been considerable controversy among
yocaj tcacbers.
jt remajns for the believers in doctrjnes to practiCally demonstrate that they
haye actually arrived at conclusions which
be Qf unquestionable value to the
s;ng;ng worid. When this is done they
are sure to recejve full measure of apprecjation and liberal reward.
After all it would .seem that a little
mQre care Qn tfae part of yocal aspirants
- - relieve
the selection of- a teacher
might
thg present depiorabie conditions.
First and foremost it should be under-

effect do actually exist in the minds of
men, and the singer in order to be suecessful must come up to these standards‘ other words, make good when he if
. .
.
t-, „
.
!uL
ding t
is .1,®
the eating, ,n/wU
and when th*
the votaries
of scientific voice culture based on physi¬
ology produce effects which can be gener¬
ally accepted as superior to those with
which we are familiar, as exhibited in
the voices of our world’s greatest sing¬
ers, it will be time to give serious con¬
sideration to tlieir claims.

between a vocal teacher and a mus,cal
coac ’•
Untrained Vocal Teachers

When a person decides to take up tht
study of voice culture he should mafe
sure that he commences work with ,
teacher who really understands the train,
ing Qf the voice.
jn tbe absence of reliable information
regarding this most important matter. te
si10Uld request the privilege of hear®,
Qne or more lessons given by the ?r,>
posed instructor.
If at all possible, hear the lessons given
beg;nners and form your own judgment as to the work,
Listening to lessons given to advanced
sjngers would not accomplish the desired
purpose. Such a lesson consisting 0|
cr;tjcisrn of songs sung by a finished
singer would be of little assistance in
determining the ability of the teacher to
properly train the voice. Many teachers
have pupils in repertoire hut are not
always responsible for the vocal excellence of such pup.lv It may he that this
is not the teacher who has trained the
singer s voice. -

*>■
» very common occurrence in these
days for an acc°mPa™t after acquiring
a certain amount of experience as such,
to suddenly develop into a vocal teacher,
In the absence of legal restrictions, the
only protection the student has is the
exercise of his own powers of discrimination, which, alas, usually seems to be woefully lacking or poorly exercised.

It is possible to accept the results of
scientific research as to certain facts; as, avoided
for instance Sound is the sensation pro- 0usly considered as
andesouid°caSn vary inlhree^aysTriJin pitch, in volume and in quality-and
again, in all tone production, a medianism or instrument is necessary, and that
this instrument must comprise three elements, i. e., a vibrator, a pitch mechanism
and a resonance mechanism.” Now the
correspondent goes on to say that “From
the foregoing the following standard of
voice production can he established: the
voice is produced by a voice mechanism,
the elements of which are vocal cords
(vibrator), cartilages and muscles of the
larvnx (pitch
(Ditch mechanism) and cavities of
larynx
the pharynx, mouth and nose (resonance mechanism).” The correct way for
this voice mechanism to act in order to
secuie its natural volume, quality and
range of pitch could then be standardized
as follows: Correct action of the voice
mechanism consists in the free vibration
of the vocal cords, the free motion of
the cartilages and muscles of the larynx
and full use of the resonance space. The
term “vocal interference” could be standardized as meaning any muscular coniction which interferes with the correct
tion of any one of the three elements
of the mechanism. Voice development
could be standardized as the development
of the vocal muscles, etc. (as already
rp i;
stated).” I don’t know that there
objection to a general acceptance of these

Selecting a Teacher

sfi mayTsafelv
should not be seri
vocal teachers

A good^companist with a knowledge
?f rep,ert°lr? ™ay> however, occupy a very
,"!p0?ant nichf ,as a ™«sical coach. Con8f“t,fs muslcians< who are not singers
a"d Jho accePt Pupils for the study of
pe, °'fe’ emphasize the fact that they
^aC.,’
ey do not teach ‘lie voice. One
■, , 1greatest musicians of his dav,
. 1 e ^ nown and beloved by all who
a')W .llm’ a man who stood in high
°” y on musical subjects generally,
}VaS re<iuently requested to give vocal
essons> nut invariably refused.
That
u14*1 was David
manv years
Ltavid D. Wood, for many
phnadfw* oJLSt’ StePllen’s Church, of
•
. p 'a‘ iJr; Wood maintained that
teach the organ, piano or
yo ^ *astrument, including the voice
one mus‘ himself be a performer.
’
To be some one to ha ■
thing worth while vou m.l't d°ne. Sorne~
tented with a prettv fair USt 001. e con‘
You must have the c aCCOrnplls,lrnent.
upon and reason about°thag^ *° re^ecl
of your talent to sc t' • 6 . vel°Prnent
I
* with p 1
to the higSst poSibl/^ * Unfla^ngly
tion. In becoming
P°lnt of perfechave grown to the t ^ artist> you’ll
woman of chnZeZZLZl a man or
tempered tr. r,°r
against^^self- SSuft

Natural Singing
Freedom in singing depends very largely
upon the consciousness of ability to express oneself creditably in the language
of song. Creditable assurance is a ra¬
ural consequence of vocal training which
permits the singer to render the words
and music of a song without the unbarrassment occasioned by faulty techniqueadequate technique is acquired only bv
the right kind of practice,
* number
-■ - of years of careful attention
A
and practice under the guidance of i
competent instructor arc generally re
”J,urjlI\‘
We frequently hear of the natural sing¬
ing voice, but in the majority of cases the
singer without proper vocal training sings
most unnaturally when put to the test,
that is, 1
ss himwlt covrncingly or in a musically satisfactory
manner in the absence of proper vocal
training,
Artists arc made, not born, and the
greater the artist, the more naturally he
sings,
V<,ICe ^ tllC
“
Vo,lK and «•« singing instinct, regarded
from the physical s.andpmn.. arc cot*
. SCarCC‘ 1
,hf> arc
J
™°Ugh1 nf nun «avc Kr"".rr hc‘V
pl’ys,c I*”"”' 1
,f.ar lar«cr m'"lbcr "f
^
t,Ve ty>’cs of s,"8‘r' than we no* P*
seff;
.
1 he
instinct is more snffl,
antl musical ability m. .re latently pto™
1 lan I,1any °‘ us imagine,
T he germ is there; the step between
aPPr*ciation and performance is not &
s.urmountablo; and, as musical appreciat'on 's morc general than is usually supposed,
v .,1 power.
no»rr. Given a
P°st‘'l' so also is vocal
fairly kccn sense of pitch am
in otl,er words modest musical int-’
and capacity for work, singing become a
mere matter of practical developtntfi
under the guidance of linguistic an“
imaginative thought. Without doubt spe¬
cial endowments exist. What is W
Rested is this: Voice and vocal ability
are easily accounted for. A voice is ^
gift of God; so are the fircdisfoM
causes of voice. Cultivate these and
follows.—D. Ffrangcun Davies in

Greatest Educational Work of the Age

Mathews Standard
Graded Course of
Studies™Pianoforte
Compiled by W. S. B. MATHEWS

A

COMPLETE coura’ of standard
Etudes and Studies arranged
in a progressive order, selected
from the best composers for the cul¬
tivation of technic, taste and sight
reading, carefully edited, fingered,
phrased, and annotated and supple¬
mented with complete directions for
the application of Mason’s “System
of Touch and Technic ” for the pro¬
duction of a modern style of playing.
Thirty years ago Music Teachingin
America was for the most part con¬
ducted in the most slip-shod and ex¬
travagant manner imaginable. The
teachers were not to blame for the
enormous expense of purchasing in¬
dividual studies and pieces of music
for educational purposes, nor were
they to blame if they did not have the
experience to select the best studies
for the right time. TheGraded Course
idea is an original creation of the
Presser House. The Standard Graded
Course has succeeded be .ause it was
built along the lines which years of ex¬
perience had shown to be necessary.

CHIEF ADVANTAGES
ential of modern technic is present iu the most

t X like an even and regular flight of steps,
;h the pupil may easily be led to musical
VARIETY The studies are taken from alt the
beat known composers of piano stud-

tuglit by any teacher without previous experince or training in his course. There is no arbi¬
trary method demanded.
INTEREST 2
practical stud
ed. Thee
, especially whei

FX

MAKE NO MISTAKE
The Standard Graded Coure
muded with any other syste
-t, and it alone, in the origin
order be sure to insist upon e Standard Graded
10 GRADES; 10 VOLUMES
$1.00 EACH VOLUME
;he volumes for inspection. When ordenng

STANDARD
CONCERT ETUDES
FOR ADVANCED STUDY
Price, $1.00
Grades IX to XI
Pieces are bound m^book form, each se-

fHTS
md others £
grade and content, famous pieces, ready
mentation with an abundantly developed
them bjr composers still
Graded Course of Studies and all other graded

S‘"9"'9 °f th‘ F^‘
Thought, ideas and emotions run *
l'le ve‘us of the creative workee^ in
Sr

THEO. PRESSER COMPANY
1712 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

A Vivid Pen Portrait of
Jenny Lind
By an Eminent English Divine
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ETUDE
see it when animated in public; but her
smile, at all times, is equalled only by
Pusey’s.”
The impression made upon Stanley was
so vivid that he writes an extensive Post¬
script to the same letter in which he
summarizes the character of the “Swedish
follows:
Nightingale” - part as Ali¬

The extraordinary effect that Jenny
Lind produced upon people has been commented on many times. Here is a letter
A Gift of God
written by Arthur Penrhyr. Stanley, son
“I never saw any one so strongly im¬
of the Bishop of Norwich, England, and
pressed with the consciousness that a
himself afterwards celebraied as D«n of P^Sr!?
* “"v?
t’est pas
Westminster, which
which sheds
tural faculty is a gift*
Westminster,
sheds snmp
some licrVit
light
mcrite; e’est un don’ was, in various
upon her
extraordinary personality.
ways, constantly expressing itself. She
What manner of opera singer can she
said she never sang without reflecting that
have been to produce such an extraordin¬
it might be for the last time; and that
ary tribute from one of the most spiritual
it was continued to her from year to
men of the English Church at a time
year for the good of others.”
when the division between Church and
"In speaking of her profession, gener¬
stage was a wide as between monarchy
ally, it was obvious that it was not only
and anarchy to-day. Jenny Lind was to
her greatest object—as indeed one could
have sung at Norwich, and was invited
stay at the Bishop’s Palace during her “ft “ / d ‘ ™ment-t°
ispotted; but to elevate its
: whole
P
self unspotted;
the picturesque old English city.
tone and character.”
After describing the intense excitement
“On acting, she said that, on the other
with which her arrival was awaited in
hand, she could not leave her own char¬
the Episcopal palace, Dean Stanley goes
acter altogether behind when she came
on to say, “Thus far I had written on
on the stage; that to destroy her indi¬
the morning after she came; and, as far
viduality would destroy all that was good
as the excitement is concerned, it might
in her; and that she made it a princi¬
have been continued in the same strain ;
pal never to represent such passions as
how, when it was found that she could
would awaken bad feelings. Hence, for
not appear that night through excessive rZrr.r.r^'
’
„„d ,ha, sh, h,d ..id T,„>r,
S2 rfoK '°bT~.
que je ppurrai chanter demain; _ „
other hand, whatever conception she did
doute’ (I hope I may be able to sing
form of the character she acted, she
morrow, but I doubt it), blank horror
, •.
,• .
T,
ew herself
herself mto
into it
it eni
overpowered the party; how the Chor- thre'v
entirely. If, as
or twice happened, she was unable to do
isters were so affected that one of them
burst i
tears: how the bells rang until S’ S S ^
af n.g‘ and tellinS
nifrlit anA
,11 lles- and then entirely failed. One in¬
twelve at night,
and
stance she gave of this complete identiday how her portraits were selling
.
fication was that the part of La Sonnamthe streets at
Z great
? bu!a fati^ued her extremely, from the
whole town was Z
in one
^ 4
ac
nttpr impossibility of moving her eyes
strom of excitement; how Miss Buckland ;,\“7nJT'TUUy n‘was taken for her Uen visiting a fac- dUnng the sleeP-walkinS-’
tory and followed by crowds. Sedgwick
encouraged the delusion by calling her
‘Jenny’; how, on one occasion when she
Diction and Interpretation
went into the town with the Bishop to
How important to interpretation
visit two schools, the moment that her
presence became known, the streets were
Immeasurably greater is the enjoyment
thronged and windows thrown up in
audience when the singer, in addievery direction, with people gazing after
effort to
them and turning after her till their necks ,'°n t0 a Palpably
-- — making
were almost wrenched from their sock- !nterpret’ actua y succeeds
mself understood.
ets; how, when she went to the Cathe¬
There is generally a very commendable
dral, the whole of the North Transept,
through which lies the approach to the des'.re and atfeniPt on the part of singers
...
to interpret well, but often the effect is
Palace, was so densely
thronged- that
lirotieli marred by imPerfect diction. Emulating
I led her—yes, I myself S-! through
the mass she had forced asunder, ass when particular,-v Sreat interpretation artists of
Prince Albert led the Queen up the Sen¬ the Titta Ruffo and Olive Fremstad type
and David Bispham, the rising singer is
ate House; all this and much more
moved to greater and nobler efforts along
might relate; but I cannot, for great
was the wonder of seeing a whole popu¬ these lines. Let them consider that the
lation thus bewitched by one simple P°"'er ,of artlsts of Sreat interpretative
Swedish girl, it sinks to nothing before a. llty 15 multiplied by clear incisive dicthe wonder of herself.
11 ls otle °f ‘he great secrets of
t
T • a> cl
.
their success. The public is becoming
Jenny Linds Charm of Character
more and more exigent in its demand
You have seen her, and therefore you upon singers in this particular as a concan appreciate the grace, the dignity, the sequence of the example of worthy arjoyousness, the touching pathos of her tists, and it is well that this is so.
entrance; her attitude her curtsies, her Nothing is more reprehensible or inex¬
voice. For, whatever much beside—as I cusable than the mumbling of words in
doubt not, there is—may be seen in her song.
acting, all this is seen in her singing.
As a rule this particular deficit is the
Twice did I go to the concert merely result of carelessness, but sometimes it
for the sake of this. For the music, so results from the mistaken notion that the
far as it could be separated from the singer must sacrifice words to tone. No
charm of her manner and the wonder such sacrifice is necessary if the student
of her voice, which I, alas! could only is trained to enunciate the vowels properly
admtre as a natural phenomenon, was and to clothe the vowels with consonantal
t°™ wholly lost.
utterance, in other words to pronounce
But now you must conceive a char- correctly,
acter, corresponding to all this, and
The singer should not. for instance
transpiring through a thousand traits of pronounce “Gott” for “God” unless he
humility, gentleness, thoughtfulness, wis- happens to he singing the German text
dom, piety. The manners of a Princess The distinction between labular and sub
with the simplicity of a child, and the vocal consonant should be plainly in evigoodness of an angel. She is very much dence whether beginning or ending a
plainer and more homely than you would word.
suppose from her countenance, as you
Illustrations.-K-G,—P-B, and T-D.

My Corns
Were Ended This Way
Countless women have told
other women about Blue-j‘ay
plasters. Now a million corns a
month are ended in this scientific
way.
Women who know BIue=jay
do not suffer corns. When one
appears, they put a Blue-jay
plaster on it. That ends the pain.
In 48 hours the corn is gone
forever, with no soreness left.
If you can’t believe it, ask
your friends. Half of them
have probably ended corns with
Blue-jay. If you still doubt it,
ask us for samples.
Try them
on corns of your own.
Don’t coddle corns.
Don’t
pare and keep them. Don’t use
old-time treatments. A famous
chemist has made corns utterly
unnecessary. That sort of torture
is a thing of the past

“ETUDE” MUSIC CLUB BUTTONS

THEO?PRESSgER CO.CenphXdffgh?a, Pa.

Freckles

Austin Organs

Department for Organists
Edited by Well Known Organists

THE great

Salt Lake
Tabernacle organ,
sixty-five stops, is to be

AUSTINIZED
and enlarged to one hun¬
dred and twenty-four stops.
It will rank with the three
or four most magnificent
organs in the world.
Just completed and in
operation—Pan American
Exposition organ 114 stops.
Now building—Medinah
(Chicago) Temple organ 92
stops.

Austin Organ Co.
165 Woodland Street, Hartford, Conn.

HUTCHINGS
ORGAN
COMPANY
BOSTON

NEW YORK

Plant at Waltham, Mass.

GUILMANT
ORGAN SCHOOL
Dr. William C. Carl
A school for students
with serious aims, who
desire to become ex¬
pert organists. New
catalogue ready.

“Most of the leading organs
the United States are
_ srated by the ‘Orgoblo’.
Over 8,000 equipments in
ie. Write for booklet.”
Made in sizes from
1-4 to 60 H. P.

G. W. WESTERF1ELD, 264 Virginia Avenue, Jenej
City, N. J.
JAMES TOPP, 613 Steinway Hall Bldg., 64 E. Var

Steere Organs
Bailey Hall, Cornell University
Dedicated, October 8, 1914
Springfield Auditorium, now building
J.W°W. STEERE & SON ORGAN CO
Springfield, Mass.
Established 1867

= Bennett Organ Co.
ORGAN BUILDERS

A “Self Help” Course in Pedal
Technique
[Many organists In rural districts and
smaller towns are organists not from choice
but necessity. Having been trained primarily
as pianists, they are suddenly called upon to
flit an organ position having little or no
knowledge of the technique of the new instru¬
ment. Where there is ' no organ teacher
available they have to depend mainly on their
good sense, which is usually ample enough
to tide them over their keyboard difficulties.
The pedal keyboard, however, offers a greater
obstacle, and for lack of proper instruction
thev usually keep the right foot permanently
on the Swell Pedal while the left rambles
around in search of an occasional correct
note. This Is satisfactory neither to them¬
selves nor to anybody else. The following
system of pedal practice covers the necessary
groundwork in securing a respectable pedal
technique. It is a course outlined in A
Hand Booh of the Orpan, a little work on
the organ generally which deserves to be
better known. Its author is J. Matthews, a
well-known English organist.—Editor op
The Etude.]

account look at the pedal board while
PlS" The pedals must be pressed down
firmly, not struck; on releasing each note
do so gently without an abrupt jerk,
the first part of this direction is not at¬
tended to the large pipes will often speak
imperfectly.
, , . ,
“4. The left foot passes behind the
right on the long keys.
First Pedal Exercise
“Drawing the Bourdon with a soft pedal
stop of 8 foot pitch, and with either of
the manuals coupled to the pedals, so
that the student may see the notes played
upon the keyboard in his first attempts on
the pedals. Our first exercise will be:
No. 1.
___

V

V

V_V

“Transpose into A flat, B flat and G.
“Although in pedalling by alternate
feet the toe is the part used, cases will
present themselves when the heel may be
substituted to facilitate quick pedalling, by
lessening the movement the feet have to
make in passing to their next notes re¬
spectively, as in the following example:

The Organ Seat
“The seat should be of a convenient
height, so that the player-will not have to
stretch the feet down too far to reach
the pedals, or rest them in an uncomfort¬
ably flat position on the long keys. This
is extremely tiring to the player, and
organs are sometimes met with, where,
owing to the manuals and pedals being
brought too close together, there is no
alternative between such discomfort and
hindrance to the free movement of the
ankle joint, and that' of raising the seat
so that the hands are too high over the
manuals. The Royal College of Organists
advises 32 inches as the distance from the
upper surface of the Great Organ natural
key immediately over the centre of the
pedal board, to the upper surface of the
centre natural key of the pedal board.
The distance of the organ stool from
front to back must be regulated with re¬
gard to the convenient playing of the
short keys. No exact rule can well be
given as bodily proportions vary.
“In the first attempt at using the ex¬
treme ends of the pedal hoard—especially
when the left foot has to follow the
right nearly to the top, or the right foot
has to descend to the lower notes—the
student will feel as though he were fall¬
ing forward, or slipping off the seat.
Though at first it may appear necessary
to rest one hand on the seat or console,
practice gradually enables the player to
render with apparent ease rapid pedal
passages from one end of the pedals to
the other, with the arms folded, and with¬
out shifting up and down on the seat.
A good player will be noted for the ease
and smoothness of his pedalling, and the
grotesque contortions and wrigglings of
the body sometimes witnessed are quite
superfluous.”
“The signs generally used to indicate
the pedalling are as follows: V » the toe,
U, the heel.
When these signs occur
over the pedal staff they apply to the
right foot; when below it, to the left.”

A

A

A

A

A

“The alternate use of right and left
nXV
V
1
foot forms the basis of good pedalling
Lai
i c ,4=
and must first be acquired. 'Toe and
heel* playing is termed by the German
A
A
r r
organists ‘artistic pedalling.' Our nar¬
rower scale pedal boards; the radiating
principle (now happily being abandoned!,
f=H and the seductiveness of the Swell pedal
F^rrB have doubtless led to its greater develop¬
A
A
A
A
'a
ment with us.
Merkel, in his Organ
School, remarks 'there is always a danger
“Transpose the above an octave lower, that an excessive, sluggish and unskilful
then into several different keys.
use of this manner of pedalling will en¬
tail indistinctness and rhythmical uncer¬
No. 2.
tainty.’ On this ground also, the use of
u
V
V, , V
V
’
the toe and heel should not be begun
until a suitable number of exercises sup¬
plementing the above exercises have given
t A" a
a
~A
the student some degree of firmness and
certainty.
.g, V
u
V
, \
V
Freedom of the Ankle Joint
1-i
-7^—;j—fl
“Just as one the manuals one mu*1
A
A
be able to play freely from the wrist
A
A
fi
without using the weight of the arm,
For the F sharp the left foot must so on the pedals the keys are not pressed
pass in front of the right, resuming its down by the whole weight of the
place behind again on the A. In quick but by a free movement of the ankle
passages the E and F sharp would be joint. Laced boots, if thick and clumsy,
more conveniently played by the heel and greatly hinder this movement; lady stu¬
toe of the right foot, and the top two dents should eschew high and narro*
notes, C and D, in the same manner, but heels. Bearing this in mind, any con¬
it is desirable in the earlier exercises to venient pedal note may now be played
be well practiced in the use of the toes several times in succession, by the to*
of one foot, afterwards by the heel, to
hitoC3
nyV
r?nl°Se
into
C, D,
F and
B flat. Excrcise No. 2 attain flexibility.
' “Exercises for finding various inter¬
"The natural inclination of the fee' **■
vals; to be played very slowly, the notes of course, in an outward direction, M
it is sometimes necessary to turn the toes
inward as in Exercise No. 7. To ?iv{
the ankle joints the requisite flexibility'
such exercises as the following are PBC'
No. 3.
ticed:

rJ-'l

rp^Lri k l 1

ul

r

h

Points Especially to be Observed
“1. Do not shift from the centre of
the seat in order to reach the notes a
the extreme ends of the pedal board, o_
the mental impression of the relative dis- i
tances or position of the notes becomes |
confused, which is fatal to the attain¬
ment of certainty in pedalling.
“2. Being once correctly seated, on no
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“Transpose into D, £ and B flat.

The short examples which follow embody the various points just enumerated,
also two different systems of marking
the pedalling, with an alternative method
for the last two measures (compare with
measures 3 and 4). The first system
shows the use of toe and heel more minutely, hut the second is simpler, and is
recommended for adoption by those who
understand the general rules which govern
pedalling. As the heel is never used
the short keys, the intention, even in such
troublesome passages as this, is quickly
coniprehended, and the marks catch the
eye at once. The separate signs will, of
course, be needed when it is desired to
indicate pedalling by alternate toes as in
the earlier exercises.”

Cesar Franck in the Organ Loft

The almost mystical influence which
Franck exerted over all who were
fol,intimate with him, is• revealed in the
.
'^°f,
biography of the great Belgian composer.
Some of the happiest and most inspired
moments of this master’s
doubtless those he spent in the organ loft
of Sainte-Clotilde, where he revelled i
!he IT,a8n,ficcnt instrument which, ;
h,msLelf ^pressed it. "is so supple be“It should here be observed that Exer¬
neatk my, hngers and so obedient to all
cise. No. 7 is intended solely for the at¬
my ^noughts.
tainment of flexibility of the ankle joints.Here’ in the dusk of th,s organ-loft,
In playing difficult arrangements such ex¬
writes d Indy, of which I never can think
ceptional pedalling is often required if
without
emotion, he spent the best part
the Swell pedal or composition pedals
of
his life. Here he came every Sunday
are to be used with proper effect.
and feast-day—and towards the end of
N°-9- V u
his life every Friday morning tooPassing One Foot Behind the Other
U V
V
fanning the fire of his genius by pouring
“In the following exercises the right
out his spirit in wonderful improvizations
foot is placed a little nearer the short
which were often more lofty in thought
keys than the left, which must pass be¬
" A
KJ '
than many skilfully elaborated composi¬
hind it except in measures 3 and 6 of.
V
rr^
,r tions ; and here, too, he assuredly fore¬
Exercise 8 (b), where the left foot;
saw and conceived the sublime melodies
reaches the short key F sharp by passing
which afterwards formed the ground¬
h
-tt-jr
in front of the right.
work of The Beatitudes.
A " A ' n A
^L l
“Ah! we know it well, we who were
his pupils, the way up to that thrice1
blessed organ-loft—a way as steep and
difficult as that which the Gospel tells us
leads to Paradise. First, having climbed
l_1
L^J r
A
the dark, spiral staircase, lit by an occa¬
sional loop-hole, we came suddenly face
to face with a kind of antediluvian
Choir Accompaniment With
monster, a complicated bony structure,
breathing heavily and irregularly, which
the Pipe Organ
on closer examination proved to be the
By Charles W. Landon
vital portion of the organ, worked by a
vigorous pair of bellows. Next we had
If there are members in the choir who to descend a few narrow steps in pitch¬
sing flat, accompany them with string tone darkness, a fatal ordeal to high hats, and
and open diapason. Reed tone and four- the cause of many a slip to the un¬
foot stops may also be used.. Never em- initiated. Opening the narrow janus cacli,
ploy the stopped diapasons or soft flute we found ourselves suspended,
stops when accompanying voices that are uudway between the pavement and the
apt to fall off pitch.
vaulted roof of the church, and the next
“When the time is not too quick, sucl|
moment all was forgotten in the contempassages as the foregoing are frequently,
There should be no retardation of tempo P^at'on of that rapt profile, and the intelplayed by changing the feet.
Such
in giving out hymn-tunes or playing the Actual brow, fp°m which seemed to flow
changes, as in substitution of finger, must
introduction to an anthem. A brilliant without any effort a stream of inspired
be effected quickly, the left passing be-- piece of choir or organ music should be melody and subtle, exquisite harmonies,
hind the right; the toe of the right foot
finished also without any slowing up.
which lingered a moment among the pilbeing more pointed to make way for the>
lars of the nave before they ascended and
left. Changing on short keys is some¬
It inspires a congregation into liearty died away in the vaulted heights of the
what difficult, and on some inconvenient
singing if the entire chorus choir will rc\°L
pedal boards not very practicable. It is
sing the melody of the first verse of the , For ,Cesar Franck had, or rather ms,
sometimes unavoidable, if a good legato
hymn, the organ playing a broad full ac- tbe 8en'us
jmprovization, and no other
is to be maintained, as in the following
examples. It also becomes necessary’ companiment. Especially is this true of modern organist, not excepting the most
a joyous hymn.
renowned executants, would bear the
when it is desired to relieve the foot
most distant comparison with him in this
which can most conveniently reach a com-j
When playing hymn-tunes sung by the resPet*- When, on very rare occasions,
position pedal (the use of which may be'
required, as at the end of the movement), choir only, or when but a few of the con- one 0, us was ,ca^ed upon to take the
gregation
take
part,
the
bass
should
be
'Tnaster
?. Place> i(: was with a kind of
the pedal note being a short key. The.
toe to be replaced must be brought played just as written. When a large .suPerstltl0“s te"or that we ventured to
°Ur. p[?fane ,ng,ers caress this suPer‘
nearer the knee panel to allow space fori choir and a full congregation is singing,
however, the bass can well be kept to the natural thlnS> which was accustomed to
the other to be placed behind it.
Exercise No. 8 (a and b) may be used, lower octave of the pedals, but the man- vl1)rate' to s'nS, and to lament at the will
°f the superior Senius °f whom it had be¬
for practicing changes on the long keys, uals should be coupled to the pedals
come almost an integral part.
the change being effected on the third
Rarely use a sixteen foot pedal when
“Sometime the master would invite
and fourth quarter notes of each measure.:
For changing on short keys, practice the accompanying a solo or quartet. Sixteen otb?r People, friends, amateurs, or foreign
scale of F sharp major, one octave, chang¬ foot tone covers the voices and is too far musicians, to visit him in the organ-loft,
ing on each note except the key notes at under to blend well except in marked cli- Tllus !t happened that on April 3, 1866,
the bottom and top.
maxes, and then the manual should be Franz Liszt, who had been his sole
coupled to the pedals.
listener, left the church of SainteSkipping Intervals with the Same Foot
Clotilde lost in amazement, and evoking
When accompanying male voices, play the name of J. S. Bach in an inevitable
“It is convenient at times to skip a
the
melody
an
octave
higher
than
they
comparison.
minor or even a major third, as at the.
“But whether he played for some
beginning of Exercise No. 9, with the! sing—that is, the same octave as if they
same foot. Like toe and heel playing were women’s voices—yet have the har- chosen guest, for his pupils, or for
generally, this is more convenient at the; monies in unison with the male voices the devout worshippers during service,
upper and lower ends of the pedal board,, quite full.
Franck’s improvizations were equally
for the right and left foot respectively,
rp.
, .
,
,
thoughtful and careful, for he did not
:n the middle.
The melody of a hymn tune is entirely play in order to he heard, but to do his
covered when the congregation sings best for God and hi'
conscience sake,
Playing Two Adjacent Short Keys with the heartily unless many four foot tones are And his best
a sane, noble, and subSame Foot
used. Sometimes it is well to play the lime
To describe these improvizaThis is done by passing the toe. or melody an octave higher than written, as Hons, t„e mie
value
rather the broader part of the foot, fromsolo, the left hand meantime giving realized when there
chance of
one side to the other on the two keys.: full harmonies.
hearing them again, would be

|
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Send us 6c in stamps, to cover cost of mailing ai
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Ingram’s Face Powder and Rouge in novel pur
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Local Exhibitions of
Lyon & Healy’s Famous Collection of

Rare Old Violins
A complimentary exhibiting
tour is now being arranged.
The Lyon & Heaty collection of old
violins includes specimens by Streetiyarius, Guarnerius, Amati, Guadagnini and other great masters. Also
splendid instruments by less famed
makers of the 18th-19th centuries,
priced from $100 up. If you are
thinking of securing a fine violin
you should not fail to avail yourself
nf thl* ----~-*:->nal opportunity.
Write for
ch city and local ai
and complimentary invitation card.
Catalog and Lists Given
____
_
Advance catalog and special lists of rare old
violins will also be mailed to you postpaid,
Catalog contains exact color reproduction of a numffi’SSSgf feS
ested in old violins? Then you would eagerly thumb
overevervna‘,‘,f'
*'***““
dealers and vie.*tEche1especially
are invited to
notify students, in
and to write to
LYON & HEALY
29-38 East Adams Street CHICAGO

NEW ORGAN MUSIC
“ON SALE”
DURING
THE SUMMER
Have your name entered for the receiv¬
ing of a few small packages of new music
ON SALE during the Summer season,
no guarantee as to amount to be kept;
disaount the best obtainable; the only re¬
sponsibility the small amount of postage;
returns of unused music to be made once
each year; a postal card will stop the
sending any time. Thousands of teachers
receive piano music from us in this wav
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CARL BARCKHOFF
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AND
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Over 3000 Barckhoff organs in use
which testify to their Superiority
and Durability in Construction,
Workmanship and Sweetness of Tone
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Main Office & Works

Hook & Hastings Co.”’

The Zephyr Electric
Organ Blower

§g
The Zephyr Electric Organ Blower Company,
Dept- X, Orrvllle, Ohio
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Johann Christian Heinrich
possible task; I must leave it to those
who, like myself, were habitual guests at
Rinck
these musical feasts the delight of a
Although Rinck’s famous Practical
memory which will vanish all too soon, Organ Method is not used to-day as it
even as these inspired and ephemeral once was. it has, nevertheless, furnished
the foundation for many a method that
creations have already passed away.”
has satisfied the needs of modern students.
The result is that probably every organ
Elaborating Hymn-Tune
ist has Johann Christian Heinrich Rinck
to- thank for some part of his organ tech¬
Accompaniments
nique. Nor is this otherwise than it
The extent to which a hymn-tune ac¬ should be since Rinck was a PUP“ ot
companiment may be elaborated is a Kittel in Erfurt (1786-89), and Kittel
matter of interest to all organists who was a pupil—one of the best pupils—of no
have a choir capable of singing a hymn- less than Johann Sebastian Bach. Rmck
tune accurately independent of the organ. was born at Elgersburg in Saxe-Gotha,
Dr. Madeley Richardson in his excellent February 18, 1770, and showed early an
work, Modern Organ Accompaniment, exceptional talent for music. The gods
after showing specifically some of the re¬ were not kind to him in the beginning,
sources at the command of the organist and he acquired his musical advancement
in this important branch of his work, in face of poverty. At the age of ninesays rightly that “the student should teen, having finished with Kittel, he
study and master all the resources at his gained an appointment as organist at
command, but, having done this, he Giessen, in the Duchy of Hesse. For this
he received the munificent wage of fifty
should exercise restraint in their use.
florins (about twenty-one dollars) a year.
The writer desires strongly to emphasize
this point, in order to disarm those
critics who will be ready to accuse him of
a thing that has never entered into his
mind.
Every verse of a hymn-tune
should not be elaborated. There are
cases in which it might be well to take it
all in quite a simple manner. But when
monotony and dullness begin to show
their heads, then let the student be ready
with the means to banish them, and to
bring life and soul into his work.”
Bach’s Organ Playing

Srirutij SrljoulofCEhurrh iMusir
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Choirmasters and Choristers
Headquarters, 90 Trinity Place. New York
FELIX LAMOND, Director
Daily training in the Liturgy and Music of the
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90 Trinity Place, New York City.

The Hall Organ Co.
New Haven, Conn.
Modern
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Though Bach did not in his lifetime
win the universal recognition as an
organist that was attained by his great
contemporary Handel, this was probably
due rather to his own indifference to
publicity than to any lack of ability. The
poet Schubart has left the following de¬
scription of his organ-playing, which in¬
dicates that in this respect, as in the
recognition of his music, Bach suffered
undue neglect during his lifetime: “Bach
was a genius of the highest order; his
soul is so peculiar, so gigantic, that cen¬
turies will have to be passed before he
is reached by anyone. He played tile
clavier, the fliigel, the cymbal with equal
creative power, and the organ—who is
like him? His fist was gigantic; he
could, for example, stretch .a twelfth with
the left hand, and perform running pass¬
ages between with the three inner fingers;
he made pedal runs with the greatest
possible exactness, he drew the stops so
silently that the hearer almost sank under
the magic effect; his hand was never
weary, and lasted out through a whole
day’s organ playing.”

Unable to add to this by sufficient teach¬
ing he- became in addition a lawyer’s
copyist. In 1792 Rinck became usher at
a school, and a year later was promoted
to the post of writing-master. In 1803 he
was appointed music-master at the Col¬
lege of Giessen." He was now on the
right road, and continued an uninter¬
rupted upward course in his chosen pro¬
fession.
In 1813 Rinck was appointed Court
Organist, and in 1817 Chamber Musician,
to the Grand Duke Ludwig 1. He made
several artistic tours of Germany, and
was accorded much favor on account of
his organ-playing, notably at Treves it
1827—the year of Beethoven’s death. H,
received various gifts, honors and decora¬
tions from the Grand Duke and from
earned and artistic institutions, and
One instinctively thinks of Bach as a
hved in tranquillity pursuing his excellent
kind of musical reflection of Protestant¬
ism. His was not a secluded art which Abu°it7ni846h,S dSath ^ DarmStadt’
lifted its head high above the multitude;
In addition to his Practical Orcjan
it was rather the palpable outpouring of a
School he wrote chamber music, motets,
great heart. Bach also represents all the
a Pater Noster, and of course much
pent-up feeling which until then had
organ music, including numerous Prelonged in vain for utterance, and had
tudeS for Chorales. Sir Herbert Oakev
there been any canvas for him to paint on
has said of h.m, “His reputation is based
(to use a poor simile), the result would
on his organ music, or rather his Practi¬
have been still more marvelous. As it
cal Organ School, a standard work
was, the material at his disposal was a
Rinck s compositions for his instrument
poor set of dance forms, with the one
show no trace of such sublime influence
exception of the fugue, the involved ut¬
as might be expected from a pupil " n
terance of which precluded spontaneity
second generation, of Bach ■ ’■ a j
and confined emotional design to very re¬
throughout them fugue writing i" ^'
stricted limits.
It is exactly as if
spicuous by its absence. But without
Wagner had been obliged to put his
thoughts in quadrille form with the pos¬ taming the high standard which has h
by living composers for the in"
sible . alternative of some mathematical reached
strument m Germam, v,.tne ,n~
device of musical double-bookkeeping.—
contain much that is’ interesting ?’eCCS
Edward MacDowell.
organ student.”
est ng to an
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r the development of modern technic
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er's progress.
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lished. The typography and binding ai
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pllntion offers material unusuailr good. Tht
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-S-*
of the
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pieces iis such as apt*-'iastes. and il tl
can rest assured that his plsyir
noticed and appreciated. The p
ing from the simple to the mod
fleult. are adaptable to either tan
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was uproariously encored. He then re¬ lasts for two or three days. These facts
tired to put on the three other strings, have been attested by Dr. Bennett, who
and ended this miraculous performance attended Paganini during his stay in
with the richest arpqggi and echoes, in¬
termingled with new effects, that no lan¬
guage can describe. Though he withdrew
Symphony Orchestra Work
amidst a confusion of huzzas and bravos
that completely drowned the full orches¬
The great growth of symphony orches¬
tra, yet he was called for to receive the tras in the United States has caused many
homage of the audience, and was so violin students to Took forward to sym¬
affected that he would have dropped had phony work as a profession, and there
he not been supported by Lablache and is great interest in the proper course of
Costa.
study necessary to fit the student for the
work. To hold his position in
these days, the symphony player
must have a broad and thorough
education in violin playing. The
student-looking to the symphony
orchestra should make a thor¬
ough study of pure technic, like
that which the works of Sevcik
furnish. Then he should study the
etudes of Kreutzer, Fiorillo,
An Exciting Moment
Rode,
Gavinies,
Wieniawski,
A breathless silence then ensued, and
Paganini and others, the sonatas
every eye was watching the entre of this
of Bach, the standard concertos,
extraordinary violinist, and, as he glided
and the leading miscellaneous
from the side scenes to the front of the
violin compositions. He should
stage, an involuntary cheering burst from
also do much chamber music
every part of the house, many rising from
work, especially the string quar¬
their seats to view the spectre during the
tet, for this forms the best
thunder of this unprecedented cheering—
training of all for future sym¬
his gaunt and . extraordinary appearance
phony orchestra work. It is also
being more like that of a devotee about
necessary for him to play in a
to suffer martyrdom than one to delight
students’ orchestra, where actual
you with his art. With the tip of his bow
symphony work is rehearsed.
he set the orchestra off in a grand mili¬
Almost all of the large cities have
tary movement, with a force and vivacity
one or more of these students’
as surprising as it was new. At the term¬
orchestras, and we sometimes find
ination of this introduction he commenced
them in the smaller cities. In
with a soft streamy note of celestial qual¬
these orchestras orchestral rou¬
ity, and with three or four whips of his.
tine can be acquired, together
with the valuable experience of
bow elicited points of sound as bright as
sight reading and playing under
the stars. A scream of astonishment and
the baton of a director.
delight burst from the audience at the
novelty of this effect. Immediately, exe¬
First Violin Parts
cution followed that was equally inde¬
The student would also do
scribable, in which were intermingled
well to get one of the collections
tones more than human, which seemed to
of the first violin parts to the
be wrung from the deepest anguish of a
leading orchestral works, such as
broken heart. After this the audience
symphonies, overtures, suites, and
was enraptured by a lively strain in which
miscellaneous orchestral composi¬
was heard, commingled with the tones of
tions, which form the repertoire
the instrument, those of the voice, with
of symphony orchestras in con¬
the pizzicato of the guitar, forming a
cert work. A number of such works
compound of exquisite beauty. If it were
PAGANINI, THE WIZARD OF THE BOW.
are available, conveniently published
possible to aim at a description of his
in hook form for the student.
manner, we should say that you would
“There was no trick to his playing; it Among the most complete of these is
take the violin to be a wild animal which
he is endeavoring to quiet in his bosom, was all fair, scientific execution, opening the
Modern Concert-Master, com¬
and which he occasionally, fiend-like, to us a new order of sounds the highest piled by Gustav Saenger. This work
lashes with his bow, which he dashes on of which ascended two octaves above C is a representative collection of difficult,
the strings like a walking switch, tearing in alt. With a weak organization Paga¬ prominent, and characteristic violin pas¬
from the creature the most horrid as well nini is one of the most forcible exam¬ sages, selected from the symphonic and
as delightful tones.
ples of the almost superhuman strength operatic works of the most celebrated
“He has long legs and arms, and his
which results from the exaltation of the classic, romantic, and modern composers
hands in his playing often assume the
mind produced by genius. When he seizes of the world. The work is in three vol¬
attitude of prayer, with the fingers point¬
umes; Book I, the Classic Era, Bach to
ing upwards. While he was playing a the violin it seems that a star descends Schubert; Book II, the Romantic Era,
book caught fire on one of the music upon him, and inspires him with fire from Part 1, Weber to Berlioz, Part 2, Ex¬
desks, which burned for some time unob¬ heaven. He instantly loses his weakness— tracts from the Repertoire of Light
served by the musicians, who could a new existence opens to him; he is an¬ Opera; Book III, the Modern Era,
neither see nor hear, though repeatedly other creature; and during the musical Brahms to Massenet, Part 2, Saint Saens
called to by the audience, anything but action his strength is more than quin¬ to Richard Strauss.
the feats of this wonderful performer. tupled. After having performed a con¬
By making a systematic study of such
After a piece by the orchestra, he entered certo, his symptoms are those of a man practical works as these, in addition to his
upon his celebrated performance on a under an attack of epilepsy; his livid and regular course of study in violin technic
single string, introducing the air of Nel cold skin is covered with a profuse per¬
and violin compositions, the diligent stu¬
cor piu sento, in which he imparted a spiration, his pulse is scarcely to be felt,
dent will find himself well equipped for
tone so plaintive and desolate that the and when questioned on any subject, he
orchestral work at the end of his student
heart was torn by it. In the midst of this answers only in monosyllables. The night
days, especially if circumstances permit
he was so outre—so comic—as to occasion after his. concert he never sleeps, and
him to study in a good students’ or¬
the loudest bursts of laughter. This feat continues in an agitation which sometimes chestra.
The following remarkable pen picture
of the effect of the violin playing of
Paganini on an English audience in Lon¬
don in 1831, almost one hundred ago, ap¬
peared in a London newspaper shortly
after the event. It shows the wonderful,
almost hypnotic, effect of his playing on
his hearers. The writer gave his experi¬
ence at the concert as follows: “I placed
myself at the opera door two hours and a
half before the concert began; presently
the crowd of musicians and violinists
filled the colonnade almost to suffocation,
all anxious to get the front seat, because
they had to pay for their places, Paganini
not giving a single ticket away. The con¬
cert opened with Beethoven’s Second
Symphony, admirably performed, after
which Lablache sang, with much applause.
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Artificial harmonics usually prove puz¬
zling to the violin student, but when once
the underlying principle which governs
them is understood, they are quite simple,
as far as the theory goes, /although it re¬
quires a great deal of practice to execute
them well. A correspondent writes that
he is unable to understand the artificial
harmonics in the Gavotte Miniature
which appeared in the March, 1915, num¬
ber of The Etude. The first of these
passages is as follows:

Thus we see that if the first finger is
pressed firmly on the string at any point
on any string of the violin, and the vi¬
brating portion of the string is stopped
by the fourth finger lightly at an interval
of a fourth above (the effect oi which is
to cause the string to vibrate in four
equal segments), a tone will be produced
two octaves higher than the tone which
No. I.
is stopped by the first finger. For in¬
stance, if the first finger is pressed firmly
on the note F on the D string, second
position, and the fourth finger is laid
lightly on the string a fourth abpve, the
The execution of this artificial harmonic first F above the staff will be produced.
is as follows: The first finger is placed
No. 5.
firmly on the A string at the note D, in
the third position, and the fourth finger
is placed lightly (without pressing the
string to the finger-board) at the interval
of a fourth above, which is indicated by
(Execution.)
(Effect.)
the square white note above the staff.
The effect of this is to produce a har¬
monic note two octaves above the note D
The Charm of the Violin
(fourth line) and three octaves above
Why is it that among all the instru¬
the open D.
In the next passage the first finger is ments of music the violin seems to be the
placed firmly on the A string half an inch one that is loved and cherished more than
from the nut, in the first position, where any other?
It matters not whether it is the cracked
the note B flat is stopped. The fourth
finger is then laid lightly on the string affair of the little street musician, the
at the interval of a fourth. This causes coarsely fashioned shingle fiddle of the
the note B flat (the second B flat above far-away backwoods settlement, the com¬
monplace trade product with its garish
the staff) to be produced, as shown in the
coating of brilliant varnish from the fac¬
following example:
tories of Bohemia, Saxony, or the Tyrol;
the carefully made individual violin of
the workshops in the large centres of
civilization; the much lauded copies of
Vuillaume and many other notables, right
back to the famed instruments of Brescia
and Cremona, which are played with such
The scientific explanation of this phe¬ wonderful skill by great performers, it is
the same. We never see a flutist exhibit
nomenon is really very simple. When an
such great affection, nor hear a trumpet
open violin string is lightly touched (with¬
player boast about the qualities of the
out being pressed down on the finger¬ particular one he plays and deride the
board) at a point equal to one-fourth its tone of all others. We do hear of good
length, from either end, a note two oc¬ makes—Boehm flutes, or Besson cornets,
taves higher than the open string is pro¬ but who could imagine anybody going into
duced. Thus if the third finger is laid ecstasies over a particular banjo or man¬
lightly on the A string at the point where dolin or street organ? Is it the beautiful
the -;.ote D (fourth line of the staff) is contour of the outline, or the gently ris¬
fingered, the second A above the staff ing curves of the arching which is ac¬
countable? It may be in some measure,
will be produced.
but this does not seem to be a competent
answer, for all violins are not beautiful in
No. 3.
these respects. Is it due to the wealth of
legend connected with its history, and of
the places where the greatest of the older
masters lived and wrought in the glorv
of the sunlight and under the azure skies
of Baly? There may be in addition t6
Now if B, a tone one tone higher than th.s a mental effect induced by the sweet¬
the second A above the staff, is required, ness of the softly beautiful names of
many of the makers. What can be more
it is evident that the vibrating portion of
euphonious than Andrea Amati or more
the string must be shortened. So the first peacefully musical than Felice TononP
finger is placed firmly on the A string one whilst Sanctus Seraphino carries whh it
inch from the nut and the fourth finger the atmosphere of the celestial choir All
lightly a fourth above. According to the of these may be responsible for the charm
law mentioned above, if the string thus o fthe violin, but I think the fact that
shortened one inch is lightly touched at is something through which a soul can
a point equal to one-fourth of its new Tn53 !? varying measure a little of fts
shortened length, a tone two octaves
higher will be produced. In this case the
string is firmly stopped by the first finger
at B, so if the string is further stopped an old Soo/cl,.,,0^1,0,;,
one-fourth of its length by laying the
fourth finger lightly upon it at an in¬
a W‘thoot ma
terval of a fourth above, the string will auld fiddle,” and rea J
vibrate in four equal segments, and the few mlnutW perfectly sltisfi^b * in a
T!!ere
second B above the staff will be produced, must be a wonderful charm^'
when a man will riel.'I anyth>ng
as indicated in the following example:
preservation.—The Fiddle ”
f°r its
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Keep the Violin at One Pitch
The violin should be kept at one pitchinternational pitch—at all times. The
violin student who has not access to a
piano or organ correctly tuned to international pitch to get the A should keep a
good tuning fork in his case at all times,
so as to be able to get the correct a!
Thousands of violin students keep their
violins tuned to any sort of pitch, which
not only makes the violin get out of tune
more easily, owing to the fact that a
violin which is always kept tuned at one
pitch has a tendency to stay there, but
also deprives the student of the advantage
of hearing all tones at the correct pitch
during his practice. The power of dis¬
tinguishing tones, and naming notes by
sound alone, known as absolute and rela¬
tive pitch, while very largely a bom talent,
can be improved to a considerable extent
by always hearing tones at the proper
pitch.
Violins have been made by way of ex¬
periment. at various times, of almost
every known substance.
It remained,
however, for a genius in a glue factory
to make a violin composed entirely of
glue. The violin was exhibited at a
recent industrial
exposition in this
country.

Mechanical Violin Players
Persons who keep watch on the patent
records have noted a strong effort on the
part of inventors to perfect a mechanical
violin player.
It hasn’t been long since mechanical
piano-player inventions were looked upon
with derision, but to-day we have piano
players which are simply perfection in
all technical and musical details.
The possibility of someone perfecting
a mechanical violin player is not at all
remote.
Many creditable efforts have
been made already, the chief defect in
those brought out to date being the neces¬
sity for complicated mechanisms and,
often, an enclosing box to cover up both
the violin and the “works.”
Some of the attempts already made in
the direction of a mechanical player for
the violin admit of legato as well as stac¬
cato effects, and also of chords and ar¬
peggios. And, while efforts to date have
resulted in nothing very practical, it would
be foolhardy to deny the probability of a
perfected player being brought out inside
of ten years. The records of the patent
office prove that many are working to
this end, and anyone who knows the in¬
ventiveness of the human brain can, with¬
out misgiving, forecast the perfecting of
a violin player.

Spohr’s Opinion of

Old Violins

The great violinist Spohr wrote of old
violins: “Every new violin, at first, even
of the oldest wood, has always a rough,
unpleasant tone, which only wears off
after a number of years of constant use.
For solo playing those instruments, only,
are best adapted, which have been made
free and mellow toned by age and much
use. Among these, those of the Cremona
makers, Antonio Stradivari, Giuseppe
Guarneri and Xicolo Amati. who flour¬
ished in the second half of the seventeenth
and the beginning of the eighteenth cen¬
tury, have the greatest reputation. The
violins of these makers unite in them¬
selves, if well preserved, all the advan¬
tages of a good instrument, viz., a strong,
full and mellow tone, equality on all the
strings, and in all keys, and an easy and
free touch in every position. They differ
in form and in the characteristics ot
their tones.”

NEW STUDIES
FOR THE

PIANOFORTE
Five Finger Exercises and
Chords
By FERD. SABATH1L
Price, 75 cents
These useful five finger exercises differ
from the more conventional ones in the fact
that in each case the exercise is carried
out in chromatic order through all keys,
thus accustoming the student to all po¬
sitions of the hand- and fingers. To the
five finger passages are added arpeggio ex¬
ercises based on the common chord posi¬
tion. These are also carried out through
all the keys. Later on the three positions
of the major and minor common chords are
.carried out to the five finger exercises and
finally the dominant and diminished
seventh chord, the entire book forming a
complete course in elementary technic.

Even the most

CRITICAL MUSICIANS
concede the

SUPERIORITY
of

Krakauer Tone Quality
It needs no argument, it
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.
Catalog on request

Concentrated Technic

KRAKAUER BROS.
193 Cypress Avenue
New York City

By ALOIS F. LEJEAL
Price, $1.00
Intended as a supplement to any system
of piano technics, to foster and conserve
flexibility of the fingers and wrist. The
exercises are in both metrical and canon
form, carried out chromatically through
the circle of keys.

The Progressive Piano
Player
Compiled by LOUIS G. HEINZE
These selected studies are intended to
be used in second grade work as a con¬
tinuation of Mr. Heinze’s successful
“Piano Beginner.” There are 23 studies
altogether, taken chiefly from standard
sources. A useful supplement to any
method or instruction book.

The Cupid Grand
The first small grand piano ever made was the
product of Sohmer. That was over twentynine years ago. In this over a quarer of a
century we have been constantly striving to
perfect this type of instrument. The result is
a piano without an equal among diminutive
grands in which tone is in no manner sacrificed
to architectural requirements. Length 5ft. 4//,
width 4ft. 5//—price $675. Terms arranged.
Send for illustrated catalog and full information.

First and Second Grade
Study Pieces
By EDMUND PARLOW
Price, $1.00
These tuneful numbers may be used as
recreations in conjunction with any in¬
struction book, method or elementary
volume of any graded course. They will
serve to lighten the drudgery of practice
and at the same time offer a field of useful
musical drill.

315 Fifth Avenue

15 Etudes Melodiques
By E. NOLLET
Op. 43.
Price, $1.50
These studies may be used to supple¬
ment or to replace Heller’s well-known
Op. 45 or any other studies of similar
grade or style. They are in the best
modern manner and comprise a number
of interesting musical features.

Study Pieces in Octaves
By ARNOLDO SARTORIO
Op. 1021.
Price, $1.25
One of the best books of intermediate
octave studies. All the numbers are tune¬
ful and interesting to play and each one
comprises some special feature in octave
Playing.

Five New Octave Studies
Cinq Nouvelles Etudes D’Octaves
By A. ORTH
Op. 18.
Price, $1.00
A splendid set of octave studies for ad¬
vanced players, calculated to develop
certainty in playing and at the same time
inculcate style and musicianship.
Mail orders solicited and filled to all
parts of die country. Any of our works
sent on inspection. Our professional dis¬
counts are very liberal.
THEODORE PRESSER CO., PHILA., PA.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressin
our advertisers.

New York, N. Y.
Margaret.—In your teaching take up the
third position after the lirst, ami before the
second. 2. During the first year, simple
melodies with piano accompanilueut can be
used with advantage. The piauo is undoubt¬
edly of great assistance in teaching violin
pupils, especially those of limited talent.
3. If the Ilerrman School, Book 1 (the.
greater part of the studies), and the Kayser
Etudes, Op. 20, Book 2 (entire) have been
thoroughly mastered, position work may l>e
*“ken up, and the second volume of the
errman Violin School is as good as any¬
thing for the purpose. 4. Take up position
work as suggested above. 5. You could sup¬
plement Ilohmann with the Herrraan School,
Vol. 1, Kayser Etudes, Op. 20, Vol. 1, Pleyel's
Violin Duets, Book 1st., and the first three
books of the Blumcnlese, by Weiss. 6. Dots
placed over notes indicate that the notes are
to be played staccato, that is, in a more or
less disconnected manner, as if they had
rests between them, but in the absence of
specific Instructions in the music as to what
particular bowing is to he used to produce
this effect, the choice of a bowing is left to
the experience of the player. Students and
inexperienced violin players are often at a
loss to know what bowing should be used In
such passages. Much experience is often re¬
quired in being able to judge just what bowing
is required to produce the proper staccato
effect. The tempo, style, and character of the
composition, has much to do with the matter.
7. The Etude contained a lengthv article
on the nature of the staccato bowing and
the best way of practicing it, in October,
1013. Pupils are not usually ready to take
-p the study of staccato bowing (bv this I
man what is technically known as “firm
staccato”) until the third or fourth year.
If the bowing is taken at a slow tempo, how“ V, they can take it up much earlier.

about one inch, and the note F about a half
inch from the nut. The same distance hold
good in the second measure. The use of
these crosses is a very effective way of call¬
ing the attention of the pupil to passages
where the same finger is used on different
strings but at unequal distances from the nut
as in intervals of diminished fifths. Teachers
often mark these crosses in the music of the
pupil for the same purpose.
Alaska.—The method of acquiring the
“Tremolo” or Vibrato has been described
several times at great length in The Etude
in recent numbers. 2. The following work on
the subject can be obtained: “Violin Vi¬
brato, its Mastery and Artistic Uses,” by
Siegfried Eberhardt. 3. In executing the
vibrato, the tip of the finger is pressed firmly
on the string, but care must be taken that
the neck of the violin is not gripped tightly
between the thumb and the base of the fore¬
finger. The base of the forefinger must not
press against the neck, as this would lock
the hand and prevent it from swinging. The
wrist must not be stiffened, but must be
flexible so that the hand will swing from it
as a Pivot. 4. The hand is held in the usual
position above the strings. As you live in
a large city you must have frequent opportunities of seeing and hearing good violinists.
Make it a point to watch them while thev do
the vibrato. If you cannot take lessons regularly, take one or two lessons in this branch
from a good violin teacher, as he can give
you more idea of learning it, in five minutes,
than you could learn in reading about it in
books for six months.

TINDALE
Music Cabinet
Variety of designs, sizes
and finishes for all kinds of
music, 314.03 upward. Sent

NORTHWESTERN OHIO SCHOOL

PIANO TUNING

Please mention THE ETUDV. when addressing
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order music and studies as needed from
time to time.
The Theodore Presser Company makes
a specialty of filling orders of both de¬
scriptions and always with absolute
promptness and accuracy, the force of
employes retained for the summer being
adequate for all demands of this nature.
Teachers who have not used the Presser
service have missed one of the most sat¬
isfactory features of music teaching, for
this is first and last a strictly music
teachers’ supply house. Catalogs, infor¬
mation and terms on application.

Department for Children
Edited

What the Oracle Said
“Who lives there?” said Delia, point¬
ing to the white temple peeping through
the green of the tree tops.
“Oh, here we are at last, I feared we
might miss it!”
The Music Fairy
laughed such beautiful music that the
blue bells took up the theme and tinkled
it up and down the woodsy valley.
For it was a warm day and Delia
Brown had felt the bore of practice time,
so it was natural when the Music Fairy
came along that she should accept his
invitation to visit the Oracle. Wonder¬
ful it seemed to Delia Brown and more
wonderful still to feel that she could
unburden her woes to the Oracle and
this she intended to do at once; without
mincing matters she was going to com¬
plain, she even felt that she would cry a
little as a more convincing proof of her
woeful state.
“It’s the Oracle’s house,” 'said the Fairy.
“He’s home for the shutters are open—
why there he is sitting on the steps.”
“What’s the Oracle’s name ?” asked Delia,
she felt rather nervous and shaky about
the knees now that she was so near.
After all why hadn’t she practiced and
left this miserable business of complain¬
ing to oracles to fairies and silly children.
Of course practicing in the summer was
horesome and why had her grand-aunt
willed her that jangly old square-grand
piano.
“I won’t be willed into lesson taking, I
But the Fairy didn’t pay one hit of at¬
tention as he piloted her along the valley
and up the other side of the hill to the
Oracle’s doorstep.
The Voice of the Oracle
“Experience, let me introduce to you,
my little friend in music, Delia Brown,
whom I found practicing on her grand¬
aunt’s square-grand piano this bright blue
day.”
“Experience!” thought Delia, "that dull
old stupid that teachers are in league
with—dear me, why had she come!”
Something happened then, and some
say that a bit of the bright blue sky fell on
the Oracle’s doorstep; instead of the gruff
voice of an Oracle thundering at her,
Delia heard the mildest most childish
voice 'saying: “Delia Brown you are a
brave girl, and I am going to make you
remember this visit all your days even
until you are as old as I.”
“But you are not old,” said Delia quite
unafraid.
“Yes I am, old as time; they say and
in truth that I began when the world be¬
gan.”
“But you look quite young and fresh,”
said Delia, eyeing the beautiful Oracle
from top to toe. “You are almost as
beautiful as the statue our class bought
for the new high school; indeed I think
you are more beautiful for you have real
eyes.”
“So I have,” laughed the Oracle. “Now
—just as though I were a real, sureenough,. ugly Oracle, what would you have
of me this bright blue day?”
Delia did not hesitate. Music was her
great unhappiness, and had she not vowed
vengeance on her grand-aunt’s old square-

by
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grand ? Had she not cried rivers of tears
over her practicing? Had not her teacher
scolded only last Saturday, and were not
music lessons the greatest affliction of
her fresh young life? Yes, indeed, they
were! She was full to the brim of com¬
plaints. If the Oracle would only listen
and then lift this burden of lesson taking,
she would be the happiest girl in the
world.
“You have real eyes, dear Oracle, you
can see for yourself, I hate lesson-taking.
Please make it stop.”
Then the Oracle did an odd thing, he
laughed just like the Music Fairy, and
all the blue bells in the valley took it
up and tinkled it up and
down the hills.
“Sit right down, Delia
Brown, and let me tell you
something,” said Experi¬
ence quite seriously. “It’s
a secret.
Be sure you
listen, child.
Half the
trouble with you young¬
sters is that you possess
unlistening
ears;
such
beautiful pink shells of
ears, too, and half the
time nothing gets inside.
Open your ears, Delia
Brown, and listen!”
Delia sat up straight and
opened her ears as wide
as could be and listened
to the Oracle.
“Now music lesson tak¬
ing is a privilege of the
few, you are a lucky child
to have lessons from so
good a teacher—obey her !”
“I do,” whimpered Delia.
“You don’t,” snapped the
Oracle.
“You go through your
practice mumbling, stum¬
bling,
stuttering
from
page to page, halting here
and pausing there—why
it’s enough to madden
Delia wanted to cry at this unsympa¬
thetic account of her work; but she
thought it wasn’t quite time to cry so
she waited.
“Remember what I say. Print it out
and hang it in big black letters over your
piano. ‘Think straight, then play straight.’
And don’t ever fool yourself into think¬
ing that you are practicing when you
play fast. You are wasting time and not
getting anywhere at all. Slow work, my
dear young lady, is good, true work. Bet¬
ter count ten to each beat than to stam¬
mer along as you did this morning.”
. “My fingers won’t play slow,” whined
Delia.
“Nonsense!” The Oracle was actually
cross. So Delia cried, and then he said:
“Stop it!” so short that Delia did stop
with a jerk; then she got very angry,
and then at last she listened.
“You are so spoiled; children seem to
be these days: too many toys when you
are babies, too many bon-bons and rib¬
bons when you grow up, too much cod¬
dling at your lessons. ■ Now, you either
know a thing or you don’t, and there
is no use mussing around and pretending,
and besides it doesn’t pay. Music is work

and not play, it may be recreation but
it’s work, too. Very pleasant, beautiful,
entertaining work—just add a little of this
work day by day and you can get a most
wonderful house of sound, and the best
part of this house of sound is that after
you have worked to build it you are at
liberty to ask others to enjoy it with
you; you are your own little hostess of
beautiful sounds, an honored place in any
community.”
>f
“But my house of sound is so ugly,’
cried Delia.
“Rebuild it, then, and don’t build in a
cheap way. Watch, watch all the time.
Watch, and above all else have it clean.

when other children are playing in the
street. It’s a battle to play slowly, and
it’s a battle to think straight. In fact it’s
a battle to get through anything that’s
worth while; but don’t you think it’s
rather glorious to be a soldier? You don’t
wear an outside uniform, but I’m sure all
good students wear inside brass buttons
and medals and ribbons of honor and
distinction—yes—yes—I’m quite sure of
that for music makes people different in¬
side.”
“Are you sure?” asked Delia.
“Why I’m as certain as sunset,” said
the Oracle gravely.
“Inside, deep inside where all true
things are, you will find your uniform.
Now Delia Brown, shake yourself into a
live girl, open your ears and your eyes,
and don’t grumble. Say to yourself when
you start for the piano, ‘Now I’m going
to add a big stone to my house of sound.’
The house is all your own, you are doing
the building yourself under the good guid¬
ance of your teacher.
When you start for your lesson, say,
‘Delia Brown open your ears wide and
don’t mumble over your notes, it will
ruin your inside uniform.’ Run along,
Delia, here comes the Music Fairy to
fetch you, and when you come next time
let's see how many medals and ribbons
of honor and distinction you will be
wearing on your inside uniform."
Then the Music Fairy took Delia’s hand
and whispered quietly, “How do you like
‘Experience?’ ”
Delia whispered back ; but no one heard
what she said.

A Music Lesson of Long Ago

A MUSIC LESSON OF LONG AGO
Be sure about every little thing; even
rests have their value and all the dots
and dashes must be in the right place
Put yourself into it and remember what
you put in you take out a hundred-fold.”
How can anything come out of my
grand-aunt’s square-grand piano?” Delia
muttered under her breath.
Jrove that you are worth a new grand
Oracle WlU COnle t0 y°U’” grow,ed the
Delia hated to admit that she was not
worth a new grand; but in her heart she
knew she had been most unworthy
Experience saw and read her thoughts
for he said mildly: “Little eirl
i
that George HanL deemed*?
to steal off in a cold garret to
?c
tnnaB
ryu°,d
SpinCt’
and J°hn
Sebas¬
tian Bach
thought
it luckv
tr.
,
moonlight a few tunes out of a sL *
music book.
Tosenh U i
en

« Prbove,y°u are

Let me tell you of an old picture, al
•yellow and cracked. It hangs in the bad
room of Herr Nussbaum’s violin sho]
and has been hanging there for man;
years, as I remember it quite well whei
I was a boy in the ’sixties. I think i
must have made a deep impression «
my childish mind, for it was a pictur
of a little girl about my age taking :
music lesson. To the left of the littl'
girl sat tile old master, staff in hand, am
I know lie is an old musician who ha
taught for many years.
He is lookin;
down at his little pupil’s music bool
which rests on an old-time piano rack.
From the look on the little girl’s face
from which the hair is drawn in two littl
pigtails down her back, you know tha
she is paying strict attention to her les
son. She seems to love the art am! t
put her whole soul into her study. Th
fine old teacher is evidently quite a
deeply engrossed in her work as she i
herself. He has no real need to folk"
the notes over which she is puzzling. H
knows them by heart. For years an
years he has used the old book and i
has become sacred to him. The tinklin
notes steal out through the queer old win
dow, and the hawkers in the street belos
look up and say to themselves.
'
having her lesson. How pretty it sounds!
{Department j
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New Music ON SALE
During the Summer Months
NEW WORKS.
Advance of Publication Offers—
Special
r Offer
Price
Characteristic Studies for
Pianoforte—E. S. Morrison.... j.
)
Child’s Own Book of Great Mu¬
sicians—Thos. Tapper. Six bi¬
j
ographies, price complete.
Same, single biography .
>
Chopin’s Preludes .
)
Diction for Singers and Composers
j
—H. G. Hawn.
Etudes-Poesies for the Pianoforte
—E. Haberbier, op. 53.
>
Franz Liszt Album for the Piano(
Gradus ad Parnassian, dementi.
Cloth binding .1
>
Three copies of above . 4
1
How to Play Well-Known Piano
i
Solos—Charles W. Wilkinson. . . 1
In the Greenwood. Easy Pieces
for Four Hands. Mathilde Bilbro
1
Lessons in Voice Training for the
i
Medium Voice—Alfred Arthur.
Light Everlasting, Church Cantata
—J. B. Gillette .
1
Melodic Studies in Double Notes—
;
A. Sartorio. 1
Melodic Studies for the Pianoforte
—George L. Spaulding. 1
1
New Elementary Sight Singing
;
Book—Thos. Tapper. .
Note Spelling Book—Adele Sutor. .
'
Old Favorites Album.
'
Pipe Organ Gems—Chas. W. Landon
Popular Overture Album—Four
Hands . 1
i
Eeward Cards; set of 16.
’
Euth—A Sacred Cantata—A. R.
i
Gaul .
Scale Studies for tha Violin—H.
Schradieck .
’
Showy Parlor Album for the
i
Pianoforte .
Sonatinas for the Pianoforte—A.
Schmoll .
Study Pieces in All the Major and
Minor Keys-Lcari KbelUng. .

1

Order Now for Fall Stock
of ON SALE Music
How much better it would be if when
the music teacher or the music director re¬
turned to college about September 10th
there was waiting for them unopened a
package of music and books with which
to begin the season’s work.
No one knows better than the music
dealer of the hustle there is to make the
first order. No one knows better than
the music dealer of the hustle which he
has to contend with when tens of thou¬
sands of teachers are all hustling to get
their first order made and filled.
Our proposition is this, that the music
director or music teacher before they go
on their vacation, before they close for
the current season, send us a general out¬
line of what they will need to start the
next season with. This will be carefully
made during the time when we have most
leisure, will be shipped, transportation
paid to certain central points, so as to
arrive at a designated time in the fall, and
billed at that time.
This package can be made up only of
music or studies of a kind with which to
start; supplementary packages of any size
can be made immediately following or as
soon thereafter as when the teacher has
nad the leisure and the information to
make a more intelligent order for the cur¬
rent needs of the new season.
Thousands of our patrons have taken
advantage of this plan during the last tew
seasons, since first we made the suggestion,
and we believe that many more will see
the value of the plan and let us have orers for the next season at the earliest
possible moment, saving not only trans¬
portation, but the worriment contingent on
aving no material with which to begin
their work.
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Summer Classes
in Musical History
The idea of making a profit from teach¬
ing Musical History in the summer
months may have inspired some teachers
to conduct summer classes, and hundreds
have been rewarded for their initiative in
this manner; but the real teacher has a
higher purpose. She knows that the sum¬
mer offers an excellent opportunity to get
the pupil interested in Musical History,
and she also knows that the pupil who
has become thus interested and vitalized
through a familiarity with the lives of the
masters may be depended upon to do far
better and far happier work in his music
study. This has been proven hundreds of
times. The Standard History of Music
by James Francis Cooke has been used
with unfailing success in innumerable
similar classes. The price of the history
is $1.25 when one buys only one copy, but
we have a special introductory price
when one buys half-dozen lots. Any
capable teacher can start a class at once
and make the whole summer more inter¬
esting and more profitable in many ways.

It is always surprising to us how many
teachers are still giving lessons and using
Yearly Settlement
music during the real summer months.
of Teachers’ Accounts
There has been such a demand during
The close of the regular teaching season years past for new music on sale that we
is generally considered to be in June and have sent out about two packages between
July of each year, during which months, as June and August of both piano and vocal
a matter of business regularity, we require music. We send these packages only to
all patrons to make returns of unused or those who ask for them. They are billed
unsold music from selections sent them at our usual liberal professional discounts,
ON SALE and arrange settlement for all and are returnable either at the end of
they have retained or disposed of.
our summer season, or with our regular
A complete statement of every account patrons they can be put with the package Important
on our books was mailed to patrons early of fall stock and returned at the end of
Offer
in June; a final statement will be sent each the season. A postal card will bring either
We have a limited supply of Tausig’s
patron as soon as their return of unde¬ or both of the above classifications; not
sirable music is received. The regular, part more than ten pieces of new music in each selections from dementi’s famous “Gradus
ad
Parnassum” printed from large plates
of the account for music actually pur- package.
and
bound in cloth. This edition is listed
chased is, of course, due and payable.
at $1.50, but owing to the existence of edi¬
If the supply of ON SALE music on Reward Cards
tions
with paper covers which are sold at
hand still includes pieces or studies that for Music Pupils
a lower price, the demand for the better
will be useful next season arrangements
As announced last month, we are pre¬
may be made to retain them, thus saving paring a new edition, a new printing of binding is so limited that we wish to dis¬
transportation charges two ways, if the the set of sixteen reward cards which here¬ pose of our copies at a special price rather
matter is taken up with us; but payment tofore we have had printed in Germany. than carry them in stock' for an indefinite
for selections used or disposed of is not The cards are printed in nine colors on period. The paper bound copy is 75 cents,
to be deferred on this account and should the face, and each contains a portrait of but we will close out those in cloth bind¬
he included with payment for any regu- a great master as well as his birthplace. ing at less than the cost of manufacture—
35 cents a copy, or three copies for $1.00,
lar charges at once.
On the reverse side we have printed a con¬
In making return of undesirable ON densed biography. Thousands of these postpaid, if cash is sent with the order.
In passing it should be borne in mind
SALE music, find the cheapest method of cards have been sold in the past, but this
transportation—mail, parcel post, express edition will be much more attractive than that the exercises in this famous work have
or freight—consult express agent, post- those furnished heretofore. The usual formed an important part of the techni¬
master, or write us, naming the number of price has been SOc for a set of sixteen, but cal training of every pianist of any conse¬
inches or weight to be returned. Please we are making a cash in advance of pub¬ quence since dementi’s and, more espe¬
be sure to place name and address on any lication rate of 25c for the set until it ap¬ cially, Tausig’s day.
This is an opportunity for teachers to
package returned; neglect of this detail al- pears on the market.
get a supply of these studies in an excel¬
ways causes delay and sometimes makes
lent edition with a durable binding at less
Seasonable
it impossible to identify the sender.
than
half the price of the paper bound
ETUDE Premiums
The Business
_ It is possible to obtain Ettjde subscrip¬ copy. We do not expect the supply to out¬
Outlook
tions from many musical people any sea¬ last the month. Better order early.
It will be interesting to our patrons to son of the year. The Etude is of just as
learn from the latest report of trade con¬ much value in the summer as in the win¬ Reed Organ
ditions that a general improvement is be¬ ter, for the reason that The Etude is not Music
ginning to be felt in nearly all sections only educational but is recreative as well.
Our catalog includes a large and use¬
of the country.
Some teachers and many students have ful assortment of pieces and studies for
Were it possible for America to deliver more time for actual study and piano the cabinet organ as well as many com¬
to Europe all of the goods, supplies and practice during the summer months than positions and arrangements for the piano
commodities purchased or ordered imme¬ they have during the winter season.
that are playable with excellent effect on
diately, this country would be, by such ac¬
In return for the sending of subscrip¬ the smaller keyboard. For years we
tion, plunged into a period of almost tions to us by our friends and subscribers have observed an increased demand dur¬
unbounded prosperity. Orders on hand we have always arranged to give the best ing the summer months for music of this
unfilled for goods to be shipped abroad value we could afford; to figure such arti¬ description, possibly because the time of
are estimated by various authorities all the cles for those gifts, at the lowest whole¬ the year presents greater opportunities
way from a billion to a billion and a half sale rate, and to be sure they are of a lor study and practice. On another page
of dollars in value. Naturally the sale of reliable character and of first-class of this issue there is a list of reed organ
this quantity of goods and commodities manufacture.
music compiled with special reference to
and the bringing of this much money or
We mention particularly here special the needs of teachers and students of
credit into the country would stimulate premiums of Traveling Bags. We offer a that instrument.
local or home demand to just that amount. brown sheepskin bag ‘in either 16-, 17- or
For beginners, Landon’s “Reed Organ
Some of these European orders will take 18-inch size for the sending to us of 7 sub¬ Method” is the work universally used.
months to fill, and we are just now begin¬ scriptions to The Etude at $1.50 each. Formerly listed at $1.50, we have now isning to feel the commercial effects and Other bags as follows: For 9 subscriptions,
fo^foo^
eCl'li0n ‘n PaPer covers selling
benefits of the European war. These
cowhide in brown, russet or smooth, black,
benefits will increase as the week? pass, with hand-sewed corners and edges; Glad¬
There are also several new additions to
and faster than they have been increasing stone style, in 16-inch, 17-inch or 18-inch. our list of reed organ music in sheet
because we are rapidly adding to our
For 10 subscriptions, goatskin, in crepe, form, notably these: “March,” by Campfacilities.
seal or walrus, 16-inch, 17-inch or 18-inch. “Meditation,” by Flagler; “Postlude.” by
Music for
For 12 subscriptions, goatskin, in crepe, Donahoe; “Offertoire,” by Batchelder;
seal
or walrus, leather lined, two inside Offertory" (March Celeste), by ColeSummer Teaching
The period of general school vacations pockets, hand-sewed corners, Gladstone “Marcia Religioso,” by Parker, etc!
ihe.se numbers or any others of our pub¬
seems to be of special value to the large style, 16-inch, 17-ineh or 18-inch.
lication may be had for examination or
and growing number of music teachers, Third ETUDE
ON SALE.
who are prepared to take music pupils at Prize Competition
a time when the young people are re¬
July 1st is the time appointed for the
lieved of the tasks incidental to school close of the Prize Contest. A large num¬ Pipe Organ Gems
life and whose musical inclinations are ber of compositions have been submitted By Charles W. Landon
then given an opportunity to develop. The coming from all sections. These manu¬
This is an album of transcriptions for
summer music teacher generally needs to scripts are being sorted as rapidly as the pipe organ, various classic and mod¬
use bright and pleasing material rather possible, and all will receive careful at¬ ern masters being represented. The pieces
than the more severe styles of music, but tention. Every single piece of music sub¬ are all of moderate length and they are
in either case the best way to meet the
mitted will receive close examination, and about .equally divided between numbers
wants of pupils is to have a liberal sup¬ none will be neglected. Every composer, suitable to be used as preludes and those
ply of teaching pieces and studies “On whether known or unknown, will leceive suitable to be used as postludes. The
Sale,” with the privilege of returning the equal consideration. The final awards arrangements are all new ones, especially
unused portions at the lose of the teach¬ will be announced just as soon as de¬ made for this book. All may be rendered
ing season, and the next best way is to cisions can be reached.
fffeettvely on ;t two manual organ and
aa are well within the range of the aver-
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age player. This is a general utility book
for the busy organist. A few of the com¬
posers
represented
are
Beethoven,
Gounod, Verdi, Chopin, Tours, Delibes,
Yolkmann,
Pinsuit,
Sodermann
and
Our special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 50 cents, postpaid.
Old Music
for Sale
In our Publisher’s Notes of last month
we presented an offer for old music. This
is old in the sense that there is not much
demand for it, but the music has never
been sold and is not second-hand. There
is an accumulaton on our shelves through
all these years of large quantities of
music for which there is not much de¬
mand at the present day, and we are
willing to dispose of this at a nominal
rate.
We are pleased with the response of last
month, and we make the same offer during
July—that is, we will sell the music for
$5.00 a foot or $2.50 for half a foot. How¬
ever, it must be distinctly understood that
there can be no selection made. In a great
many orders we have already received for
this music there was a request for certain
grades or for certain kinds of music. We
simply cannot make any selection at the
price quoted. All we can do is to send
either vocal or instrumental music, and it
must be taken off the pile just as it comes.
However, there will be no duplicates and
there will be all grades—some popular,
some classical, some educational, some
easy and some difficult. The music can¬
not be returned under any circumstances.
There is a great dea1 of this music which
will be of foreign publication.
We will hold the offer open until the
present supply is exhausted. The price at
which we offer this is about lc on a $1.00,
which is about 1 per cent, of the retail
value. The music is sent by express with
the transportation paid by the purchaser.
Order Other Magazines When
Subscribing to The Etude
When renewing your subscription to
The Etude, take advantage Of one of
the special magazine combinations given
below, which have been arranged spe¬
cially for the benefit of the readers of
The Etude.
Subscriptions are for one year; may be
new or renewal and may begin with any
issue. Magazines may go to different ad¬
dresses, except in the few cases stated
otherwise. Canadian and foreign postage
additional.
Reg'. Our
The Etude, To-day’s Magazi

$2.5i

The Etude and Mother's Maga¬
zine .
The Etude, Modern Prise
and McCall's .
The Etude, Designer and H<
Needlework .
The Etude, Mother’s Magas
and Pictorial Review .. .
The Etude, Delineator a
Everybody’s (last two tr
The Etude, Modern Priscilla
Ladles’ World and Pictorial
4.50
Revl
The Etude, Woman's Companion and American
Magazine (last two must go
to the same address) . 4.50 3.25
Hundreds of additional combinations
are given in “The Etude Magazine Guide”
of 36 pages; sent postpaid on request.
Chopin’s
Preludes
We will add to the Presser Collection an
edition
of Chopin’s
Preludes. The
Preludes have become one of the most
popular volumes of Chopin. This is no
doubt for two reasons. First of all, many
of them are not very difficult and most of
them are within the range of the average
player. Secondly, they are short and ex¬
tremely attractive. Our edition will con¬
tain the best of every edition! All the
standard editions will be compared, and
we consider that ours will be more accept¬
able than any yet published. We are in
hopes to have the work out in time for
the Fall teaching.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 20 cents, postpaid,
if cash is sent with the order.

With THE ETUDE’S Compliments

T

THE

ETUDE

HE ETUDE is making new friends all over the world
every hour of the day. These new friends are introduced
to us by old friends, thousands of whom have used
THE ETUDE for decades.

These old friends think that the best advertisement of THE
ETUDE is THE ETUDE itself.
Therefore they send us lists of names and addresses of active
music workers, musical homes, students, etc., where lHfc,
ETUDE ought to go but does not go now.
We gladly send with our compliments an introductory issue
value fifteen cents.
We do more,—we reward those who in this manner enable us to
secure new friends because we know that THE ETUDE for
thirty years, against the competition of the world, has been
holding its friends until this journal now reaches the largest
musical audience by far ever attained by any musical publi¬
cation anywhere.
All we ask is that you sit down and think over your musical
friends who do not now take THE ETUDE and send us the
list with your name and address. We will send the complimentary copy to them. At the same time we will write you
and tell you how thousands have profited by a similar kind¬
ness to THE ETUDE.
Hundreds are writing us: “I like THE ETUDE better now
than ever.” And the manuscripts we have in hand promise
interesting surprises all the way through the coming season.
If it pays you to have THE ETUDE is it not a kindness to
ask your friend to take it?
Just send the names to THE ETUDE, Philadelphia, Pa.
We will attend to other details.

Cnpllin0 Rook
d Adele Sutor
w
By
One of the most successful devices for
teaching notation to the young is the
Musical Spelling Book. The pupil learns
through spelling out various words on the
lines and spaces of the staff. Miss
Sutor’s Note Spelling Book is the best
and most complete ever offered.
This
work is now well advanced in preparation, but we will continue the special
offer for a short time. We feel sure that
every
teacher who has elementary
classes will want to give this book a thorough examination, and we are confident
that it will be used very extensively after
it is published.
Our special introductory price in advance of publication is 15 cents, postpaid.
Melodious Studies for the
Pianoforte. By Geo. L. Spaulding
book of
of studies
studies now in
This is a new book
preparation by a very popular writer,
Mr. Spaulding is well known through his
many attractive teaching pieces for the
pianoforte. This is his first book of
studies. They may be compared in grade
and general style to the popular studies
by Streabbog, Op. 63. As may be expected, they are not purely technical
studies, but they may be considered
rather as studies in style and mechanism.
From a musical standpoint they are written in characteristic vein, each one exemmelodic
plifying some special rhythmic
The special price for these studies ii
advance of publication is 20 cents.
Characteristic Studies for the
Pianoforte. By R. S. Morrison
Mr. R. S. Morrison is known chiefly a
a writer of melodious drawing-]
pieces for the pianoforte, also songs and
church music. He has recently composed
a set of studies suitable for use in the
early intermediate grade, about Grade 3.

While each of these studies is in characteristic
vein it
and
wlth
an appropriate
title, making
seem
almost
apse
rate piece> nevertheless there is in every
one genuine educational value, each study
embodying some important feature of
conventional pianoforte technic,
The special price for these studies in
advance of publication is 20 cents,
Etudes-Poesies for the Pianoforte. By E. Haberbier. Op. 53
This well-known set of advanced
studies will be added to the Presser Collection complete in one volume. There
are twenty-four studies in all. The
Studies by Haberbier are used for devel°ping style and execution with players
wbo are well advanced. These studies
arf in characteristic vein, some of them
,n£ 80 attractive from a musical stand¬
point as to be used frequently as separate
P'cces- °ur new edition is very cn re-

Study Pieces in All
the Major and Minor
Keys. By Carl Koelling
This little work will appear during the
forthcoming month. It is a pleasing, in¬
structive work for which there ought to
be more of a demand. It takes the pupil
who is in the second or third grade
through ail the major and minor keys with
suitable studes and study pieces. The
music is all of a very pleasing and buoyant
nature.
The special introductory price m ad¬
vance of publication is but 20 cents,
postpaid.
Child’s Own Book of Great
Musicians. By Thos. Tapper
We are in hopes of seeing the first vol¬
ume—BACH—in this series of biographies
for the child, during the present month.
There has been very great interest
aroused in this forthcoming series of lit¬
tle books, and deservedly so, as they are
along an entirely new line. When a little
child can make his own book, put his or
her name to the title page as being the
author and bind it up, it will create such
an interest that the child will look with
the greatest avidity for the rest of it.
Some of the facts in the life of Bach
that the child will have to write out are
as follows: The full name; when he was
born; when he went to live with his
brother; when he took his first position;
when lie used to walk long distances to
hear famous organists; that he copied
music by moonlight; when he visited Fred¬
erick the Great, and a great many other
points. Besides this there arc a great
many pictures that the child will have to
paste in at certain places assigned for
them. The whole will make a very
attractive, amusing, interesting and useful
little book.
There are six of these books. Our ad¬
vance price on the whole set is 40c, or 10c
separately.
In the Greenwood
Easy Pieces for Four Hands
By Mathilde Bilbro
This is a set of very attractive, easy
duets, suitable either for teacher and
pupil or for two pupils. These duets,
which are arranged in progressive order,
begin with the prinio part in about
Grade 1, then advance gradually into
Grade 2. They arc exceedingly musical
and interesting. This volume may be
taken up as the very first book of duets.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 20 cents.

Popular Overture Album
for Four Hands
This work, which will be added to the
Presser Collection, will contain the themes
and well-known overtures, such as “Ray¬
mond,” “Merry Wives of Windsor,”
“Tannhauser,” “Zampa,” etc. There will
be at least ten overtures of this kind. We
hope to have the work out before the
summer season is over, and those ordering
it at this time can have most excellent ma¬
g ^edluj ^ngrlved Xes' pri"ted terial for summer recreation. The entire
The special price in advance of publi- volume will be sent for only 40 cents,
postpaid, in advance of publication. Any
cation is 20 cents.
one of these overtures purchased sepa¬
rately would cost considerably more than
Melodic Studies in Double
this.
Nntp«s
Ii.wft'-n
% »artOri°
,
' c?I"lnI,.e the special offer on the Diction for Singers and
.
,of. ^’’uble notes. Too Composers.
By H. G. Hawn
H .
f.s can * he laid on sets of studies
Tlie title of this book is significant. Why
•
. <1'lr. eil to one special branch of diction for composers? Because every com¬
! . t> TW? , j's we mentioned in our poser worthy of the name feels that in his
‘ . ,U
Notes, it is only by giving
.P , ., attention to one phase of technic vocal works he should have his music logi¬
cally conform with the diction. This makes
that the difficulties are overcome n,
vancement made in this particular lint it clear why the singer should have a good
Sartorio has been particularly happv in knowledge of diction. Unless the vocalist
combining the agreeable with the Refill knoxvs how to conform to the requirements
of diction which the master-coinposer has
In some of these studies there are nas
sages of remarkable melodic value i
U observed the interpretation will prove a
always interesting and very direct' in whit farce. And there is something to know,
too. It is all verv well to say, “P«°h
he undertakes. He might be called
Czerny of the present day, but he has t* What do I want with a lunik that will tw
me how to sing my native language?” Good
this advantage* We take 7l7°Je* and has diction is the result of long and cartfu.
recommending to one1 Unsure in drill. Professor Hawn has devoted a very
remarkable edition Our sn
this successful artistic lifetime to giving
price is but 15 cents postpIkT'111 advance such a drill, and dozens of singers of note
have benefited by it. Diction for Singe'1

and Composers contains many, many ideas
fer drills. The advance of publication
price upon this book is 60 cents. It will
pay youto toeadvMtageof ttis opportunity to get one at an introductory rate.
Lessons in Voice
Training. By Alfred Arthur
Those seeking a practical, modern and
pleasing work for voice will find what they
seeking in this work of Alfred
Arthur. The work is suitable for medium
voice. The lessons are pleasing and. short,
and are the result of a long life of expencnce in teaching the voice by one of our
leading voice teachers. There is much
confusion and uncertainty in voice cultui
...u.
and as a general thing there is considerable skepticism when a work on the voice
is presented to the public. In the case of
Mr. Arthur’s work there need be no fear,
as the work is logical and sound and is in
no way a departure from the original, old
Italian school of singing. Those that have
any voice pupils will he glad indeed to
procure a copy of this work while it can
be had at an introduetdry price which is
but 20 cents postpaid.
Ruth. A Sacred
Cantata. By A. R. Gaul
We have been issuing a series of the
popular cantatas. The one that we now
desire to draw attention to is “Ruth,” by
Gaul, which we are placing
Inis is
Offer in advance of publication. This

g.„, ,*«,«...

ETUDE

easier than Kuhlau and dementi, and will
make a very good stepping stone, if not a
substitute, for these sonatinas. They are
also arranged in progressive order. They
combine the sprightliness of the French
with the thoroughness of the German. Our
special advance price on the entire volume
is 20 cents postpaid.
i?
c aVOFlteS
Album
In this new volume will he moorporated the popular tunes of days none
by. There are certain melodies which are
imperishable, and for these listeners will
always be found. It is very convenient
„„ „„,v
vwu
have in vlIO
one volume
so many favorites,
for all of which at one time or another
there must be a demand. All the arrangements are such as may be played without
difficulty, suited to the plaver of average
ability
1
8
Our'speeial introductory price for this
volume in advance of publication will be
15 cents for a single copy or two copies
for 25 cents, postpaid
upNew Franz Liszt Album
for the Pianoforte
We have already published a Franz
Liszt Album and also a Wagner-Liszt
inn ,thls
lius newr album
amum will be
De of
ol a
Album’i, but
general nature
more general
nature than
than >either of the
_
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Special Notices
WANTED—
„„„
„ . _ . -- position :»»
cafe Eotde°°
Music- Address '
wanteDGraduate F<
care of Etcdi
CORRESPONDENCE LESSONS in HarMus- Bac-. La°s
110
TENOR WANTED-September quartette
, ,ir’ Presbyterian Church. Salary $500.
Address P. O, Box 23. Villa Nova. P.i.
PIANISTE—Experienced lady teacher dea PefRibu in school or for concert work.
Address P. O. Box 177. Fort Ann. N. Y.
WRITTEN to words. Manuscripts
corrected. Correspondence lessons In harmony
Dr. Alfred Wooler, composer. Buffalo. N. Y.

New Elementary Sight Singing
Book. By Thomas Tapper
No name is more widely known among wanted,
wnn?odICE—iP1PK
if*0,1
one to be organ
attachedpedal
to a attachment
piano, one
circles
than
that of Mr. to a Reed organ. Write full particulars to
,,,
,
—. .—
Sch°o1 music
Tll0“as Tapper, whose school music books l1. W„ in care of The Etude.
sell by the thousands every year.
24 Band uniforms,
almost
new.
Dark
^
braid. Fine for v
lin#» for
fnr „
a
kind of
^. necessarr «ne
™
ui a„ .is- 6024 cnamnmm
Champlain ^Axe ch,.

irs

..
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great success in writing for the young. Re¬
tail price is 50 cents. *
7
8
General Study Book by Mathilde Bilbro.
This is just what the name indicates-a
characteristic set of studies following the
first grade, very carefully graded, very
pleasing—some have words, and a few
duets are included. Teachers will find this
work a most refreshing and useful set of
studies to use with any beginner. Retail
price is 50 cents.
Second Suite /«.
for the xPipe Organ
™
v,uan by
uy
Jam.es. H- R(>gers. This is an important
work by one of the leading composers of
the country. It is one of-Mr. Rogers’best
wor*s’ Every organist in search of recital
"Uslc sb?u!d not
to examine a copy.
The work is not difficult, the movements
be used
are 80 ?rra“Ked that they
seParately. The price is $1.6u.
AnT of the above of our new publications which have just appeared during the
,mo”th Past wiU be cheerfll% sent on se}ect,on to any of our patrons at the regular Professional prices. We invite such
examination. The only responsibility is the
™-11 cost
—*■ of postage.
—*.—
small

deservJdlynpopulare oTall ‘the^at”8 can
tatas i/reouires ahnnt an hour tr.
£ .JdZ
nltrU if ;
available for the average etoru, aud „
most excellent to furnish music for half of
a program It is well enough for all choir
leaders and chorus conductors who are not
acquainted with.it.to at least procure one
copy for examination.
Our special price in advance of publicaturn is 30 cents, postpaid, if cash is sent
with the order. This offer, however, is
only good for a sample copy and not for
quantity orders.

advanced PlaTer> containing many of the
most favorite concert numbers.
“'rt introductory price t„ „dS“be‘*“
» P
P ■
ScaIe Studies for the
yj ir>
tt c.j-«
Violin. By H. SchradieC-v
This will be the final month for the
special offer on this work, as the book is
now m press. This is one of the standard
study books for the violin, indispensable
to every player. Our new edition has
been prepared with, the utmost care, and

How to Play Well-known
Pianoforte Solos
By Ghas. W. Wilkinson
This work is now about ready for the
press, but we will continue the Special
lOrf time
fimp longer!”
Innn-er Mr.^WilMr* \a7T1_
Offer for a short
kinson’s book is a ready reference volume to be consulted by players as to the
execution and interpretation of various
pieces—all the standard repertoire pieces
about which the everyday player wishes
to know. This book supplements admirably the material outlined in the two
well-known but more advanced books by
Mr. Edward Baxter Perry. The volume
has been very carefully edited and
br°“ght up to date.
The special introductory price in advance of publication is 50 cents, postpaid,
if cash is sent with the order.
SBnnnr
AIL
Parlor Album
‘°T the Pianoforte
This new Album is very nearly completed. In answer to the many queries
we have had as to the material to be
used in this book we give a partial list of
contents, as follows: “Shower of Stars,”
TanCa3vVre,Dreams’” Brown; “Dixie
Rand, Goldbeck; “Dance of the Winds,”
Peabody; “L’ Tosca,” Tourjee; “Valse
Venetienne,“ Ringuet;
0—, “Coming
_
_ the
_
of
®aad>” Engelmann; “Beetles^ Dance,”
Holst; “Serenade,” Herbert; “Roses1 de
Kowalski; “Silver Chimes,”
Wettach; “Dancing Rivulet,” Drumhel«; Delta Kappa Epsilon,” Pease; and
others equally attractive.
Our special advance price on this volume is 20 cents, postpaid.

ougHy
br°Ught "P t0 date th°r'
Our special introductory price in advanee °{ publication is 15 cents, postpaid,
Three Issues of Thf FTIIDF
lnree lssues ot 1HE ETUDE
for twenty-five cents
Keeping the interest of the pupil alive
during the Summer months should receive
the serious consideration of every teacher,
There is a tendency on the part of the
student to consider the musical studies
completed after the Spring Recital, especially as the teacher is oft-n not in touch
with the pupil from July to October.
Many teachers have found The Etude
of valuable assistance in bridging over the
summer period by having pupils take advantage of our trial subscription offer—
any three issues for twenty-five cents. The
receipt of The Etude each month during
the summer awakens the dormant interest
of the pupil by furnishing at least fifty
pleasing and instructive pieces of music
suitable for summer playing, in addition
to a wealth of widely interesting musical
articles.
Thousands of teachers donate a Three
Months Subscription to each student, thus
showing their interest in the pupil, and
more readily gaining the attention of the
parent at the beginning of the season in
_
_ realize
_ it is an excellent
iient
the
fall. They
business investment. We will gladly ....
nish special Three Months Trial Subscription Coupons for distribution.
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B°°^ ■ w* b°"k „ PIANISTS* GREATEST NEED-Chord
made easy iiin “Pianists’ and Vo7 intended to embody material for the Education-made
npanion.”
uu
*£
hT
Goodsell. Bridtrenort, Conn.
TEN SONGS OR PIAIVOPIECES—Irru
Introductory
singing, many accompanied by words so portant new compositions.
bpeciai; One Dollar, Postpaid.
Catalog!
that the chiId Ounces unconscious of Washington _aatdngton,
Music Co..
'<
„
effort. All that has been learned through
POSITION WANTED—Young ladv grad
long observation of this especial field, Ill ,n1
---te,„,ra
uate m piano^ and
harmony; also teachc:
the discoveries of modern pedagogy that
tl'a,DlnM- hand culture and theory;
have been applied to publij^schoofmiisi/ A No Slhl clreeT“Cp;nnbeSChetizky metl,od'
have been considered in the production of
WAN TED—Earnest students of^harth^
this work. It is so simple and understand- by correspondence. Method slmple,hloS?al
able that any teacher desiring to start a 7^.7' Study P,an fascinating, thorough!
class in si^ht-reading wHh^ elementarv
l^Sn^itslesuRs"0^^thoroughly deof the book is 12 cent” r0This°offe°r 7s
made for introductory purposes only, as
we know that when the teachers ^
book they will realize its practical usefulness at once.

Mendelssohn on Program
Music

^RN^^^Tr^^Tmir^
“‘ructions; “worth'tl'n
“q8-- - -au--^ul
....
(11 only 25c. W. W. Francisco, Louisville,
KvEMMER NORMAL COURSE for teachSt bXt.0orraspondence—The Katharine GarH’tt Skinner Systein of Music Study (au¬
thor of
Stepping-Stones to MuskWd—
4 volumes)—Simple, attractive to children
or nve—outfit of games and other devices

„
Sampson
piano teachers who feel the
With
7 book entitled A Day
which he recorded
aP, of a definite and practical method
, ■
. so"n>
_l?1 their pupils are invited to write for Dar!S re‘’°1wctions of anI interesting
rs -’LUSarding my wonderful new normal
yiew he bad with the famous composer. un vonr 11 W„ n be g,ad to asslst in building
Among the many questions he asked was up your classes and promoting the progress
nWrltf t0-dayH, Washington,
Mme mJi«
whether or not Mendelssohn believed in vo/nnsffiu8von Unschuld, Department
composing to a program
“Oh, yes!” he answered “m r
T
believe that mn.t __’ ,
eover>
p ra^ Lnlfcb ' ® if
P
haV6 a Pr0‘
P Clt 111 thcu- rrnnds, even though
y may not recognize it. But always
By EDW. MACDOWELL
on.e ®ust keep within the limits of the
principle inscribed by Beethoven at the
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
head of his Pastoral Symphony. More
an expression of the feelines than a naint
°p- 31
Price, $1.00
ing.
Music cannot paint
It L ™ !
This is one of the great American
different plane nf time
a'
■ Vs °n a poser s most celebrated works, having
* °VT
A Pa'ntin8 must among its numbers the well-known “Scot¬
leap
uu- tish lone Picture” and “A Memory”
P to the6 eye’
CVe' but
bnt a musical piece
-fo!ds Itself slowly. If music tries to of the six pieces has for its motto ol
paint it loses its greatest glory—the
IT
°f Whlch the
written
power of infinite, immeasurable sugges¬
Mi. MacDowell’s most characteristic

0
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Advance of Publication
Offers Withdrawn July 1st
A Rose Dream by Mrs. R. R. Forman.
This is a very pleasing fairy operetta foryoung folks; choruses are able to be taken
Sonatinas for the Piano¬
by children with little or no education in
forte. By A. Schmoll
music. The music is most melodious. The
This is
par excel- operetta
lence TK. 1 educational
l-. work ,~
upwi-i-io requires
'njiuira about
annul thirty
miriy minutes to
lence.
JOOK
Contains twelve
of the
the perform
DPrfnrm and
nnH does
dnpc nnt
rnmiiro tn.,nk
most nl
,0t>k contams
twelve of
not require
much in the
tieen f ? sonatinas. Those who have way of preparation or stage setting- par-

tion. Beethoven, quite allowably, and in
a purely humorous fashion, used a few
touches of realism; but his Pastoral
SymPhony is not a painting, .. „ UUL
fven descriptive; it is a musical outpourinR of emotion, and enshrines within its
notes all the
: peaceful brightness
of ani early
early Summer
<ji
day. To think of
it
it. ” he added risirur
V,:
•
“js tri
v ’’
?,
, s enthusiasm,
1 b?, h ppy wlth the mnocence of

the piLT wmgfi d‘ementi aDd • KuhlaU !n ticularly suded f.or «lvinS du™g the sumthee?8!1 W1H find a vcry pwiusuig reiiei in mer montns. Price at retail is 50
gone tSKTT^odora
through fifto
rwse rrogress ny rneoaora Dutton,
Uutton, is
Ml Frenchgeditior This tefiStsnthJir
1!"?
beS* boo.ks m elementary grades
larity and worth
T T fo:md’ ^,eces arc sb'”-t and
y ana worth. They are somewhat very characteristic. The composer has had

He who learns his craftsmanship early
becomes a master early. Likewise youth
is by far the best time in which to culti
vate proficiency.-RoBEM Schumann

PUre j°y'

Six Poems After Heine

aptly illustrative. The pieces are or
i r „!e°Sth and are graded from mod¬
erately difllcult to difficult. All are char,
acterlzed by poetic grace and originality
studyDCePti°n’ 8nd Wil1 amply repay careful
In addition to the two mentioned above
the remaining numbers are “By the Fisheru !!Ut’” “Love in a Tost-chaise.” “The
Shepherd Boy is a King” and “Elegy.”
Our edition is a handsome one, special’
prepared and carefully revised.
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Charles Dickens and the “Music of the Future”
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(Continued from page 536)

Through an Opera-glass
Fidelio
Fidelio is the only opera of the greatest
of German composers. Beethoven called
it Leonore, hut to distinguish it from
other compositions bearing the same name
it is generally known as Fidelio. It was
first given in Vienna in 1805. The music
was considered extremely difficult, and it
was «o poorly sung that Beethoven sat out
of earshot to spare himself the mortifica¬
tion of hearing his work bungled. Critics
denounced the opera as ‘incoherent,
coarse, wild and ear-splitting.” Four dif¬
ferent overtures were written for Fidelio.
These are generally known as the Leo¬
nore Overtures.
The story of the opera is as follows:
Florestan, a Spanish nobleman, has been
unjustly imprisoned by Pizarro, Governor
of the state prison. The first scene is
played in the prison courtyard of a
fortress near Seville. When the curtain
rises Marcelline, the jailer’s daughter, is
ironing near the doorway, while Jacquino,
her lover, is making love to her. The
girl has lately secured another lover,
Fidelio, who has been employed by Rocco,
her father, to assist in the duties of his
office as jailer. Fidelio, by his gentle,
courteous behavior, has won old Rocco’s
heart, and as a reward the good jailer
promises him the hand of his daughter
Marcelline. Meanwhile Pizarro, the Gov¬
ernor, has received a letter from the
Minister, which announces his intention
of paying a visit to the fortress. Pizarro,
frightened at the turn of affairs, deter¬
mines to silence his enemy, Florestan, for¬
ever; so he orders Rocco to kill him.
Rocco confides his dreadful secret to the
gentle Fidelio, who is greatly concerned.
He begs Rocco to allow him to assist in
digging the grave.
Pizarro is furious at the indulgence
granted to Fidelio, but he sees no way out
as Rocco pleads that he is far too old and
feeble to do the work quickly.- Rocco and
Fidelio descend to the dungeon where
Florestan is chained to a stone. He is
wasted to a skeleton, his reason is leav¬
ing him. Dreamily he sings of the past.
He feels the balmy breezes fan his cheek,
he sees in vision his beloved Leonore com¬
ing to loosen his chains. Exhausted he
sinks back, covering his face with his
hands. Rocco and Fidelio enter carrying
a lantern, tools and a pitcher of wine.
Fidelio, who is no other than Leonore
in disguise, shivers at the chill of the
dungeon. She nearly faints when she
recognizes Florestan as her husband. She
and Rocco work swiftly, lifting a stone
covering from an old cistern. Pizarro,
impatient at the delay, appears wrapped
in a heavy mantle. He determines to
murder Florestan himself and also rid
himself of the witnesses. He bids Rocco
dismiss the lad Fidelio. Seeing she must
obey, Leonore retreats, but only to steal
hack in the gloom near ,Florestan.
Fiercely Pizarro tells Florestan he must
die, and he raises his dagger and tries
to stab him. Leonore flings herself be¬
tween them with a wild cry of despair.
At this moment the trumpets sound, an¬
nouncing the arrival of the minister.
Pizarro, wild with rage, is compelled to

The opera closes with a grand finale, in
which all take part, and the curtain falls
upon general happiness, for Marcelline
inclined to be ashamed of her mistake,
returns to her simple and faithful Jac¬
quino, and Leonore can think of nothing
except that her husband is free, and that
they will never be parted again.

A Happy Musical Party
Things always seemed so hard and im¬
possible for Edith and it was just the
other way with Helen. Everything was
easy for her. She simply loved “to get
up” things.
“Well,” said Edith, who was the club
president, “we're at a standstill now and
no mistake; we have exhausted every¬
thing and nobody’s interested anyway.”
“Why what makes you feel that way:”
inquired Helen, looking up from her maga“Simply because we have squeezed out
every idea we have ever had; that’s why!”
“Don’t worry. I, for one, have had
several ideas lately, and if you will let
me do all the planning I will promise you
the best party you have had in many a
day.”
“Promise 1” shouted Edith, “you don’t
have to promise, just go ahead and wel¬
come 1” Edith rose with a deep sigh of
relief. “Good-bye and good luck to you,”
said Edith. “I’m off and don’t ask me to
do a thing!” and she made her escape
through the side door. Helen was rather
relieved to see Esther come in at the
front door, for she disliked to assume all
the responsibility for the April musical,
and Esther, a sprightly little blonde, was
second only to Helen for inventing things
for the club. So the two girls went
ahead and planned this party, which you
will find not only unique but so easy to
do that you will want to do it too, and
as nearly all the ideas came out of The
Etude, you will have no trouble in fol¬
lowing the plan.
This delightful affair came just before
house-cleaning time, so that all the pic¬
tures in the living rooms could be taken
from the walls without too much trouble.
Musical pictures were hung in their stead.
An arrow pointed from the hall:
“This Way to the Art Gallery."
Another arrow pointed “To the
Forum,” and here there were stalls where
many remarkable things were for sale,
and there were many interested buyers.
Above one stall was this glaring sign,
“Musical Memorizing, How to Acquire
It."
Above another was

“Stage Fright. How to Cure It.”
Upon investigating I found that little
booklets had been prepared from articles
bearing upon these subjects. I recalled
that these articles had appeared in The
Etude from time to time, but I don’t
think I had ever enjoyed any reading
quite so much as from these dainty book¬
lets—filled with pithy sentences and with
clever border designs.
At another stall some one was shout¬
ing, “This way for new teaching ma¬
terial.”
Another animated seller was
offering fifty cents for the best original
melody to the words of a Mother Goose
rhyme.
They are all summoned to appear be¬
Then I followed the arrow pointing
fore the minister, who is shocked at see¬
ing his old friend Florestan in so sad a
“To the Music Cure.”
state. He is filled with reverence for the Here a young boy passed us a list of the
noble courage of Leonore, and bids her ailments that were cured by the pretty
remove with her own hands her hus¬ young pianist who sat before us at the
band’s chains.
piano:

THE

Heroes

Mis-matched Opera
Homesickness — Consolation, Liszt
A Game
(Etude, October, 1913).
Disappointed in Love—An Evening
At each table prepare writing tablets
Reverie, Armstrong (Etude, November,
with pencils, also a sheet of paper on
1913).
Nervous Indigestion—Tarantella, De- which are the following opera heroes
paired off as in the list below:
cevee (Etude, July, 1913).
1. Siegfried -—Thais
We could not linger here because others
2. Siegmund wanted in, so we moved on to “The Mys¬
—Tosca
teries.” From a basket we drew a card.
3. Faust —Senta
It read, “Draw a map of your native
4. Walther State.” I succeeded better than my neigh¬
5. Lohengrin bor and drew as a prize a medallion of
6. Radames Beethoven. Others were not so fortunate,
7. Maurice and they got tin whistles.
8. Tristan The partners for luncheon were chosen
9. Tannhauser by matching parts' of composer’s pictures. 10. Turrida The serious musical program which 11. Flying Dutchman —Marguerite
came later took place in the “Art Gal¬ 12. Scarpio-Sieglinda
lery,” and when it was over we decided 13. Athanael —Brunnhilde
that this was one of the most instructive
The leader explains that the names are
musical parties we had attended for a
those of well-known heroes in opera, but
long time.
the compiler has mis-matched them, and
she desires the players to rearrange the
list “matching” the names correctly.
An Out-of-doors Composer
Thirty minutes is allowed for the task.
Lists are then exchanged and, as the
There is so much outdoorness in MacDowell’s music that we feel certain he leader reads the names from the correct
must have been on speaking terms with list, mistakes are marked and prizes
half the woodland fairies in New Eng¬ awarded.
land. Peterboro, N. H., was Edward
A corrected list of the heroes and hero¬
MacDowell’s summer home. Here, in a ines is given for those who may are
log cabin, tucked in the deepest part of to use it.
a pine forest, is a dear little tune house
—Brunnhilde
1. Siegfried where the composer worked and dreamed.
-Sieglinda
2. Siegmund
American music was not very poetic be¬
3. Faustfore MacDowell came. He put a touch
in it that was wholly lacking, a touch
which makes his music particularly ours
and yet it belongs to all the world. His
musical pictures are all about the things
we know and love. In Deep Woods, By
9. Tannhauserthe Meadow Brook, Moonshine, The Wild 10. TurridaRose are ours and so is the Water Lily. 11. Flying Dutchman We have seen the Old White Pine, and 12. Scarpio the Trusting Place, fairy places of the 13. Athanaelimagination, intimate and lovely.
MacDowell’s music is not exactly easy
to play, some of the short pieces have
Musical Signs
an innocently easy look; but start to play
them and you soon discover they cannot
(Fill in the blank spaces with word or
be rattled off in the usual way.
musical sign that will complete the mean¬
This is a safety barrier, for fumblers ing.)
may not enter this enchanted garden of
Dr.-ton was regarded as a gentle¬
sound—these delicate and aerial tone man of-, he sang-in the church
poems are not for them.
choir, dividing his - between music
One of MacDowell’s favorite expres¬ and medicine. When he went out walk¬
sion marks is “tenderly," and how can ing he always carried a - because
a fumbler be tender? For the sake of •said he “I do not care to -that last
all the beauties hidden away in these tumble I had, tho’ I do say it was quite
fresh new fields of sound, try not to •-•” It seemed very - to see Dr.
fumble; Take the poems after Heine or -ton carrying his -.
the New England Idyls and play some¬
The strangest thing was this, before the
thing new into them, the bracing air
accident Dr.-ton always sang a little
the sunlit field, the blue of the sky, the
-, now he sings- and stranger still
shade of the forest, the thunder of the
he likes pieces in - mode when
ocean, for Edward MacDowell has caught
he had always preferred them in —
up all natures out-of-doors and put it into
mode.-songs he sang -and —
tones for us to love and enjoy together.
ones he sang-., so you see his singing
was all topsy-turvy, and he could no longer
expect to-his choir position, so one
day he-all his-together and threw
It will be fashionable again this fal
them in the fire. “Hereafter,’ said hebe prompt.
“you shall - my reputation as a due
A pretty and practical idea is to pi
tor.” This is the- of the story
tice in the morning.
One of the most attractive things i
season will be no missed lessons
ANSWERS TO “THE ARRIVAL
A seasonable idea is to have the oi
OF THE ARTISTS”
tuned.
F
(“The Arrival of the Artists” was pub¬
is. more farming and acct
lished in The Etude for May.)
able than a lesson well practiced.
1. Weber. 2. Wagner. 3. Bach. 4A simple and effective combinatioi
Elman. 5. Verdi. 6. Melba. 7. Eames.
to^co-operate with your teacher i„
8. Abt. 9. Sauer. 10. Arne (composer of
Buie, Britannia).

MUSIC TEACHER
Eond work to'yield youTurge* income^’
CLASS AND ACCOUNT BOOK. E. M.
Sefton. 50c. Pocket size, contains record
PUPIL’S LESSON BOOK. Price 10c each,
$1.00 per dozen.
THE STANDARD LESSON RECORD. (3S
LESSON AND PRACTICE RECORD.
(Package of 25 cards.) 25c.
THE STANDARD PRACTICE RECORD.
(Pad of 100 slips.) 15c. Furnishing a weekly
tice as well as results.
P
BILLS AND RECEIPTS. (Package of 100.)
25c.
BLANK BILLS. (Urge size 6x9, package of
50.) 25c.
MUSIC TEACHERS’ DESK TABLET.
(Package of 100.) 15c. For all memorandums,
CLARKE’S HARMONY TABLET. Pad of
100 leaves ruled music paper, 7x10, 25c.
STUDENT’S HARMONY TABLET. Pad of
75 leaves ruled music paper, 7x7. 15c.
BLANK MUSIC COPY BOOKS.
Prices, 10c to 35c.
BLANK MUSIC PAPER. 12, 14 or 16 lines
(Postage3l’lcextra.) 2 “C “* P" qU're’ 4°C'
BLANK MUSIC PAPER.
100 leaves 7x8# with wide spacing. 25c.
BLANK PROGRAM FORMS. For Concerts
or Pupils’ Recitals. 50c per hundred.
DIPLOMA FORM. 21x19. Price 15c.
Parchment, 25c.
TEACHERS’ CERTIFICATES. 11x8#, 5c.
MUSICAL PRIZE CARD. 655x4# inches,
10c.
REWARD CARDS. Litho in Colors, set of
16, 50c.
MUSIC WRITING PENS. Per dozen, 15c.
PROFESSIONAL OR VISITING CARDS.
50 for 35c, 100 for 50c, 500 for $1.50. Neatly
printed in either Script, Old English or Plain

ROLL BLACKBOARDS.
2x3 ft., $1.80: 2#x3#, $2.50; 3x4, $3.20.
CHART PAPER RULED. Price 10c
15c a

roll.
ADHESIVE PARCHMENT PAPER. (Transparent.)^ Per^ package postpaid, 15c; the
same, 4 yards in a roll, postpaid, 6c.
PASTEBOARD, DUST-PROOF BOXES.
For holding music. Cioth-hinged front, sheet
music, height 3# inches. By express, not
prepaid, 25c.
MANILLA WRAPPERS. 14x22, the best manilla paper, per hundred, 50c. The best rope
maniHa, per hundred, by express, not preBUSTS. Prices from $1.25 to $10, according
to size and workmanship. Send for list.
MEDALS. Gold, Roman finish of substantial
weight, engraved to order, net, postpaid, $5.
The same in silver, net, postpaid, $3.
PLATINOTYPE PORTRAIT POSTCARDS.
5c each, 50c per dozen, postpaid. This list
;s almost
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Rf.ferences to music in the works of
Charles Dickens are so numerous that a
certain Mr. James T. Lightwood has been
able to make a book on Charles Dickens
and his Music. Anti a very entertaining
volume it is, thanks mainly to the frequent quotations from the great-hearted
humorists works. “Dickens has little to
say about the music of his time,” Mr.
Lightwood remarks, “but in the reprinted
paper called Old Lamps for New Ones
(written in 1850), which is a strong condemnation of pre-Raphaelism in art, he
attacks a similar movement in regard to
music, and makes fun of the Brotherhood. He detects their influence in things
musical and writes thus:
‘In music a retrogressive step, in
which there is much hope, has been taken,
The P. A. B., or pre-Agincourt Brotherhood has arisen, nobly devoted to consign
to oblivion Mozart, Beethoven, Handel
and every other such ridiculous reputa-

tion, and to fix as its millenium (as its
name implies) before the date of the
first regular musical composition known
to have been achieved in England. As
this institution has not yet commenced
active operations, it remains to be seen
whether the Royal Academy of Music
will be a worthy sister of the Royal
Academy of Art, and admit this enterprising body to its orchestra. We have
it on the best of authority that its compositions will be quite as rough and discordant as the real old original.’
“Fourteen years later he makes use of
a well-known phrase in writing to his
friend Wills (October 8, 1864), in reference to the proofs of an article.
“ ‘I have gone over the number carefully, and have been down upon Chorley’s paper in particular, which was a
‘little bit’ too personal. It is all right,
now and good, and them’s my sentiments
too of the Music of the Future.’”

Trying to Accomplish Too Much

THE STUDY-SERVICE SHEET
The STUDY-SERVICE is
lid for the piano teacher.
Its AIM is to promote t

w and valuable

HOW TO STUDY SUGGESTIONS
PrThetSTUDYUSUGGESTIONs'are’authoritative:
they are based ppon successful teaching experience.
The STUDY SHEET will be issued periodically,
and will be sent without chargee to all who ask to
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
Publishers
64 E. VAN BUREN ST.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
INTRODUCING OUR BEST SELLERS
TTM high grade songs
OR PIANO PIECES

1 Hill

lispensable to you. Special: $1 postpaid
WASHINGTON MUSIC COMPANY
DEPT. K—WASHINGTON, D. C.

RAG T1M E “a

monSfi; malazTne dl:
^ voted to Ragtime and popular music. ContaiuSiPmuoMusIc.Rags^ugs, Lessons in Vaudeville,
A dollar a year—or send 10 cents for sample copy.
Chr’ t Fre*p)Yith ^hYe"’8 Subscription
^
christenIen’sHragtime review
932 Christensen Bldg.
CHICAGO
Piano Teachers Write for “Teachers Proposition.”
KIESLING’S TEACHING

“Too many irons in the fire” sounds
applicable to musical work. This warn¬
ing should be heeded when in enthusi¬
astic moments there suddenly comes a
desire to do more than can be safely
accomplished. To be personal, I often
meet this bugbear, but reflection generally
causes me to decide upon just a certain
amount and then do it well. In this way
I can avoid skimping, and in the end I
truly feel that something worth while has
been done.
The long lesson sometimes is given out
with the command: “You must have this
next time.” But the pupil may feel down
in his heart right then that it will be a
greater task than he can accomplish. No
matter how well he has been doing be¬
fore, he feels it is an imposition which
invites him to shirk a responsibility. You
can easily assign enough for two ordinary
lessons, but it is possible to waste the
effort on account of being too much. To
make it a practice to give out these long
lessons for any other purpose than to ob¬
tain thoroughness is a sure way to kill
ambition. If you must give long ones.

give them in doses far enough apart that
the pupil does not suspect the reason. But
undoubtedly, a short lesson well learned
is far better than a long one a third done.
Long lesson givers are very apt to be the
ones who are not able to bring them¬
selves down to the pupil’s level of re¬
quirements. Another thing to favor the
preference of short lessons is the stale¬
ness that almost invariably creeps into a
long one when it has to be taken over two
or three times. I have heard pupils of
other teachers say: “I just hate my les¬
sons ; I never will get results. My teacher
gives me too much at once. I might have
learned my lessons if they had been
shorter.”
The long lesson problem has often
been a staggering one to me. I can notice
certain exceptions creep in, too; for in¬
stance, when a particularly bright pupil
understands well and works hard. In
that case it might be good to extend the
lesson to greater proportions; but even
then I can’t help feeling it is a risk, for
I always have before me the aims to be
sought and the verdict—“well done.”

Test Points in Fine Scale-Playing

PIECES

KIESL1NC, Composer, 1035 Gales Are., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Kindergarten ™USIC
•Ids the child’s interest.
Bird Scale. Staff Peg Board, Folding Musi
Boards, Keyboard Di_
tractive things. Send
DANIEL BATCHELLOR & SONS
Germantown,
- Philadelphia, Per
Music typography in all its Branches
HYMN AND TUNE BOOK PLATES '

Dudley T. Limerick:!
GOSPEL SONG PLATES—

Musical Post Cards
>types Superb Reproductions
Great Masters
Modern Masters Opera Composers Russian Composers-

Italian Composers
Celebrated Violinists - 6
Renowned Violinists - 6
MmJ?.r.icAn<?ompos'r5 9

ive hundred subjects

MAELZEL METRONOMES. American make,
no bell. $2.25; with bell, $3.35. Foreign
> bell, $2.50; with bell, $3.50. J. T.
ell, 2W.0O; with hell, $4.25. TransMUSIC ROLLS.
$1.10; IS#
inches’ long, $1,327 Seal Grain, 15#7ncl
gsfor
MUSIC SATCHELS. Half

theo. PRESSER CO.
1712 Che8t"Ut St.

.

Philadelphia, Pa.

ly Clarence F. S. Koehler
Firmness: This is developed phys¬
ically by careful accurate substantial slow
practice. It is developed mentally by the
conception of security and solidity.
Strong scale-playing can not be secured
unless all the steps leading to it have
bee,n carefully taken.
Wrists: The wrists in scale-playing
must be supple and at the same time not
Wobbly.” Stiff wrists cannot exist where
. smooth flowing scale passage appears.
Evenness : Evenness can not be at¬
tained in scale-playing by having two
strong fingers and two weak ones. The
four fingers most employed in scale-play¬
ing must be as nearly even in power as
possible. It is hardly likely that the pupil
will ever have them altogether equal, but
more even they are the more even

50 cents per dozen postpaid
NEW SETS FOR 1915
the scale playing will be. Unevenness
must be detected by the ear. Listen and
measure the quantity of sound and then
estimate the difference in quantity be¬
tween the thumb and the second finger
and the third and the fourth finger. A
good test is to find out whether you can
execute a trill as well with the third and
fourth fingers as with the second' and
third fingers.
Accuracy: See that the fingers in
striking the keys come down squarely
and surely, as near the centre of the key
as possible. Most of the failure in rapid
scale-playing is due to the lack of care
in forming habits in the beginning which
insure accuracy. Don’t feel that the time
spent in slow practice is in any way
wasted.

American Conductors - 6 I Modem Pianists
FamousStnngQuartet8 6
Series A andB - - 6
American Composers
Celebrated Organists - 6
Series A and B - 6 I Famous Cellist, .. . 6
50 cents per dozen postpaid
HISTORICAL POST CARDS
LISZT-Six Cards—The set, 15 cents.
WAGNER—Twelve Cards—The set, 30 cents
BEETHOVEN—Twelve Cards—30 cents per set
GREAT COMPOSER POST CARDS-Fourteeu
of.'he.Great Composers Printed in nine colors,
«ms the ^composers birthplace on each card. 35
OPERATIC POST CARDS
Reproductions of photographs of the Wagner Operas as
presented in Germany, Lohengrin (4) Meistersinoan
(6), Parsifal (10), Tristan and lsode o fann
hseuser (9). TheRi„g(28).
*“n
Rrr3rfl0peFS| .T'r1. “Vcolor!- Aida. Boheme.
Rb-i
„Falhtaff' Ds.Tosca. Modem Operas.
M " 7HO"?ndepr' T""nh®U!CT. Lohengrin, Tristan,
carl. 25 ?eenn PaB,W’ ^ Rm8' S“ "^ted
Sent postpaid upon receipt of price
THEO. PRESSER CO., Phila.. Pa.
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This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach,” “What to Teach,” etc., and not
theory, history, etc., all of which properly belong to the Questions and Answers department. Full name and address mus

P

ALABAMA NORMAL COLLEGE AND
SCHOOL OF ARTS FOR WOMEN,
Academic coarse four years A school of Fine Arts
Industrial Arts, Piano, Voice, Theory, Harmony;
History, Expression, Painting, Household Econ-

V

,^caTa?o^|tin£

To Keep in Practice
"Being occupied most of the time, and unable to
give much time for study, I would like to know
what it will be best to use in order to keep in
practice. I can play fairly difficult music, and
read well, but lack concentration. I have Czerny’s
Op. 740, and dementi’s Qradus. Are they what I
should use? When I play in public my music
attracts attention and comment. I am unable to
secure a professional teacher.”—G. C.
It would be difficult to determine whether the etudes
you mention are suitable for you without knowing just
how well you play them. You do not say whether you
can learn them easily, play them without hesitation,
and can approximate the metronome time indicated for
them. If not, they are too difficult for you. Nothing
is better for developing finger dexterity, however, as¬
suming that your finger action is easy and correct. If
a person has developed a fair technique, it does not
require much time to keep it in good condition, al¬
though it may need a good deal in order to increase
it to any considerable degree. With so little time at
your disposal I should recommend that you spend most
of it on well selected pieces, gradually accumulating
a repertoire, every selection of which you can play
well and, if possible, without notes. There is nothing
so good for the technique as practicing a few things
a great deal. The number of pieces the great pianists
keep in practice for a season’s concertizing is remark¬
ably small considering their extraordinary ability. Les¬
ser pianists would do well to pattern after them, and
keep a small repertoire in fine condition for every sea¬
son. If you can play the etudes you mention, then you
can select some of Mendelssohn’s Songs without
Words, Schubert’s Impromptu in B Flat, one of the
easier Sonatas of Beethoven, Schumann’s Arabesque,
Papillons Op. 2, or Forest Scenes, Chopin’s Nocturne,
Op. 9, No. 2, Polonaise, Op. 26, Vaises, Op. 34, No.
2 or 3, besides selections from modern composers.
Such things as Saint-Saens’ Mazurka in G Minor,
Chaminade’s Air de Ballet, Schiitt’s Reveries, Op. 34,
Lack’s Song of the Brook, Bendel’s In a Gondola, and
Godard’s Second False, would also interest you if not
already familiar with them. Spend a few moments on
scales and arpeggios and a few on etudes, but the
most of your time on well selected pieces if you simply
wish to keep up your practice. Later, with more time,
you can study etudes more vigorously.
Difficult Pupil
“My first pupil is a boy who has been badly
taught, allowed to play with his fingers perfectly
straight, and has no idea of correct finger position
or action. Neither does he know the meaning of
even one expression mark, and has been given
second grade pieces without having even mastered
.the elements of first grade playing. He informs
me that he prefers pieces ‘right along.’ What shall
I do with him?"—C. A.
Children have no idea of the reasonable side of
things because that faculty is in process of develop¬
ment. If it were not for this, compulsion would not
be so necessary in a child’s growth along all lines.
With application and desire also missing, the training
of any given child is indeed a difficult task. In music
there is also apt to be a lack of parental knowledge
of what is necessary if a child is to be developed, and
sometimes a total lack of discipline. Neither is that
sort of discipline that includes corporal punishment
of any use, as it only increases an already existing
obstinacy. Rather there should be an endeavor to
awaken the reasoning faculty of a child, on the part
of both parent and teacher, also a feeling of pride in
something well done, and a system of rewards devised
for tasks well learned. For example, if a child is
planning to make a certain trip on a given day, and
is then informed that he cannot go unless he learns
his music lesson, he will feel that there is an injustice
in a task that is imposed upon him after he has been
given to understand that he can make the trip, and it

will be apt to foster his sense of obstinacy. If, on
the other hand, he is told that if he accomplishes cer¬
tain things in his music, a trip may be planned, or
any reward that may be devised, the same to be en¬
tirely dependent upon what he does, he will have
more of a feeling that it is a just arrangement, and
will be more likely to do his best. Talk all these
things over with the boy’s parents.
Furthermore, if his hands are in the condition you
say, it will be impossible for him to ever advance until
he learns Hand position and finger action. The farther
he tries to advance, the more impossible will he find
things. Both you and the parents must have an under¬
standing in regard to this, and both work together to
interest the child, trying to make him realize something
of the reasonable side of things in a very simple way,
and a little at a time, and above all, avoiding harsh¬
ness and impatience, or he will hate his music. Try a
review of the new Beginner’s Book, in order that he
may learn position. Give exercises sparingly, and select
pieces for him that he may profit from technically.
Teach him the meaning of all signs as you encounter
them, and expect to tell him the same many, many
A Late Start
“At the age of thirty-seven years I find myself,
through misfortune, compelled to earn my own
living. I could formerly play fifth grade music
fairly creditably, but am now much out of practice.
I had the talent to learn rapidly, but did not pro¬
gress as far as I might have done on account of
unwillingness to practice. Although I do not ex,
pect to become a brilliant player, yet I would like
to become a thorough, worthy and successful
teacher of those who would like to give pleasure
to their families and friends by means of their
music. Do you think I would be able to encompass
this desire by determination and application?”—
N. E. A.
1 uu are oruy one 01 mousanas wno, unaer simila:
circumstances, find themselves obliged to take accoun
of their stock of knowledge and see what practical usi
can be made of it. Few people, especially when the;
are young, ever feel that there is any possibility o:
their being thrown upon their own resources. Whei
obliged to face this condition, they invariably regre
that early opportunities were allowed to pass unheeded
With “determination and application,” however, I knov
no reason why you cannot make your intelligence servi
you, and become one of the best teachers in your town
I would recommend that you thoroughly review, ii
the most analytical manner possible, the early stage
of music study, so as to be thoroughly posted on thi
steps a young student should follow in piano study
You will find that you can easily play all music tha
you will find in elementary books, but, notwithstandinj
this, you should study with an endeavor to understam
every motion made by the fingers, why and how mus
cular action is best secured and developed, and hov
you would best make your pupils understand and applwhat you tell them. The New Beginner’s Book shouli
be thoroughly mastered so that you understand ever•point. It is not now a question of your sitting dowi
every day and learning to play a given number o
pieces. It is a question of your acquiring a knowledge
of every step of the way up to the point where yoi
begin to find it difficult for you to play the music yot
find. Then you can take your progress a little mor
leisurely, so far as your own playing is concerned bu
securing some young pupils and seeing how well’ yot
can apply your knowledge to their elementary under
standing. There are books which you can secure tha
will be of great help in putting you in touch with th
serious side of teaching. Thomas Tapper’s latest bool
you will find useful, The Education of the Musi
Teacher.
Also Musical Ideas for Beginners, b
F. Marion Ralston. Note Speller, by Adele Sutor wi
put you in touch with one means of teaching notes t

beginners. A most entertaining book to go with your
New Beginner’s Book is Studies for General Use, by
Bilbro, in which simple studies are alternated with
pieces with words. To understand thoroughly modern
methods of teaching the scales secure Cooke’s Master¬
ing the Scales and Arpeggios. You will be surprised
at the clear manner in which this will straighten out
what proves to be a knotty point to many. Closely
study each book of the Standard Graded Course, and
the Liebling selected Czerny Studies. Gradually you
will approach the limit of your own personal ability
at the keyboard, and then you can begin seriously to
improve your own technique and advance it as far as
possible. At your age, however, you must not expect
too much along this line. Some are able to add but
little after thirty, although vastly improving and per¬
fecting their capacity so far as it has been carried. If,
for example, you are able to play fifth grade music
fairly well, there is no reason why you cannot so
polish your ability to play fourth grade selections that
they will become models of perfection. The time of
the virtuoso pianist is not spent in increasing his tech¬
nique, after a certain age, but in perfecting the reper¬
toire that he has acquired in previous years so that
it becomes the admiration of the musical world. There
is no reason why a player of moderate ability should
not apply the same principle to music that is well within
his ability, instead of pursuing an ignis fatuus that it
is hopeless to try to secure. A wise and intelligent
application of brain power is what a person in your
position should struggle for, not the accomplishment
of the impossible. By concentrating your attention to
this sort of work you may become a power in your
community, a leader musically, and a wise and success¬
ful teacher, bringing your pupils to a point where they
can be passed on to more advanced teachers who will
find them thoroughly prepared.

om!. “ave much trouble In teaching some of my
small pupils the etters. What would you advise as
the best method?”
b. C.
As a mere matter of learning the degrees on the staf
there is nothing better than letting the pupil write th
notes and letters alternately. Confine the pupil to th
lines and spaces comprising the staff first. Drill ther
on these two or three at a time, adding more gradually
then write words under the staff and let the pupi
write the correct notes, such as bag, gab, bad, deaf, an
many others that you can spell from the letters on th
start
Write the notes to similar words and let th
pupi write the names. Give them practice of this soi
daily and they will soon learn. When they begin at th
ey oard with the simple first grade exercises, the
1 gradually learn to recognize the notes almost un
consciously from constant locating the fingers on th
•eys. Meanwhile continue the practice of writing an
reading until the pupil is at ease.

sages wnTun1 ,0i use Jho Pedal In staccato pas¬
sages, especially where both hands are staccato?”
R. E.
cJcHErmJan'ng of staccat0 is short, or detached, i
tervaU
t0 ,egat0- D«ached sounds with «
the r, a° 1 ,silence between them cannot he produced
the pedal IS used; hence, it would be illogical to t.
The oKilT /UiCh CffeCtS with tbe Pedal held dow
anv ii«A t °l t le pe<kl 's to prolong sounds. Hem
he of th ° *16 Pe<lal <iuring staccato passages shot!
ouicklv cA. ™ Spar!"S character. It mav be touchi

o?n s”'h

«<*'
sonoritv w . ^ heats, in order to produce momenta!
sonority, but must be as quickly abandoned.

Q. 1. Is a phrase always four measures
long! Are there not two-measure phrases t
S. Can a four-measure phrase he divided
into sections 0J two measures each or do two
four-measure phrases constitute a section t
S. What may a period be made up of—sec¬
tions or phresest How manyt What may
these sections or phrases consist off
i. What is a musical sentence f—Mrs.
N. B. B.
A. A phrase may be four measures, or
longer.
In simple forms the antecedent
phrase of a period generally is four measures
long, but It Is often eight measures long and
sometimes, especially in waltzes, as long as
sixteen measures. Two measures would be
too short for a real phrase, but sometimes,
especially in a slow movement, a period may
be made up of three “groups” of two
measures each. Look at the theme of
Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words, No. 16,
for an example of this, or the subordinate
theme of the slow movement of Beethoven’s
Sonata Pathetique. But I should not call
two measures a “phrase.” Some four-measure
phrases divide into two “sections,” but this is
not always the case, and I would prefer to
call these subdivisions “semi-phrases” rather
than anything else.
A period is usually made up of two phrases
—antecedent and consequent, and the latter
may be any reasonable length. Look at the
consequent of the first theme in Mendelssohn’s
Songs Without Words, No. 1, and you will
find a consequent nine measures long, and in
the return of the theme a consequent twelve
measures long. While in No. 22 you will find
antecedent and consequent each just four
measures long.
The consequent is often a more free phrase
than the antecedent, although in simple musi¬
cal forms the two generally are of equal
length.
The period is a musical sentence, compar¬
able to the stanza In Poetry, while tile phrase
may be compared to the line In versification,
that is it is a dependent division, incomplete,
and requiring another, similar division to
bring it to completion.
There is no better work in which to study
the variations of phrases, than Mendelssohn’s
Songs Without Words. Mendelssohn was a
ln form beyond compare, and the
student can get many a valuable hint by
studying the shape of his short compositions.
lioad7ideTnntF°rm Scenes’ esPeciallt> the
.*•/*, the Schumann Intermezzo No. 6 stip® “ description of the lady whose
name is inserted (Abegg) t—M. M. W.
,
„ Vne
beware of reading too much
into Schumann's music. It is true that much
Is autobiographical, but he very seldom
ful1 storJ'- He refrained, for exfro“ fiving a name to his first symth» ™kS E'flat’ raying, "One must not tell
tlf P“bl,07 everything.” The title of The
■aUtf.rldeJnn ‘a enough to suggest a poetic
[ii'ture, the quiet German Inn, the country
loan, the comfortable rest within its walls
r?Sards the Variations, Op. 1, on the
XLo£ Abegg’ H may be stated that several
snelUnS composers have adopted this plan of
In P«m. 5.“ ’? music' and thls is easier
and fit ‘ha“ *" English, since B-flnt is B,
ThererJ9 g, E-flat is S (Es), in German.
Namef°“B. ^.Vh "t*
Vsse“
theorganist spelt ou’t
B >• while
“p. A, D, E,” in the Northern
nong in honor of Gade, and “A, S, C. H,” in
ommemorating the city of Aseh in which
“w®lt hls early love, Ernestine von Fricken.
AL’e"? was a beautiful young indv
'horn he first met at a hall, it is doubtful
‘ “ee acquaintance resulted, since he
anlm»Lid upon t° dedicate the variations to
character,—“Pauline. Countess
r; — S|’nThWb,e>.n he sPeHed out “A, B. E.
wn '(.I
theme of this work. Schumann
Ms cnmmlnV enough, but there Is danger of
Bv the™atators going beyond his intentions.
inVrt£wV ?° not flnd the name “Abegg”
title “f
$ Vhi
e«Dterrn,"'2°
«• and thewhich
true
mV*
the oth.T
work IsNo-Herberge.
“Roadside ”
“Roadside.’

"

Clear ™ough

not the

^one °llu,
Mde^a uJherf-A. ?%ruotion or training
was- i.teders,tand that Becker, the pianist,
execute15' ee't-taught. But as a rule the
nttu*»“t 'needs guidance. Wagner had very
"Hie instruction (about six months), in

piano-playing, but he was never a good performer. The great English organist, Frederick.
Archer, once told me that he was almost entiiely self-taught. The instances, however,i
are much fewer than those of composers who
have been self-instructed. Schubert, Ilaydu,;
and Wagner were almost entirely self-taught
in composition. Yet here a reservation may
be made. The composer can study the scoresi
of other composers and learn by them. Thus
Wagner really studied with Beethoven, al¬
though that master was dead when the great
opera-composer began his musical studies, lie
™es
ihls 7ery charmingly In his opera;
or The Master-singers of Nuremburg, in which
he causes walther to reply to those who ask
him who was his music-master,—“Walther
von der Vogelweide,” and Beckmesser, the
narrowminded, not understanding this, savs—
A good master, but he is long since dead.”
the chance of becoming a good musician
without instruction is very slight. It- reminds me of what Henry Ward Beecher once
said to a man who asked him if any one
could be saved without the church. He re¬
plied, I suppose a good man might be, just
as a man could get from New York to Brook¬
lyn by swimming. But it would be a good
deal easier to take the ferry."

with the performer f—A. J. V.
*
A. It depends upon what you call Salonmusile. In English the term means “Draw¬
ing-room-music,” and might include almost
anything In piano-music which is not a sonata
or a fuge. Thus Liszt’s Liebeslied or Rubin¬
stein s Barcarolle, are drawing-room-music,
and most of Chopin’s works fall into the
same classification.
Of course the simple
marches, waltzes, polkas, etc., of the lesser
composers ought not to appear upon a con¬
cert program.

BALDWIN-WALLACE COLLEGE, ba0™'°h‘°'
course in Organ, Piano, Vocal, Violin and other
instruments. Low Tuition, splendid location, near
Cleveland. Baldwin-Wallace has the best pipe
organ in the State of Ohio. Address Albert Riemcnschneider, Director.
BELLHAVEN COLLEGIATE AND INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTE, taetartmemSS'Bml,a
Yocum, Director, Piano; Leschetizky Method.
Pupils prepared for Study under European Masters,
Theoretical and Normal Courses. Voice and Violin.
BETHANY COLLEGE SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
“arses leading to degree o™ Bachelor of"Music.
Teachers’ Training Classes. Address: Jean C.
Moos, A. M„ Bethany, W. Va.
BLACKSTONE FEMALE INSTITUTE, B,IackVa. Prepares for Class A Colleges, and alsoma£ •
tains the best advantages in music of any school of
its grade m the South. Rates are very moderate,
Por catalogue and application blank address Rev.
Thos. Rosser Reeves, Principal.
CENTRAL COLLEGE AND CONSERVATORY
OFgFINE ARTS,
A,rk> fF°r —
State. Excellent faculty and all mXn advfn!
tages. For catalog write John W. Conger. Pres.
CHOWAN COLLEGE, Murfreesboro, N C.
for women. Founded 1848. rStuSS’L MusT
Art, Expression and Physical Culture. Courses in
“AH. and Sciences leading to degree of A. B.
James D.
CaUhgue °a re1“stCOTTEY COLLEGE AND CONSERVATORY,
Nevada, Mo. College for young women. Accre¬
dited by Missouri University and leading instltutions. Classical, Household Economy, Fine Arts.

HOLLINS COLLEGE FOR YOUNG WOMEN,
Hollins, Va. Exceptionally thorough and complete
Musical Department in which musical culture is
combined with the regular college courses leading
to broad and efficient musicianship. College course
(4 years), College Preparatory (2 years). Founded
1842. Catalogue on request. Miss Matty L.
Cooke, Box 312, Hollins, Va.
HOWARD-PAYNE COLLEGE, lof^uLg w“:
men. Music, Art and Oratory. Strong Junior^Colplfysical" milture tand°lhwary°tuitlonr for^the ^ear
3250. For particulars address H. E. Stout, Pres.
JUDSON COLLEGE, ^38ionboU=geEfor Young
Ladles. For Catalogue aud’ further information
address Paul V. Bomar, Pres.
JUNIATA COLLEGE,cHr„tf.EsLbHshe^wt
Classical and GeneraKlulture, Science and Music-

MANSFIELD FEMALE COLLEGE, |JjSn£
aiTd^F”8 *n^cJass*<p* «nd General Culture. Mur.ic
ulars write Lena McCoppm^Dhector " *" PaltlC’
MARION COLLEGE AND SCHOOL OF
music,
ft. elevation. *225 covers board, room and tuition.
Catalogue. Rev. Henderson N. Miller, Ph. D.,
PORT GIBSON FEMALE COLLEGE AND
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
Gibfr°;
cweaEx&Tion for youn8lad!ea'

T-rJ-

SHENANDOAH COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE
AND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Eaeyton’eVa; CoI‘
Certificate admits to University8of Va^amTrfi
medc?! “t'p'3' Pt"0’’ V°ke’ EIocution’ Com'

A!cC§tocSrPrer8erVat0ry meth0dE- MrS'V'
DENISON UNIVERSITY CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC,
, Fu" t!leorejical

ST. ANNE’S SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, GkarIot'esQ- Is a pianist ever justified in altering or
Three hours.south of Washington. College prepa?:
H?i:chv^
leaving out parts of a composition as he may
?usm'ss and SP'cial Courses. Music, Art
see fit for any reason, to suit his own ideas
and Modern Languages. Domestic Science. Terms
end desires, or would this have a tendency to
FLORIDA STATE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN.
DuVal Prhidpaf4 Catalogue* Miss Mary Hyde
mar his reputation f—A. J. V.
Tallahassee, Fla. College of Arts and Sciences^
Normal School, Schools of Music, Art and ExpresA. This Is really a pendant to the pre¬
sion. Requirements of admission 15 standard units.
ceding question. Some alterations may be
Catalogue on request. Edw. Conradi, Pres.
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, MusicCheSd ’r,AP"made. In Schubert, for example, it would be
On the Penna. R. R and trolley to Phifadelphia!
wrong to observe all the repeats. In Bach’s
FRANKLIN ACADEMY—SCHOOL of MUSIC,
F“s for teaching, college or business. 3220 pays
works which are now played upon the piano,
fcrw°arf’.,t.ultl°n’. etc- for 8chc>o1 year of 40 weeks.
hut which were written for the clavichord,
Voice and Violin. Dlplomas1^!™^*™ ^who
G. M. Philips, Principal.
there are many embellishments which were
necessary upon that weak-toned instrument,
and many embroideries which sounded very
mstruction. Ada R. Bloedorn, Dean of Music Dept.
SUSQUEHANNA UNIVERSITY,
well upon both spinet or clavichord, but are
cal and General Culture. Music and Fine Ant
not needed or do not sound effective upon the
HALL-MOODY INSTITUTE AND SCHOOL
Catalogue on request.
modern piano. It is certainly permissible
OF MUSIC, MfHa. Tenn- Eight departments,
and even desirable to change some of these,
+ , ’excellent advantages. Graduates in
because of the change of instrument. Busoni’s
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME, gotre
edition does this at times with remarkably
teachers.3 Ra efve^L" cLtafogues “our!
Ind. Classical and General Culture. MusicaUngood taste.
struction under competent instructors.’ Write for
In some of Handel’s or Bach’s arias there is
HaI1’Dir' Music- Hcatalogue.
a long repeat of the first part, after the
central division of the number. This was
HILLMAN COLLEGE FOR YOUNG LADIES
quite desirable in the ISth century, when the
cimtom Miss. Excellent advantages in Piano
WILSON COLLEGE FOR WOMEN, Fbambeprs'
public craved such length and repetition.
Classical Course leading to degree of A. B.^Musb
Nation Shfuinand,t1ea?' Work 62nd Ms!i°n’
Iiut to-day such repetition would become tire¬
cal Course and unusual advantages in the study of
limited numbers.11 Modefat?E"penKs.e<Nlne mile!
some. The public taste has altered com¬
Music and Art. Faculty of thirty professors and
from State Capitol, accessible. Write for Catalogue.' teachers.
pletely In this matter. Therefore it was per¬
Apply for catalogue.
missible and praiseworthy of Robert Franz
to make a shortened return in each of these
long-winded arias. It is even pardonable
1
(although it robs the composer of some of its
effect) to cut out the last two-thirds of such
arias as The Trumpet shall sound, or He was
Despised, in The Messiah, as is constantly
done. One very seldom hears, ln this latter
aria, the division beginning He gave His
ChceJcs to the Smiters, and the repeat that
follows it.
Sometimes the changes are made of neces¬
sity. I recall Von Biilow, reading a certain
work at sight, in Music Hall, in Boston, when
a page was discovered to be missing. The
pianist went on steadily, improvising In the
THE NILES BRYANT SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING
vein of the work, until Mr. Apthorp, who was
turning the leaves, went to the green-room [ 235 ART INSTITUTE
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.. U. S. A.
and came back with the missing leaf, and then
the artist skillfully modulated into It
—1
The same thing happened to Rubinstein --once in the Schumann Piano Concerto, but
here it was more serious, since the orchestra
0,dest Chartered College for Women in the World
might have gone astray. The conductor held
down the score for Rubinstein to look at. but
lie angrily brushed it aside and went on im¬
provising until he caught the thread of the
music again. Such things may be wonderful,
t they a
artist]
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THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712-1714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Penna. I
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The Quickest Mail Order Music Supply House for
Teachers, Schools and Conservatories of Music
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The best selected and one of the largest stocks of music. The most liberal “ON SALE” plan.
ur stock or published by us sent freely on inspection at our regular low
Professional Rates. The best discounts and terms.

THE MOST MODERN TEACHING PUBLICATIONS IN MUSIC
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Christian Herald
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Delineator

COMPLETE SCHOOLS TECHNIC
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vanced in thought and methods, thoroughly abreast of the
times. This work may be used in Daily Practice.^ ^

STANDARD HISTORY ofMUSIC
A thoroi
form. So

CATALOGS
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Designed to be the most direct and helpful
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TOUCH AND TECHNIC
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Mother’s Magazine

the ETUDE

the spirit of play. There are a number^of rote
songs ; also music for marching, drills, etc.
ONLY COMPLETE MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN METHOD
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Collier’s Weekly
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and to hold the interestof theTitde child! The
aim is to develop the subject in conformity with
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By D. BATCHELLOR and C. LANDON
Price, $1.50
A concise, practical manual, a logical exposi¬
tion of the art of teaching music to the young
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FRIENDSHIP PINS

BEGINNER’S BOOK

BATCHELL0R MUSICAL
KINDERGARTEN METHOD
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Compiled by W. S. B. MATHEWS
10 Grades
i0 Volumes
$1.00 Each Volume
-—
r *£°,m/Siete c°urse of the best studies
selected for every purpose. The
Oracled Course idea is original with
the Pi
with the
Presses ’house, ....
but imitated more
_ Thisj Course is being
being- imim
combine^ —ished.
'
best elements of all schools, the
greatest variety from the best icompos ers. It is simple and practical;
We i

SCHOOL OF THE PIANOFORTE
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THE ETUDE .
Youth’s Companion

STANDARD GRADED COURSE OF
STUDIES FOR THE PIANOFORTE

By M. G. EVANS
Price, 50 Cents
This little work is more than a primer; it is
a compact musical encyclopedia, the subject
matter being presented not alphabetically but
progressively, beginning with the rudiments of
vith »a tnKnlor.^
tabulated summarv
music and ending with
a,,™™ —
“/
of Musical History, oarh
plained through the ’medium
i_
of a series of prac-'
tical questions and answers covering *" the
Elements of Music, Notation, Time, Scales,
Intervals, Chords, etc.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON ELEMENTS OF MUSIC
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horn photographs taken especially for this
work, these illustrations make the work of
the pupil much more simple and secure.

Headquarters for Everything

needed in the teacher’s work— *
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and Rolls, Musical Picture, add Post CardslBiank^a^r^^BroSlilecwd Tabl«s(etc!

PUBLISHERS, IMPORTERS, DEALERS,
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MUSIC SUITABLE FOR THE REED ORG AN
Partial List of Our Publications Suitable for the Reed Organ.

No Europe This Year-Visit Foreign America

Send for Complete List.

All Expense
Northern Cruise

$60S§
including all essential expenses for
travel, berth and board, is offered by the

RED CROSS LINE
Excellent
Fishing and Shooting

visiting
and ST.

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA,
JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND

the entire cruise. A foreign tour costing four times as much could
not be more delightful.
New tourist steamships—“Stephano” and “Florizel”—fitted with
This most unique, healthful and desirable
every device for comfort and safety—full boat equipment for passengers
vacation cruise from New York combines novelty,
and crew—wireless, bilge keels, submarine bells, etc.—7 days at sea,
grandeur, delightful climate and a charming sea voy¬
S days in port. Orchestra. Sea Sports.
age with absolute comfort and remarkable economy. No hotel
Reduced rates for superior accommodations during Sep¬
tember and October.
bills, changes or transfers, you live on the ship—it is your home for
Send for illustrated booklet 16, giving full particulars.

BOWRING & CO., 16 Battery Place, 1ST. V.

PROFITABLE VACATION COURSES
WITH THE
from this page sent “On Sale” at our usual liberal Sheet Music

A SELECTED LIST OF PIPE ORGAN PIECES

STANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC
A FIRST HISTORY FOR STUDENTS AT ALL AGES
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

PRICE, $1.25

Eight Delightful Weeks of History Study b" £? !>«.h.' ln ,hAnywht"
The following outline, based on the forty story-lessons in the very successful
Standard History of Music, may be employed by any teacher, anywhere.
1st Week.

How Music Began. Music in the Early Church. How Notation
Was Evolved. The Troubadours and Meistersingers. Polyphonic
Music. Palestrina. Early English Music.
2d Week. Opera and Oratorio. Scarlatti and His Contemporaries. The Bach
Family. Early French Music. The Story of the Organ, the Violin
and the Piano.
3d Week. J. S. Bach, G. F. Handel, F. J. Haydn, W. A. Mozart.
4th Week. Gluck, Beethoven, Schubert, Weber, Mendelssohn.
5th Week. Schumann and the Age of Musical Romance. Opera Writers of the
Nineteenth Century. Great Teachers of the Pianoforte.
6th Week. Chopin, Liszt, Wagner. Modern Italian Composers. Rubinstein.
Great French Composers.
7th Week. Modern Masters.
Brahms, Grieg, Tchaikowsky. The Art Song.
Famous Pianists of Yesterday. Great Virtuosos of To-day. Great
Violinists. Composers of Valuable Pianoforte Pieces in the Smaller
Forms. Composers of Teaching Pieces.
8th Week. Music in America. Masters of To-day. Summary of Musical
History. Formation of a Music Study Club for Next Winter.

We Will Help You in Securing a Class

GIVE YOUR PUPILS A
THREE MONTHS’ SUMMER
SUBSCRIPTION TO THE “ETUDE”
K

EEPING the interest of the pupil alive during the Summer
months should receive the serious consideration of every
teacher. There is a tendency on the part of the student to
consider the musical studies completed after the Spring Recital,
especially as the teacher is seldom in touch with the pupil from
July to October.
Many teachers have found The Etude of valuable assistance in
bridging over the Summer period by having pupils take advantage of

THE ETUDE TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
ANY THREE ISSUES FOR 25 CENTS
The receipt of The Etude each month during the Summer awakens
the dormant interest of the pupil by furnishing at least fifty pleas¬
ing and instructive pieces of music suitable for Summer playing,
in addition to a wealth of widely interesting musical articles.

REAL BUSINESS INVESTMENT FOR THE TEACHER
Thousands of teachers have donated a Three Months’
Subscription to each student, thus showing their interest
in the pupil and more readily gaining the attention
of the parents at the beginning of the season in the Fall.
They realize it is an excellent business investment.
We have prepared a neat Presentation Card to be sent to the pupil by the teacher,
which we will gladly furnish in quantity without charge. We also furnish special
Three Months’ Trial Subscription Coupons for distribution.
Those having accounts with the Theo. Presser Co.
can have the subscriptions charged

Send for HAND BOOK OF PIPE AND REED ORGAN MUSIC co t ’ ‘

THEODORE PRESSER C0„

PHILADELPHIA PENNA.

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE ETUDE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Please mention THE ETUDE wlien addressing our advertisers.

THE BOARD
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EDUCATION

OPPIOB OF StTFKKrNTTENXHSNrT OF SCHOOL.. S

March 27, 1915*
Schomacker Piano Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Gentlemen:On reaching home last evening, I found the
Schomacker 9-ft. grand, for which I have Just exchanged
my Schomacker 6-ft., duly installed in my music room,
and I hasten to advise you—not only of my complete sat¬
isfaction-hut my positive delight with the new instru¬
ment.
I presume that absolute perfection in piano

'

construction has not yet been achieved, but I cannot
conceive of a nearer approximation to the ultimate than
is evidenced by this instrument.
Superlative sonority, exceeding delicacy of
touch and positive beauty of form, leave absolutely
nothing to be desired.

So noble an instrument is worthy

the hand of the greatest masters.
Thanking you for your courtesy in the matter,
I am

Director of Music
Philadelphia Public Schools

THE SCHOMACKER PIANO
IS SOLD IN NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA BY

JOHN WANAMAKER
DEALERS IN OTHER PRINCIPAL CITIES

SCHOMACKER PIANO COMPANY, 1020 South 21st Street, Philadebhin P„
Please manHnn TTTT. T.TTTTVP
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